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 1 bristol going for gold

Welcome from our 
coordinating partners

Bristol’s Going for Gold bid involves the whole city in our ambition to make 
Bristol’s food system better for our people, our city, and the planet. It builds 
on the incredible work of over 120 organisations supporting good food in  
our city that led Bristol to receiving a Silver Sustainable Food Cities award  
in 2016.

Achieving Gold is not the end of that journey. This work has galvanised a 
powerful momentum in Bristol and laid the foundations for a decade of 
building a diverse, inclusive and resilient food community that can bring real 
change by 2030.  

The onset of a pandemic did not deter our ambitions, instead it has been a 
catalyst for change. Bristol’s Covid-19 food response brought people together 
and ‘Biting Back Better’ has been at the centre of our work this past year. 
Collaboration and partnerships have played essential roles in Bristol’s ability 
to adapt and respond to the pandemic, and showed what we can achieve as  
a city when we have a common purpose.

It has been an honour to have been Chair of the Bristol Going for Gold 
Steering Group. My thanks to all the Steering Group members, past and 
present, and to all the individuals and organisations across the city whose 
contributions have played an invaluable part in this bid. To continue our 
journey towards a resilient food system in Bristol, we all need to be involved, 
at home and at work, in communities and through our institutions and I am 
excited to see the next phase of this work take shape.

Councillor Asher Craig 
Deputy Mayor of Bristol (Communities, Equalities & Public Health) 
Chair, Going for Gold Steering Group  

As Bristol moves towards becoming a carbon-neutral and climate-resilient city 
by 2030, the importance of good food in achieving that goal is increasingly 
obvious. Making sustainable and lasting improvements to how we produce, 
purchase and consume food in our city is at the heart of this ambition.

The tangible achievements of individuals and organisations across the 
city, working in partnership towards the common goal of becoming a Gold 
Sustainable Food City, are both astounding and inspirational. Reading through 
this submission, I feel an immense sense of pride at what’s been accomplished 
by a collective, city-wide effort. 

Bristol City Council is committed to the ongoing work needed to build a 
sustainable food system for the city, not least because it aligns with our core 
priorities, including the climate and ecological emergencies, but also because 
it supports our work in building strong communities, empowering our local 
economy, improving public health and achieving food equality.

Realising our vision of a city where everyone has access to healthy, ethical and 
sustainably produced food is not without its challenges, but I’m encouraged 
by what has already been achieved, and look forward to the next chapter as 
we build on the momentum of the Going for Gold partnership.

Mike Jackson 
Bristol City Council Chief Executive and Going for Gold Champion
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Bristol Green Capital Partnership has been delighted to help coordinate 
Bristol’s bid to be a Gold Sustainable Food City. The aim of bringing the 
whole city together to create a fairer, greener, healthier food system perfectly 
aligns with the work of the Partnership, which seeks to foster city-wide 
collaboration on a range of environmental issues and make links between 
them. 

Changes to our food system are critical in tackling the climate and ecological 
emergencies and continues to be a priority for the Partnership. Over the last 
couple of years we have engaged our network of over 1,000 organisations 
of all sizes and sectors with the bid, encouraging them to consider their 
relationship with food and providing information and ideas on how they can 
most effectively make a difference.

And we won’t stop here. The Partnership called for a ‘Decade of 
Transformation’ at the start of 2020 and will be continuing to support and 
motivate organisations to take further and faster action to help Bristol meet 
its ambitious climate and ecological goals. Food will be a key part of this, 
and the Going for Gold bid, and the relationships and collaboration that have 
come out of it, is an ideal platform on which to build.

Mohammed Sadiq  
Chair of Bristol Green Capital Partnership and Executive Director at Wessex Water

We originally planned to make this Sustainable Food Places Gold Award 
submission in Autumn 2020 – but we all know what happened to plans last 
year. Covid-19 changed everything. For many, it turned their world upside 
down, while for many others, it forced a period of reassessment and a 
questioning of how we should live our day-to-day lives. 

Rather than plough on regardless with our Plan A, we chose to pause, reflect 
and adapt, along with the rest of the city.

We have been overwhelmed and humbled by the Bristol response to the 
Covid crisis – from food businesses, community organisations and countless 
individuals. The submission we make here now is not necessarily the one we 
had originally planned, but it’s all the better and stronger for it.

For Bristol Food Network, this submission is the culmination of five years’ 
work to take us from Silver to Gold. But those five years were built on 
the back of the work, drive and enthusiasms of many, many others over 
the preceding decades. We can only acknowledge just a few people and 
organisations at the end of the submission, but to the rest of the city, we’d like 
to say “thank you!” – you are the ones who make this all happen.

Jane Stevenson  
Chair of Bristol Food Network CIC
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About Bristol’s Gold 
Sustainable Food Places 
submission
Working towards a *good meal every day for 
everyone

Bristol’s effort to make big and lasting improvements to 
the city-wide food system and be recognised as a Gold 
Sustainable Food City has mobilised the whole city to 
take collective action. Leading food organisations and city 
networks, including Bristol City Council, created the Going for 
Gold partnership to work together to embed these positive 
changes through policy and practice. 

Since 2018 the Going for Gold partnership’s focus has been on 
harnessing the energy of local government, the health sector, 
universities, local businesses, schools, institutions and citizens 
to make measurable and sustainable change to the city’s food 
system in six specific areas which reflect (but do not directly 
map onto) the six Sustainable Food Places themes. 

* Good food is defined as being vital to the quality of people’s lives in Bristol. As well as being 
tasty, healthy and affordable, the food we eat should be good for nature, good for workers, 
good for businesses and good for animal welfare. (Bristol Good Food Charter, 2012)©
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 4 bristol going for gold: about bristol’s gold sustainable food places submission

Bristol food theme Sustainable Food Places Food theme

In it for the long-term Food Governance and Strategy (theme 1)

Food Waste: Reducing 
avoidable food waste and 
recycling food that cannot 
be eaten. 

Food for the Planet (theme 6)  
Reduce, redirect and recycle food 
packaging and related waste.

Community Action: 
Connecting up and  
working together as a 
stronger Bristol Good  
Food Movement. 

Good Food Movement (theme 2) 
Inspire and engage the public about  
good food; foster food citizenship and  
a local good food movement.

Eating Better: Encouraging 
people to cook and eat 
healthy, sustainable food. 

Healthy food for all (theme 3)  
Promoting healthy eating.

Food Equality: Addressing 
food vulnerabilities; making 
sure that everyone in the 
city can access affordable 
and nutritious food. 

Healthy food for all (theme 3)  
Tackling food poverty.

Buying Better: Supporting 
a resilient local food 
economy, choosing food 
that is good for people, our 
city and the planet. 

Catering and Procurement (theme 5)  
Change policy and practice; improve 
connections and collaborations across  
the local supply chain.

Sustainable Food Economy (theme 4) 
Put good food entrepreneurs and 
enterprises at the heart of local economic 
development and promote them to 
consumers.

Urban Growing: Increasing 
the amount of nature-
friendly food growing 
across the city. 

Food for the Planet (theme 6)  
Promote sustainable food production 
and consumption; land for food growing, 
training, agroecology.

The impact of Covid-19 midway through the Bristol Going for Gold campaign 
led to significant changes to the approach. Restrictions on the catering and 
hospitality sectors meant the original ambitions for exceptional achievement 
in catering and procurement mid-2020 had to be put on hold. Instead, the 
focus turned to what had originally been named ‘community action’. This has 
developed into a new area of work: Growing the Good Food Movement. 

The campaign found a home online during Covid-19 and became more 
flexible; the language, tone and focus changed to reflect and support 
the needs of the city as the different phases of the pandemic manifested 
themselves. 

This submission contains three main sections that align with the criteria for a 
Gold Sustainable Food Places award: 

1. Evidence that Bristol’s food partnership and programme is embedded and 
will be sustainable over the long-term.

2. Exceptional achievement in two areas of food-related activity (Growing a 
Good Food Movement and Towards zero food waste).

3. Evidence of significant continued action and outcomes across each of the 
six key issues.

Throughout the submission there are seven main case studies, selected for 
the way they connect different food action areas, for their innovative and 
future-focused approaches and/or for their effectiveness and potential for 
scale of impact. Many more brief examples illustrate the richness of Bristol’s 
Good Food Movement. 

The partnership and the longevity of the food programme in Bristol are based 
on a decade of work. Together with the achievements since gaining a Silver 
Sustainable Food Cities award in 2016 and specific activities towards Gold 
status, Bristol has built a solid foundation for the development of a food 
system that’s good for people and the planet over this next critical decade.
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Health

Even before the pandemic, the NHS was under severe strain from diet-
related ill-health. According to the latest government statistics, more than 
60% of adults and 35% of 11-year-olds in England are overweight or obese 
and 7% of adults are diabetic. Poor diet and excess weight is associated with 
deprivation, and in Bristol there is a 19-year gap in healthy life expectancy 
(years lived in good health) between the most and least deprived areas.

To reverse these trends, everyone needs access to good, affordable food, 
the skills to cook healthy food from scratch and, if we want to grow food 
for ourselves and our community, the space to do it. Before 2020, there 
was already a focus on these solutions, but when Covid-19 hit, they became 
integral to the emergency response. As we look to the future, they have 
become integral to our resilient recovery too.

Environment

The climate and ecological emergencies are inextricably linked. We can’t 
solve one without tackling the other. Agriculture relies on healthy,, biodiverse 
ecosystems that underpin food producers’ livelihoods and people’s wellbeing. 
At the same time, unsustainable agricultural practices are heavily implicated 
in the wide-scale loss of biodiversity, in global greenhouse gas emissions from 
livestock farming and food transport, and in the significant carbon footprint 
from wasted food. 

Our resilient recovery is dependent on a shift to a food system where true 
value is placed on food that gives back to the environment, and sustains 
and enhances producer livelihoods and people’s wellbeing. Everyone eats 
food, so we can all play a role in reducing environmental impacts and carbon 
emissions by choosing a planetary diet and reducing food waste. 

Why food matters
How we produce, trade, eat and ‘waste’ food influences 
the most pressing issues facing us today, from climate and 
ecological breakdown to human health and wellbeing, from 
poverty and justice to animal welfare.

If we were ever in doubt that our current patterns of food consumption and 
production are unsustainable, the Covid-19 pandemic has shown it to be true. 
Food supply chains were tested to their limits, and many food businesses 
have not survived. Thousands of people across the UK – including here in 
Bristol – found themselves in need of emergency food support for reasons 
including job loss, having to self-isolate with no pay, or being told to shield 
when normal methods of accessing food were disrupted.

And yet the pandemic drove a positive shift in how people think about 
food. Support for local food systems has increased dramatically. In Bristol, 
as elsewhere, communities have built networks of support, resilience and 
recovery, making sure nobody goes to bed hungry, supporting essential 
workers and local food shops. 

Our own health and wellbeing, the health of the planet, local economies, 
and justice for all are the four pillars of a sustainable food system. They are 
also central to a pandemic recovery process that creates a better and more 
resilient world than the one we lived in before Covid-19. 
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Economy

Local shops, cafés and restaurants are the visible face of a web of food 
businesses including growers, producers, manufacturers, processors and 
delivery firms. They trade with and depend on each other, employ local 
people and keep money circulating locally. 

Successive lockdowns proved the value of our high street food shops, and 
where possible, Bristolians supported them by using them more often.  
The closure of pubs, cafés and restaurants was deeply felt by customers, 
owners and suppliers.

A healthy local economy is crucial to a thriving community. A resilient 
recovery from Covid-19 must focus on our local food economy, encouraging 
local, ethical and sustainable sourcing, and championing the economic and 
social value of our independent food sector. 

Inclusion

The numbers of people living in poverty were increasing even before 2020, 
but the pandemic forced many more households to choose between buying 
food, paying rent or heating their homes. 

Deprivation can result in hunger and unhealthy diets. Structural inequalities in 
household income and access to food are just two of the many reasons why 
people experience food insecurity and diet-related ill-health. On top of this, 
stark racial inequalities also exist. These factors all contribute to making it 
harder for people to eat a healthy balanced diet in a food system that makes 
unhealthy foods so affordable and accessible. 

To address these inequalities, we must elevate the voices currently under-
represented in discussions around fairness and justice. Food is a powerful 
medium through which to do that. By recognising and celebrating the ethnic 
diversity at the food system’s core, and inviting those whose lives are most 
affected by inequalities to speak out, Bristol’s Good Food Movement can help 
to build a fairer food system and society, and a truly resilient recovery.
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Bristol’s food partnership 
and programme:
Embedded and sustainable 
for the long-term
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Bristol’s food culture
“Though many of our worst problems are big, they do 
not necessarily have big solutions. Many of the needed 
changes will have to be made in individual lives, in families 
and households, and in local communities. And so we must 
understand the importance of scale, and learn to determine 
the scale that is right for our places.”

Wendell Berry, Local Economies to Save the Land and the People (2013)

All around the world, cities like Bristol are waking up to the fact that humans 
can influence the food system for better or worse, through the way we spend 
money, feed ourselves, manage our land and resources and change our 
wasteful habits. Cities have powers of purchase, planning and partnerships 
that can be mobilised to influence and shape their food systems. 

Households spend a significant proportion of their income on food. Through 
the local food environment and our consumer choices we believe we can 
move to a more sustainable and healthy food system in Bristol.

Bristol is leading the way in thinking about how to feed a city, reduce 
inequalities and the impacts of health, nature and climate change. At the 
City Gathering on 10th January 2020, representatives from across Bristol 
chose working towards becoming a Gold Sustainable Food City as a city-
wide priority. As far as we know, no other city anywhere has gone this far in 
galvanising the entire city to co-create a good food system. 
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How did we get here?

Bristol’s Silver Sustainable Food Cities Award in 2016 recognised that the 
city has, over many decades, been a place that takes food seriously. There is 
a culture of interest in and commitment to environmental issues among our 
citizens. Food played a central part in Bristol’s year as European Green Capital 
(2015) and continues to be a positive force for change, especially in the middle 
of a global pandemic.

Our Silver application mapped the grassroots groups, businesses, educational 
settings and city institutions working to create a good food system in Bristol. 
The nature and scope of that work has continued and increased over the past 
five years, built on the following foundations. 

Organisations like the City Office and Bristol Green Capital Partnership focus 
on supporting city-wide collaboration. These networks are underpinned by a 
strong web of community groups, institutions and businesses. The range of 
members and sponsors of the Going for Gold Steering Group demonstrates the 
eagerness to form partnerships to take action.

We are proud that two renowned universities, leading waste, resource and 
food and farming organisations, and the UK’s only green bank call Bristol their 
home. Partnerships and networks across these sectors create transferable and 
adaptable approaches to tackling issues central to creating a good food system. 

Many of our high streets are full of independent food retail and hospitality 
businesses. They support a diverse web of other businesses, and can use their 
purchasing power to influence sustainability practices across their supply 
chains. 

Across Bristol, there are now at least 45 religions, 187 countries of birth 
represented, and 91 main languages spoken by people living here. This diversity 
is reflected in Bristol’s food culture, which offers a way for different communities 
across the city to share stories and foster understanding. 

These foundations have been tested to their limits by Covid-19, and found to 
be strong and enduring. Together, Bristol is creating a good food system that is 
central to the health and wellbeing of people and the planet, and that is at the 
heart of our recovery from the devastating impacts of the pandemic.

Gloucester Road Fruits

http://bristolfoodpolicycouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/04/Bristol-SFC-2016-Silver1.pdf
https://bristolgreencapital.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/11/bristol-2015_annual-review.pdf
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/mayor/city-office
https://bristolgreencapital.org/
https://www.triodos.co.uk/
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CASE STUDY

Bristol Eating Better Award
How it works

There is a dedicated website with information on the award and how to 
apply.

The award criteria comprise core and additional actions, designed to be 
small and manageable. They include swapping ingredients, providing more 
affordable and healthier choices, and encouraging customers to bring in 
reusable cups and containers. The award is valid for two years, after which 
establishments can re-apply.

An important tool for embedding and delivering public health 
and sustainability objectives in relation to the city’s wider food 
environment.

What is it and who is it for?

The Bristol Eating Better Award (BEBA) is coordinated and administered 
by the Communities and Public Health division in Bristol City Council (BCC). 
Piloted in May 2017, the BEBA launched in Spring 2018. It is a key delivery 
tool for three of the key Bristol Going for Gold themes (Buying Better, Eating 
Better and zero Food Waste). With plans to develop the model to reach even 
more food providers across the city, it will help Bristol achieve some of the 
wider food environment related goals in the One City Bristol Good Food 
2030 Action Plan. 

The BEBA is a free award scheme for food businesses and other food 
providers to demonstrate they are committed to offering healthier food that 
is sourced, prepared and served in a healthy and sustainable way. 

A BEBA Schools Award has since been introduced (for breakfast and after 
school clubs and lunches) and an Early Years Award is due to launch in 2021 
for local authority pre-schools and private nurseries. 

Bronze = all core actions Silver = all core actions + 
75% of additional actions 

Gold = all core actions + 
90% of additional actions

Businesses must either be registered as a food business with BCC, or 
registered outside Bristol but trade in the city (e.g. market or street trader) 
and have a Food Hygiene Rating of 4 or 5.

At the time of writing there have been over 250 awards issued since its pilot 
in 2017, including 180 businesses and 72 schools. Successive lockdowns 
meant many businesses temporarily or permanently closing, which has 
reduced uptake of the award. However, many food businesses have 
diversified, and more mobile and market traders are now applying. 

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/web/bristol-eating-better-award/home
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/food-business/bristol-eating-better-award-scheme
https://www.bristol.gov.uk
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BCC’s Market Policy states all traders at St Nicholas Market are required to 
have the BEBA before they can trade, which supports take-up of the award.

What next?

A BEBA steering group has recently been set up to develop the award for  
the future. It will support and drive forward the following priorities:

● Increasing uptake of the award in 12 identified wards in Bristol. These 
wards are higher on the deprivation scale, and more likely to have a higher 
density of unhealthy takeaway food outlets. This links the award to the 
Food Equality Strategy and Action Plan currently being developed by  
BCC and partners.

● Working with BCC Procurement and other BCC partners to review and 
update the Good Food and Catering Procurement Policy.

● Partnering with BCC Events team, Bristol Festivals, Bristol Food Network 
and others to agree the process for ensuring consistent standards for 
event organisers and caterers at BCC events based on BEBA criteria. 

● Supporting a joined-up BCC approach to ongoing improvement of the 
food environment, ensuring all BCC food offers can progress with BEBA 
such as markets, parks, street trading and to embed BEBA standards.

● Identifying the potential for the BEBA as a tool to improve the food 
environment in early years settings and children’s centres.

● Liaising with the BCC Planning Policy team to support policy DM10 of the 
Local Plan.

Watch Bristol businesses talk about how Bristol Eating Better is 
helping promote a healthier lifestyle for everybody 

Find out what traders think of the award here: Testimonials – Bristol 
Eating Better Award 

Read Bristol University’s 2019 evaluation of BEBA: Lessons learned 
from the 2019 Bristol Eating Better Award

Kate’s Kitchen

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/web/st-nicholas-markets/eat-drink
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/33379/Good+Food+and+Catering+Procurement+Policy+%28Framework%29+2018.pdf/d7f8f476-5a7b-cf17-19df-cb29f0b2dcb8
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34540/BD5605%20Site%20Allocations_MAIN_text%20V8_0.pdf/46c75ec0-634e-4f78-a00f-7f6c3cb68398
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVMBbrMiMo4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QVMBbrMiMo4
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/web/bristol-eating-better-award/testimonials
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/web/bristol-eating-better-award/testimonials
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/policybristol/policy-briefings/bristol-eating-better/
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/policybristol/policy-briefings/bristol-eating-better/
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In it for the long-term
Bristol is leading the way in its joined-up and strategic 
approach to transforming the city’s food culture. The Bristol 
Going for Gold partnership includes the public and private 
sectors, and organisations that represent the city’s grassroots 
movements. This section explains how the partnership works, 
and the high-level policies that underpin and embed the Good 
Food Movement for the long-term. It relates to SFP theme 1: 
Food governance and strategy.

The challenge

All cities face the challenge of how to avoid silos and instead integrate 
the food agenda with other city priorities. How can action on food issues 
help solve other challenges? How can we improve communication, build 
collaboration and increase effective coordination between lots of different 
groups and organisations, food and non-food-related, to scale up collective 
impacts? How do we develop good food governance and robustly monitor 
progress on agreed collaborative goals? Like many cities, Bristol does not 
have one overarching food organisation. That is why a partnership approach 
is crucial to creating strong and embedded food programmes that will 
continue for the long-term. 

‘‘ Building on the success and momentum of Going for Gold,  
Bristol Food Network intends to continue a convening role and  
keep food ambitions high, working towards co-creating a One City 
Bristol Good Food 2030 plan.’’BFN

The strength and traction of  
Bristol’s Good Food strategy 

Bristol’s ‘One City approach’ to food

Since becoming a Silver Sustainable Food City, Bristol has developed a unique 
holistic governance structure and approach to tackling multi-dimensional, 
cross-sectoral challenges. Food sustainability is one such challenge. 

The European Capital of Innovation award-winning Bristol One City approach 
sets out a plan to make Bristol a fair, healthy and sustainable city by 2050. Its 
main focus is enabling city-wide collaboration. It creates opportunities for city 
partners to work together to achieve immediate and longer-term (30-year) 
goals. The aim is for Bristol to be a city of hope and aspiration, with everyone 
sharing in its success. 

The One City idea emerged at the very first City Gathering (see p.14) in 2016. 
Following this event, the City Office was set up to provide a convening space 
for everyone wanting to be involved in the One City approach. There are six 
thematic City Boards with representatives from public and private sectors, 
unions, civil society and politics and a new cross-cutting board on Culture.  
All Boards are supported by a Climate Advisory Committee.

The first version of the One City Plan was published in 2019. To reflect 
the changing world, the Plan is reviewed and refreshed annually. The third 
iteration was published on 12th March 2021. 

Each thematic Board owns objectives and initiatives in the Plan from now 
until 2050, comprising three goals for each theme for each year. This 
structure means key issues can be addressed collaboratively by partners 
across the city – rather than in the usual silos. This drives partnership activity 
and unlocks other funding streams through channels like City Funds. 

https://www.bristolonecity.com/
https://www.bristolonecity.com/about-the-one-city-plan/
https://bristolcityfunds.co.uk/
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The City Office is administered by Bristol City Council (BCC) and supported 
by the Bristol Going for Gold partnership which includes organisations like 
Bristol Green Capital Partnership (BGCP), Feeding Bristol and Bristol Food 
Network (BFN). It is working with the thematic Boards to integrate healthy 
and sustainable food as a key element of the One City Plan. 

Targets, decided in participatory events and discussions, are reviewed  
each year for progress and next steps. The refreshed 2021 plan contains  
29 food-specific goals from 2021–2050 – nearly one food goal per year.  
The Environment and Health & Wellbeing boards both nominated food 
equality as one of their three 2021 priorities.

The City Office network works to ensure that the whole of Bristol, across all 
sectors, acts in support of all the goals. One way that is done is through the 
One City Gatherings.

Bristol’s One City Plan themes

● Children and young people

● Economy and skills

● Environment

● Health and wellbeing

● Homes and communities

● Transport

● Culture (cross-cutting)

One City Plan food goal categories

Eating better: good nutrition, food equality, wider food environment

Ecological impacts: wildlife-friendly food growing, sustainable food 
choices, design out food waste & single-use plastics, carbon-neutral 
food business operations

Skills & knowledge: education, personal resilience capacities

Sustainable food economy: jobs, production, short supply chains, 
regional purchasing & procurement

Good food governance: participatory mechanisms, integration, 
collaboration

‘‘ Through our events, communications and projects we will continue to 
support organisations across the city to embed practices that promote 
a sustainable local food system and inspire their employees and 
stakeholders to be part of the good food movement.’’ 
Claire Jacob, Communications and Partnerships Manager, BGCP 

‘‘ Avon Wildlife Trust hopes to build on the momentum and partnerships 
developed through GfG to make significant steps towards the city’s 
targets in the Climate and Ecological Emergency strategies.’’ 
AWT 

Examples of One City Plan food goals

Over 50% of fast-food outlets in the city sell healthy alternatives in line 
with the Bristol Eating Better Awards.

Ensure Bristol is accredited as a gold standard in the Sustainable Food 
City awards and establish a legacy programme.2021

2023

2031

2036

2038

Everyone has access to affordable fresh food within a 10-minute 
walk from their home.

All schools will produce and grow food for their own use.

100% of all suitable council owned land is now used for local food 
production.

By 2050, everyone in Bristol will have access to healthy, ethical 
and sustainably produced food.

https://www.feedingbristol.org/
https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/
https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/
https://www.avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/
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One City Gatherings

Since 2016, the City Office has hosted bi-annual city-wide ‘One City 
Gatherings’ to convene conversations about the challenges facing 
Bristol – now and into the future. 

Food equality, with a focus on ‘No Child Goes Hungry’ supported by 
a City Funds grant programme, has been on the agenda at all eight 
City Gatherings since December 2017, over time widening to include 
sustainability. At the January 2020 Gathering, Bristol’s work towards 
achieving a Gold Sustainable Food City award, championed by the 
Environment Board, was voted one of three city priorities for the year.

City Gatherings have grown from around 70–100 participants in 2017 
to 350 in the Spring of 2021. This means that food sustainability is 
now regularly understood to be a city-wide priority. Opportunities for 
engagement and action are shared with a wide variety of partners, 
helping facilitate a systems approach to tackling how people access 
good food in Bristol. 

Bristol on the world stage

In 2018, Bristol signed up to Milan Urban Food Policy Pact and in 2020 
submitted a film to the online Milan Pacts Talks event, sharing good 
practice with the international community of cities about Bristol’s 
collaborative emergency food response. 

In December 2020, Bristol’s Mayor Marvin Rees was among the first to 
sign the Glasgow Food and Climate Declaration in advance of COP26.

Both are evidence of the City of Bristol’s commitment to taking action 
on food issues.
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Hot Coffee Hot Topic session with the Mayor, 2019

https://bristolcityfunds.co.uk/areas/no-child-goes-hungry/
https://www.milanurbanfoodpolicypact.org/
https://www.glasgowdeclaration.org/
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The strategies and policies that underpin the One City 
Plan approach are fundamental to making Bristol a 
fair, healthy and sustainable city. Equally important is 
the collaborative work being undertaken across the 
city’s food organisations to tackle food challenges and 
develop ways of working towards shared goals that 
help to deliver a good food strategy for the city.

One City Bristol Good Food 2030 action plan

It has been a great achievement to see food issues 
featuring across a number of different strategies and 
visions in important Bristol documents. The next step 
is to build an action plan that connects these various 
strategies with practical activity that delivers the 
desired changes. Bristol Going for Gold has effectively 
been a pilot for how this might be done in practice, and 
the One City Bristol Good Food 2030 legacy work will 
build on lessons learned. 

The One City Bristol Good Food 2030 action plan is in 
early-stage development. It will bring together all the 
various food goals and aspirations, to be implemented 
through participation in Bristol’s flourishing Food 
Movement and monitored at a strategic level that 
connects back to the city’s aspirations. Members of 
the existing Bristol Going for Gold Steering Group 
(see p.20) will take this legacy work forward in the 
spirit of inclusion and co-creation. The challenge is to 
identify a mix of social, economic and environmental 
interventions that really make a difference over the 
next decade.

New Food Equality Strategy, in production 2021

Food equality is an important outcome in Bristol’s  
One City Plan, which states that by 2050, everyone 
in Bristol will have access to healthy, ethical and 
sustainably produced food. It is a key theme of Bristol’s 
Gold Sustainable Food City bid and will sit at the heart 
of the forthcoming One City Bristol Good Food 2030 
action plan.

BCC is working with Feeding Bristol, partners and 
stakeholders to develop a Bristol Food Equality 
Strategy and Action Plan, championed by the  
One City Health and Wellbeing Board. It will be a 
roadmap for addressing food poverty, food insecurity 
and food sustainability across the city over the next  
10 years, and underpins systems-wide work on healthy 
weight. 

 

A shared vision of Food Equality

Fair access to nutritious and appropriate food

Choice, empowerment, and a feeling of security

People and communities are equipped with knowledge, skills and 
facilities

A resilient and sustainable local food system

Food is at the heart of community, economy and city planning

Food equality is:

Developed with Feeding Bristol and the Food Equality Stakeholder Group

BRISTOL
GOOD 
FOOD
2030

Strategies
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Food in the One City Climate Strategy 
2020

In 2018, Bristol became the first city in the 
UK to declare a climate emergency. Bristol’s 
Environment Board went on to develop a 
climate strategy, resulting in the One City 
Climate Strategy published in February 2020. 
It is a city-wide, shared vision that sets out 
objectives for Bristol to become carbon neutral 
and climate resilient by 2030. The strategy 
is comprehensive and includes a theme on 
food that seeks to address the direct and 
indirect sources of emissions responsible for 
climate change. Bristol is one of 13 out of 92 
UK local authorities to have given extensive 
consideration to food, commensurate with the 
kind of action needed to tackle the climate and 
ecological emergencies.

Food in the One City Ecological 
Emergency Strategy 2020

In February 2020, Bristol became the first 
UK city to declare an ecological emergency. 
It builds on the declaration of a climate 
emergency in 2018 and recognises these 
two threats to our wellbeing. A One City 
Ecological Emergency Strategy was launched 
in September 2020. The food system is heavily 
implicated in the strategy’s four key goals with 
a strong focus on food sustainability, local 
growing and food production affecting Bristol 
and the wider world. 

Food and the Bristol Green Capital Partnership (BGCP)

Founded in 2007, Bristol Green Capital Partnership is a unique 
partnership of over 1,000 member organisations committed to working 
towards Bristol becoming a sustainable city with a high-quality of 
life for all. BGCP’s vision focuses on five areas: Energy, Food, Nature, 
Resources and Transport. BGCP thus enables and facilitates effective 
integration of work on food with other related work areas. 

Bristol has set the ambitious goal of becoming carbon neutral by 
2030. In January 2020, BGCP brought together its members to plan 
and implement ‘a decade of transformation’. ‘Our Future: a vision for 
an environmentally sustainable Bristol’ (2019) outlines priority areas 
aligned with Bristol Going for Gold food action themes (due to be 
refreshed 2021). 

● [Buying Better] Local supply: 75% of food produced within the city 
region is distributed locally by 2025. 

● [Eating Better] Quality of wider food environment: The majority of 
food businesses achieve a Good Food accreditation standard by 
2025. 

● Urban food growing: Bristol is using all available council-owned 
growing land for community food growing activities by 2030. 

● Food equality: Every child has at least one nourishing good food 
meal every day by 2025. 

● Food waste: There is no avoidable food waste and all non-avoidable 
food waste is recycled or re-used by 2050. 

Bristol One City Climate Strategy A strategy for a carbon neutral, climate resilient Bristol by 2030 1

Climate
One City

Strategy

A strategy for a carbon neutral, climate resilient Bristol by 2030

1

Our Future
A Vision for an Environmentally Sustainable Bristol 

https://www.bristolonecity.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/one-city-climate-strategy.pdf
https://www.bristolonecity.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/one-city-climate-strategy.pdf
https://www.sustainweb.org/resources/files/reports/Councils%20and%20Climate%20change_Sustain_advance%20release(1).pdf
https://www.sustainweb.org/resources/files/reports/Councils%20and%20Climate%20change_Sustain_advance%20release(1).pdf
https://www.bristolonecity.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/One-City-Ecological-Emergency-Strategy-28.09.20.pdf
https://www.bristolonecity.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/One-City-Ecological-Emergency-Strategy-28.09.20.pdf
https://bristolgreencapital.org/bristol-green-capital-partnership-launches-future-vision-environmentally-sustainable-bristol/
https://bristolgreencapital.org/bristol-green-capital-partnership-launches-future-vision-environmentally-sustainable-bristol/
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Bristol City Council policies supporting good food in Bristol

The ground-breaking Good Food and Catering Procurement Policy was 
adopted in 2018. A framework that sets out a hierarchy of Good Food 
Standards, it is based on the Soil Association ‘Food For Life Served Here’ 
standards and the ‘Bristol Eating Better Award’ (see p.10). It is applied 
appropriately depending on the size, type and nature of contracts and 
concessions as they come up for renewal. It is also promoted in other food 
settings where BCC has some influence over the food offer.

A BCC Advertising and Sponsorship Policy. This document (adopted 
March 2021) includes a ban on advertising HFSS (High in Fat, Salt and 
Sugar) food, making Bristol the first city in the UK outside London to take 
action on advertising junk food. 

In Bristol’s Adopted Local Plan, Policy DM10 ‘Food and Drink Uses and 
the Evening Economy’ supports a healthy food environment: “Takeaways 
in close proximity to schools and youth facilities will not be permitted 
where they would be likely to influence behaviour harmful to health or the 
promotion of healthy lifestyles.” 

Policy DM14 requires Health Impact Assessments to be completed 
for residential developments of 100 or more units, non-residential 
developments of 10,000m2 or more and for other developments where the 
proposal is likely to have a significant impact on health and wellbeing. 

Factors considered when consulting on planning applications include: 
does the proposal facilitate the supply of local food; is there a range of 
retail uses, including food stores and smaller affordable shops for social 
enterprises; and does the application avoid contributing towards an over-
concentration of hot food takeaways in the local area.

Policies DM10 and DM14 are proposed to be retained in the current  
Local Plan review.

The Local Plan review draft policies document includes a food system 
section (see section 10.20–10.21). It identifies planning policies and 
approaches that support food systems and supporting ecosystems, 
recognising that: “The council will continue to have regard to matters 
related to food production, food quality and food security as part of this 
local plan review”. It details relevant policies that are proposed to be 
retained to support this position in the next iteration of the Local Plan  
(due to be adopted Autumn 2023).

To help protect the city’s best and most versatile agricultural land, 
the Local Plan review also proposes new Draft Policy GI4 ‘Stapleton 
Allotments and Holdings – Food Growing Local Green Space’ in 
recognition of this area’s special importance for food growing and 
community use and will be retained as open space.

In 2019 the Sustainable City team at BCC mapped the key services and 
teams across the organisation whose work has a link to or potential 
influence on the food system. This engagement ensured that the 
Going for Gold commitment was embedded across the organisation, 
identifying where teams could add value where it might otherwise go 
unnoticed, and ensuring that opportunities for impact were realised. 

‘‘ We want to use Bristol Going for Gold momentum to co-develop a  
One City Bristol Good Food 2030 Action Plan and identify where we 
can further embed the ‘Gold’ standard through the One City Boards 
and within BCC in the future.’’ 
Bristol City Council

‘‘ In the coming years we will continue to build the partnerships and help 
drive innovative solutions that can help to create a more just, fair and 
equitable food system.’’ 
Feeding Bristol

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/33379/Good+Food+and+Catering+Procurement+Policy+%28Framework%29+2018.pdf/d7f8f476-5a7b-cf17-19df-cb29f0b2dcb8
https://www.soilassociation.org/our-standards/read-our-organic-standards/food-for-life-served-here-standards/
https://democracy.bristol.gov.uk/documents/s58004/Appendix Ai – Advertising and Sponsorship Policy.pdf
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/planning-and-building-regulations/local-plan
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/planning-and-building-regulations/local-plan-review
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34536/Local+Plan+Review+-+Draft+Policies+and+Development+Allocations+-+Web.pdf/2077eef6-c9ae-3582-e921-b5d846762645
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The strength and longevity of the food 
partnership and programme 

Bristol has numerous food-related groups and organisations. Some work 
in specific locations, others across the whole city. Some focus on practical 
‘on the ground’ initiatives or specific food themes; others on strategy and 
systemic change. Some convene groups of similarly focused organisations. 

Over the last decade much effort has gone into finding mechanisms that 
enable and facilitate more coordination and communication. The Bristol 
Good Food Charter (2012) helps to define ‘good food’; the Bristol Good 
Food Plan (2013) sets out a whole food system agenda helping to connect up 
all of the city’s food-related activity into an overall framework with longevity. 
The Bristol Going for Gold programme was only possible thanks to these 
existing milestone publications and the people and partnerships behind them. 

Bristol’s food partnership

The Bristol Going for Gold Steering Group, Bristol’s current food partnership, 
has worked together on shared aims within agreed terms of reference since 
2018, meeting quarterly or more often depending on need. Participants 
are drawn from 10 organisations, each taking on specific roles with some 
convening working groups. A light touch approach to governance was 
adopted with the minimum of bureaucracy and a low budget. The group has 
been chaired by Deputy Mayor, Cllr Asher Craig, and will take forward the 
One City Bristol Good Food 2030 legacy work.

‘‘ We believe public realm space is the solution to the biggest issues of 
the day, and that empowering people to improve their neighbourhoods 
is an important step to community cohesion.’’ 
Incredible Edible Bristol

‘‘ We take pride in contributing to the communities we work in and will 
build on lessons learnt through this work to continue pushing the local 
food waste agenda.’’ 
Resource Futures

https://bristolgoodfood.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/The-Bristol-good-food-charter.pdf
https://bristolgoodfood.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/The-Bristol-good-food-charter.pdf
https://bristolfoodpolicycouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Bristol-Good-Food-Plan_lowres.pdf
https://bristolfoodpolicycouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/Bristol-Good-Food-Plan_lowres.pdf
https://ediblebristol.org.uk/
https://www.resourcefutures.co.uk/
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Theme leads for:

● Buying better
● Eating better
● Urban growing
● Food equality
● Food waste
● Community action

 
Communications

 
City Office 
representative

 
Chair of Steering 
Group

 
Strategic 
coordination

 
Project management 
support

 
Bid development

Going for Gold Steering Group & Project Delivery

One City Governance framework

Mayor

Growth & Regeneration 
Department

Resources Department

Bristol City Council

One City Multiboard 
and City Office

Organisational structure

Children and Young 
People Board

Economy and  
Skills Board

Environment Board
Health and 
Wellbeing Board

Homes and 
Communities Board

Transport Board

driven by Environment objectives driven by Health and Wellbeing objectives

People Department
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Partners and roles

Bristol Going for Gold’s Steering Group is made up of a number of 
organisations. Some of them have taken a lead on different themes, and 
others have lent support through coordination and communications. A small 
number of businesses committed to the aims of Bristol Going for Gold have 
sponsored the bid. 

Bristol City Council The BCC Sustainable City Team has worked together 
with the Communities & Public Health Team to communicate the gold 
ambition at every level of the organisation and has been working through 
policy, projects and partnerships to achieve this. Key roles have been 
championing the Buying Better, Eating Better and Food Equality themes and 
integration into the Climate Emergency Strategy. The Deputy Mayor has led 
the Steering Group, and the Chief Executive is a Going for Gold champion. 
Importantly, BCC has facilitated Bristol Food Network to coordinate the 
project.

● Deputy Mayor, chair of the Steering Group.

● Communities and Public Health team: lead on Eating Better, addressing  
the wider health environment and the Food Equality Strategy.

● Sustainable City and Climate Change Service: strategic and administrative 
coordination; project management support, addressing climate change 
and sustainability.

● BCC External Communications: advisory role.

Bristol Food Network is a CIC that connects up the city’s Good Food 
Movement, to help increase its collective impact in shaping a sustainable and 
resilient food system. BFN has overseen the convening and delivery of the 
Bristol Going for Gold campaign.

● Strategic coordination.

● Communication coordination.

● Lead on Buying Better and Growing the Good Food Movement Area of 
Excellence. 

● Administration, fundraising.

Bristol Green Capital Partnership is a unique network of over 1,000 
organisations working together towards a fair, healthy and sustainable city.  
As a coordinating partner for Bristol Going for Gold the Partnership utilised  
its existing connections and communication channels to inspire and engage 
non-food businesses in the campaign. 

● Coordination of non-food business engagement.

Resource Futures is a B Corp accredited sustainability consultancy. Resource 
Futures has coordinated the Food Waste Area of Excellence, chairing the 
Food Waste Action Group and collecting evidence on Bristol’s progress. 

● Lead on food waste reduction area of excellence, coordination of the Food 
Waste Action group.

Feeding Bristol became a charity in 2018 to help tackle the problem of rising 
food insecurity. Feeding Bristol works strategically and collaboratively across 
a variety of sectors and organisations to understand and overcome the 
barriers to change. 

● Lead on food equality, addressing food vulnerabilities and the Food 
Equality Strategy.

Incredible Edible Bristol is a grassroots organisation whose aims are to 
support communities to grow, to use lost and unloved pieces of land and to 
create community assets that bring that community together. Since 2014 
EIB has worked alongside and with more than 50 communities, ranging from 
schools, local organisations, neighbours and businesses, to bring food  
growing to the streets, railway platforms, and the centre of Bristol. 

● Co-lead on urban growing, supporting local community action.

Avon Wildlife Trust established Grow Wilder (formerly Feed Bristol) to 
inspire people to take action for wildlife to enable nature to recover on a 
grand scale. Grow Wilder is the Trust’s core engagement hub and one of the 
lead organisations working strategically to increase and upscale sustainable 
nature-friendly food growing across the city (see case study p.78). 

● Co-lead on urban growing, supporting wildlife-friendly urban food growing.

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/
https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/
https://bristolgreencapital.org/
https://www.resourcefutures.co.uk/
https://www.feedingbristol.org/
https://ediblebristol.org.uk/
https://www.avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/
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Bristol Food Producers 

● Coordinating and supporting the scaling-up of urban food production  
and distribution.

City Office

● Strategic integration with the One City Plan and city-wide communication 
to the wider stakeholder network through city gatherings and events.

North Bristol NHS Trust 

● A lead city food procurer; Director of Estates and Facilities was Chair  
of Bristol Food Policy Council (2015–18).

Sponsor: Essential Trading 

● With a focus upon healthy wholefoods and the environment, Essential 
Trading (a workers’ co-op) are sponsors of the Bristol Going for Gold 
campaign. (Further details in Section 6, Growing the Good Food 
Movement).

Sponsor: GENeco 

● GENeco is a Bristol-based recycling and renewable energy company that 
operates a circular economy business model. Each year they process over 
700,000 tonnes of waste at their food waste and water treatment facility, 
which is transformed into biofertilisers and renewably sourced gas and 
electricity. 

Sponsor: Lovely Drinks

‘‘ We are proud to sponsor Bristol’s bid to become a Gold Sustainable 
Food City. It has been fantastic to be part of this campaign inspiring 
and supporting individuals, businesses and the food sector in creating  
a good food legacy for our city.’’ 
GENeco 

‘‘ With our long history of focusing on wholefoods and the environment, 
Essential Trading is proud to sponsor Bristol Going for Gold and use  
our media reach to spread the word about the campaign.’’ 
Essential Trading

A decade of good food governance  
in Bristol 

Good food governance is a challenge for any city. The experience in Bristol 
suggests that the ability to adapt over time in relation to need, capacity and 
momentum is essential.

Bristol’s first formal food partnership began with the Food Policy Council 
(FPC, 2011 onwards), with BCC providing the secretariat role, and Baroness 
Barbara Janke as Chair. The FPC provided Bristol with thinking and 
documents that have become part of Bristol’s good food governance 
heritage. Practical project delivery was provided by Bristol Food Network 
CIC (BFN), which emerged in 2017 as a ‘backbone’ organisation, focused on 
coordination, communication & outreach, and advocacy in relation to the 
Good Food Charter and Good Food Plan agenda. 

The FPC organised a series of learning visits through 2017 and early 2018, 
then stepped back in April 2018 to allow space for a new steering group to 
focus on the Bristol Going for Gold programme of collaborative work. This 
involved some existing FPC members and some new partners. 

Developing Bristol’s next phase of food governance work will be part of the 
Bristol Going for Gold legacy.

Robust culture of food activism  
and related food movement

The entirety of this submission is evidence for Bristol’s robust culture of food 
activism and its food movement. Of particular relevance is the chosen area of 
excellence: Growing the Good Food Movement, and the Bristol Going for Gold 
coordinating team’s efforts to ensure that everyone in Bristol finds it easy to 
get involved in the Movement, in whatever way is appropriate for them. 

https://bristolfoodproducers.uk/
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/mayor/city-office
https://www.nbt.nhs.uk/
https://essential-trading.coop/
https://geneco.uk.com/
https://www.lovelydrinks.co.uk/
https://bristolfoodpolicycouncil.org/
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CASE STUDIES

Universities
Read about how these two Going for Gold champion 
organisations are taking action to transform institutional food 
culture, between them reaching over 75,000 people, and 
making significant and lasting impacts through food across  
all 6 Going for Gold themes. 

University of the West of England

The University of the West of England’s (UWE) sustainable food plan 
is routinely refined and updated. Our most recent iteration steps up the 
ambition and challenge to reach our target of net zero by 2030.  
Our sustainability plans are publicly available so other organisations can  
learn from our approach.

The sustainability team enables and facilitates others to make positive 
and deep changes. During 2020 we worked with the Estates & Facilities 
department to generate 100 sustainability commitments across the 
department (the hospitality service owns 10 commitments). This created a 
sense of ownership of the commitments. Changes the catering department 
have supported include:

● Introducing a hot beverage single-use cup levy of 20p. Since it was 
introduced in September 2018 and prior to the pandemic, reusable cups 
had increased from 13% to over 40%.

● Increasing plant-based menu options to at least one-third of the menu  
in the main refectories.

● Continuously improving and offering traceable, sustainable, healthy food. 
Running healthy eating promotions and participating in Sugar Smart. 
We’re proud that the main outlet at Frenchay Campus has achieved a  
Food for Life silver award six years running.

● Fairtrade University status since 2006; we’ve beaten our own target  
of spending on Fairtrade goods which has cumulatively reached over  
£1 million (in March 2021). This helps raise awareness of social and 
economic justice, environmental resilience, climate change, gender 
equality and global citizenship in the University community.

UWE has made big changes in our green spaces. We’ve gone from a regularly 
mown campus with some wildflower meadows, to a campus of 7,500m2 of 
meadow grass with carefully selected and mown amenity spaces. Sixty-
five metres of mixed native hedgerow were planted to provide greater 
biodiversity. ‘The Frenchay Beeline’ was launched in 2019, growing edible  
and pollinator-friendly plants.

To embed change for the long-term, we need to engage our students.  
A food waste campaign in March 2021 targeted students in halls and private 
housing, which will be refined for September 2021’s intake. Food sharing 
is encouraged, including by the Halls Life team, who are responsible for 
generating a sense of community in halls.

UWE conducts robust monitoring and auditing on progress towards 
our sustainable food goals. Students on sustainability courses help with 
evaluation, which is part of their learning experience. It’s also externally 
verified through ISO14001 environmental management certification.

https://www.uwe.ac.uk/
https://www.sugarsmartuk.org/
https://www2.uwe.ac.uk/services/Marketing/about-us/pdf/Sustainability%20documents/UWE-beeline-map.pdf
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University of Bristol 

The University of Bristol (UoB) incorporates sustainability into all aspects  
of our food systems. We aim to carry out our services in a way that enhances 
positive social, ethical and environmental benefits whilst also encouraging 
and promoting healthy eating (see Sustainable Food Action Plan 2021 
opposite). We are continuously improving how we source food and drink. 

Food systems are inherently connected to the wellbeing of individuals and 
communities. Food systems both affect and are affected by climate change – 
which is why UoB strives to incorporate sustainability, including carbon 
impacts, into our product and service selection process. 

We support the Bristol Bites Back Better campaign and the city to become 
a Gold Sustainable Food City and were the first organisation in Bristol to 
get Going for Gold Champion Status. We are determined to build a resilient 
future through food. 

Just some of our actions are detailed below. There is much more in-depth 
information about our work to support a healthy and sustainable food system 
in Bristol in the GfG library.

Gardening projects and allotments 

● The Grow Group gardening project for refugees in St Pauls.

● Bristol student volunteering group Roots.

● Students working to protect Manor Valley Orchard.

● A community garden (2019) on an unused patch of UoB land. 

● UoB Hydrologists set up a vegetable garden. 

● UoB is top of UK’s 10 greenest universities.

● UoB’s sustainable drainage systems are on a local dairy farm. 

● Every hall of residence has an allotment and compost bay area. 

Sustainable sourcing

The Sustainable Food Action Plan (2021) prioritises buying local where 
possible. Sustainable sourcing centres on the following activities: 

● Reducing meat consumption across our food offers.

● Mapping our Scope 3 Carbon Emissions.

● Applying to become Fairtrade accredited by the NUS in April 2021. 

● Committed to reusing food and to food waste prevention (see p.49).  

● ‘Be the Change’ rewards staff and students for their sustainability  
and wellbeing efforts. 

● Making composting and recycling easy.

● Reducing packaging and single-use plastic in all catering outlets  
and Source Cafés. 

Redistributing edible surplus food

● Since April 2020, UoB has donated 5,279.5kg of food to the Trussell Trust 
Bristol North Foodbank, and 490kg of food to FareShare South West. 

● Our Student Food Bank Society collects food donations for the local 
community.

Plant-based dishes developed for the new Senate House marketplace opening in May 2021: 
Shredded Jackfruit Bibimpap, Sticky Streamed Rice and crunchy vegetables (left) 
Refried Bean Tostada with shredded lettuce and vegan cheese (centre) 
Sweet and Spicy butternut and lentil curry with rice (right)

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/green/documents/policy/sustainable-food-action-plan.pdf
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/green/doing/our-achievements/going-for-gold/
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/green/doing/our-achievements/going-for-gold-champion/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/resources/bristol-going-for-gold-library/
https://bristol.cityofsanctuary.org/2018/03/16/bristol-university-students-launches-gardening-project-for-refugees
https://www.bristolsu.org.uk/groups/roots-community-gardening
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/green/doing/our-achievements/manor-woods-valley/
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/green/doing/our-achievements/introducing-the-allotment-community-garden/
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/green/doing/our-achievements/hydrologists-go-green/
https://www.topuniversities.com/blog/10-greenest-universities-uk
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/green/doing/our-achievements/waste-to-wildlife/
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/green/get-involved/be-the-change/
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Exceptional achievement in two areas of food-related activity:

● Growing the Good Food Movement
● Towards zero food waste

Bristol Food Connections Festival
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Growing the  
Good Food Movement
Growing the Good Food Movement has been chosen as an 
area of exceptional achievement because its aim – and its 
success – has been to tackle issues across the whole food 
system in the context of a city, and to welcome diverse voices 
into the city’s Good Food Movement.

The Bristol Going for Gold campaign has supported and 
helped to strengthen the city’s already robust local good food 
movement. It has invited more people to become active food 
citizens, and increased public awareness of the good food 
activity across the city.

There has also been a focus on creating systemic change 
through collaborative working towards a fairer, more resilient, 
sustainable and healthier food system. Strong partnerships 
and networks, communications and engagement have helped 
to connect the dots between all six SFP themes.

This section describes the characteristics of Bristol’s Good 
Food Movement and the key ways in which it has been 
nurtured and helped to grow – including a close look at the 
transformation of the Bristol Going for Gold public-facing 
campaigns over the course of the pandemic. It aims to give 
a sense of the way and extent to which the Good Food 
Movement is embedded throughout the city.

Bristol’s internationally renowned Good Food Movement  
reaches across the city. To name all its champions and contributors, 
and showcase all its activity is impossible: it reaches deep into 
communities, is visible on Bristol’s high streets, and its influence is felt 
throughout many of the city’s institutions. As in any Movement, there  
is still plenty of room for it to grow and welcome more people in.

Bristol’s bid to become a Gold Sustainable Food City is built on the 
huge potential that lies in finding ways for everyone to participate 
in the Good Food Movement. It offers ways to learn, find inspiration, 
connect, take action and discover joy through food, and encourages 
everyone to make their voice heard on the future of food in Bristol.

There is no recipe book, instruction manual or formula for building a 
Good Food Movement. However, the process of building Bristol Going 
for Gold’s bid has revealed some of the qualities and characteristics 
that make up the city’s unique Good Food Movement. This is important 
in understanding where efforts are best focused to allow the 
Movement to thrive and grow, and – hopefully – inspire other cities to 
grow their own Good Food Movement. 
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Bristol’s Good Food Movement in seven ingredients 

Active inspiring people and organisations to take practical actions on a 
wide range of food issues.

● Make sure the actions you design for individuals and organisations 
are appropriate for different levels of engagement. Include entry-level 
actions as well as more challenging ones.

Innovative trying out new approaches and ideas to reach new audiences 
and find solutions to challenges.

● Don’t be afraid to experiment on a small scale to see what works for 
different audiences. 

● Talk to partners and networks to find out the best way to reach into 
communities.

Adaptive adapting campaigns, projects and initiatives to reflect and meet 
changing needs. 

● Be aware of changing needs within and across communities, and make 
sure your work remains relevant to them. Clearly defined core themes 
allow you to retain consistency, whilst specific campaigns let you adapt 
your messages to reflect current concerns. 

Transformative supporting and developing strategies and policies that 
create the conditions for a fairer, healthier, more resilient and sustainable 
food system. 

● Foster political buy-in to influence strategies and policies that support 
fair, healthy, resilient and sustainable food systems. For example, invite 
Councillors into your partnership.

● Link with local universities and expert consultancies to research and 
evaluate transformative solutions to food issues.

Communicative reaching out to different people and organisations with 
widespread, impactful and accessible communications.

● Invest time and money in creating and promoting a platform where 
diverse voices from across the Good Food Movement can tell their 
stories. 

● Develop a strong and consistent brand, with clear calls to action that 
are appropriate for different audiences. 

Collaborative providing opportunities for people and organisations to 
work together on shared activities, and sharing and offering support and 
resources (including funding). 

● Create a partnership of a diverse range of organisations – from 
grassroots to business networks and city institutions.

● If possible, assign partner organisations to lead engagement with the 
audiences that are most relevant to them. 

Inclusive proactively inviting diverse voices into the Movement, and 
building a platform on which to represent that diversity. 

● Work with community organisations, especially those with food as a 
focus, right from the beginning – co-design the campaign with them 
and make sure they understand how to get involved. 

● Be especially proactive in uncovering the needs and existing activity 
in communities whose voices are often left out of conversations on 
sustainable food. 

● Consider what is visible and what still needs to become more visible. 
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Inviting everyone into the  
Good Food Movement

The campaign for Bristol to gain Gold Sustainable Food City status – 
publicly communicated as Bristol Going for Gold – has presented an ideal 
opportunity to stimulate engagement on food issues and invite more people 
than ever before into the city’s Good Food Movement. 

How Bristol has grown its  
Good Food Movement

Invest in Communication
Reaching a wide audience with strong branding and easily understood 
messages.

The Bristol Going for Gold website

The Bristol Going for Gold website embodies the seven key ingredients of 
a Good Food Movement, and is a major focal point for the campaign. It is a 
space where Bristol’s Good Food Movement can exist virtually, and be a tool 
for individuals, food and non-food organisations to discover actions they can 
take at home, in the workplace or the community to support the Movement.

The core elements of the Bristol Good Food Plan (2013) were drawn upon to 
develop the website. These included the ‘whole food system’ approach, and 
the critical objectives it identified that are needed to achieve a healthier, fairer 
and more sustainable food culture for Bristol.

The website actions are divided across the six themes and, before the 
pandemic, users were asked to register and log actions, so the city could 
measure participation and engagement with different issues. 

The website’s ‘Stories’ section is a repository of stories from across Bristol’s 
Good Food Movement. To date, it holds over 160, all told in the words 
of people from over 140 diverse community groups, food businesses, 
organisations, institutions, schemes, projects and more. It is Bristol’s 
richest record of the wealth of activity from every corner of the Movement, 
representative of the scale, scope and variety of participation, and an 
inspirational source of material to drive further participation.

Through Bristol Going for Gold, Bristol is believed to be the first city in the UK 
to attempt a large-scale, city-wide, public-facing campaign to describe and 
make accessible a complex sustainable food system. It offers practical ways 
for everyone and every organisation in the city to contribute to its growth. 

The initiative is ambitious in scope, encouraging people to discover 
more about food across six themes that capture all the core aspects of a 
sustainable food city, and to take action to make positive changes towards 
each theme. 

It is ambitious in reach, too. It seeks to engage as diverse an audience as 
possible, and demonstrate that every individual and organisation – even those 
whose primary business isn’t food – has a critical role to play in the future of 
food in our city.

https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/stories/
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A selection of blog posts from the Going for Gold website  
(October 2020–March 2021)
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Key website stats

● Launch date: March 2019

● Adapted for the Bristol Bites Back Better campaign:  
November 2020

● All time unique page views: 91,538 as at 15th March 2021

Individuals

● Page views for Actions for Individuals (Bristol Going for Gold  
and Bristol Bites Back Better actions combined):  
15,665 as at 15th March 2021

● Individual Going for Gold actions logged (not inc. BBBB actions): 
1,437 as at 24th February 2021

Organisations

● Organisations that have taken action: 82

● Number of Going for Gold actions logged by organisations:  
(not inc. BBBB actions): 541 as at 24th February 2021

● Bristol Going for Gold Champion organisations  
(taking action towards all themes): 18

Stories

● 166 stories published as at 15th March 2021

● Total page views 31,392

● 118 authors

● 140 community groups, food businesses, organisations, schemes, 
projects name-checked in the stories.

● Most viewed blogs:

● 1st: ‘Milk deliveries and me: Waste Nothing Challenge’ –  
1,159 views

● 2nd: ‘A wake-up call for food system resilience: 10 years on  
from the Who Feeds Bristol? report’ – 1,143 views

● 3rd: ‘What is the National Food Service?’ – 924 views

https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/milk-deliveries-and-me-a-wastenothing-challenge-win/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/a-wake-up-call-for-food-system-resilience-ten-years-on-from-who-feeds-bristol-towards-a-resilient-food-plan/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/a-wake-up-call-for-food-system-resilience-ten-years-on-from-who-feeds-bristol-towards-a-resilient-food-plan/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/what-is-the-national-food-service/
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Audiences

Investing in audience-specific communications is key to successfully 
talking about a complex food system to diverse audiences in different 
settings. Bristol Going for Gold coordinating partners recruited 
engagement leads to carry out targeted communications work with the 
following audiences:

The general public Profile-raising, and encouraging individuals to take 
action, at events. (2020: with public events cancelled, the campaign 
went virtual). 

Communities Making connections with community organisations. 
(In the first lockdown, focus turned to supporting community-led 
emergency food response. After lockdown, its focus is reaching diverse 
communities). 

Non-food organisations Encouraging organisations to take action, 
engagement and networking activities. (2020: online resources to help 
businesses support homeworkers, the local economy and community). 

Food sector Promoting pledges and the Bristol Eating Better Award, 
championing the local food economy. (2020: Focus on promoting and 
supporting the local food economy).

Strategic partners Building high-level strategic relationships with the 
council, City Office, and other key institutions across the city. (2020: 
new opportunities for partnerships and relationships, and to link good 
food with recovery).

More detail on engagement and communications is available here.  
See GfG library.

Tailored communications 

Adaptable and evolutionary, the Bristol Going for Gold communications 
and engagement strategy is ambitious in its aim to reach the whole city, to 
capture the energy of the Good Food Movement, and create a welcoming 
space for new audiences to explore the Movement for themselves.  
It recognises that different audiences are affected by the city’s food system  
in different ways and have different priorities for its future. 

Communications are not just tailored to the three audiences on the website 
(individuals, food and non-food organisations), but also communities and 
the organisations that serve them, and strategic actors in the city including 
policymakers and other organisations influencing the city’s food and 
sustainability landscape.

Bristol Going for Gold coordinating partners deliver communications and 
engagement to specific audiences. Their approaches, some of which were 
in the early stages of implementation in January 2020, have been adapted 
dramatically due to the events of that year.

Language 

The language used across all communications relating to Bristol Going 
for Gold has been deliberately chosen to be inclusive, and to open up 
and demystify Bristol’s Good Food Movement. It avoids jargon, is positive 
and proactive, and wherever possible reflects the collective nature of the 
Movement, using the first-person plural in reference to the entire city. The aim 
through all communications is to frame food sustainability to make it relevant 
and accessible to those who are not already engaged, whilst still providing 
interest and inspiration to those who have an existing connection.

‘‘ We’re promoting Bristol Going for Gold through our internal magazine, 
our cross departmental sustainability champions and externally on  
our Twitter feed.’’Burges Salmon LLP 

‘‘ We coordinated local network breakfast meetings, and encouraged  
all our partners to sign up and take part in Going for Gold.’’Ambition Lawrence Weston

‘‘ We believe that financial institutions have a role to play by only 
investing in food and farming initiatives that have a positive impact 
on people and planet. We only lend and invest customers’ money in 
organisations working for a sustainable food system.’’Triodos Bank

https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/resources/bristol-going-for-gold-library/
https://www.burges-salmon.com/
https://www.ambitionlw.org/
https://www.triodos.co.uk
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Ambassadors

Seven locally and nationally high-profile individuals – including Miranda 
Krestovnikoff, Shane Jordan and Hugh Fearnley-Whittingstall – were asked to 
lend their voice to the Bristol Going for Gold campaign (and its subsequent 
campaigns), by acting as recognisable ambassadors for the initiative on 
social media, the blog and in the local press. Their involvement was intended 
to increase reach, and add weight to the messages of the initiative through 
their endorsements.

Social Media

Social media – specifically Facebook, Instagram and Twitter – has been 
an important engagement tool from the outset. The Bristol Going for Gold 
accounts have been kept active and current throughout the campaign. 
Three areas have been highlighted via social media: the breadth of activity 
in Bristol’s Good Food Movement; a celebration of positive action and 
collaboration; and inviting people to explore the actions and resources 
provided through Bristol Going for Gold and its associated campaigns. 
Hashtags relating to the Bristol Going for Gold bid and campaigns have 
helped to generate momentum on social media and give Bristol’s Good Food 
Movement a stronger online presence.

If we all support local 
whenever we can  
there’s a chance we  
can turn things around. 

So get started, make 
a change, and help 
Bristol become a Gold 
Sustainable Food City.  

Jenny Chandler

www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk

Every day, three times 
a day, we can have a 
positive influence on 
nature and the climate 
by making the right 
decisions when we 
choose the food we eat. 
And that’s why I’m keen 
to support Bristol’s 
bid to become a Gold 
Sustainable Food City.

Miranda 
Krestovnikoff

www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk

Try and reduce your food 
waste by buying what you 
need, donating leftover 
food to charities and 
community projects or 
recycling it using your 
brown food waste caddy. 
Remember, food is an 
important resource that 
we can all benefit from.  

Shane Jordan

www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk

Every day you make 
choices on what food  
you will eat and where 
you are going to buy it 
from. We need to shorten 
our supply chains and 
buy good, affordable  
and locally sourced 
food and drink. Let’s 
get together and make 
a difference across 
the city as a business 
community and support 
Bristol Going for Gold.  

Steve Ashworth

www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk

Food has the ability to 
bring people together –  
an opportunity to 
celebrate all our 
differences. Good food  
is not only better for  
your health, it’s also 
better for the planet. 
Come on Bristol –  
let’s all be part of the 
journey to getting Gold.  

Sid Sharma

www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk

Ditch the 
packaging (or 
leave it at the till), 
switch to reusable 
food containers 
and say no to 
disposable coffee 
cups now. 

Natalie Fee

www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk

TED
x B

ristol

Adapt as the world changes 

Inspiring audiences to stay engaged and active by adapting and innovating  
as their needs change. 

The Bristol Going for Gold approach has speedily adapted to the changing 
concerns and needs of Bristol’s citizens during the different phases of the 
pandemic. Originally, the campaign centred on inviting everyone in Bristol 
into the Good Food Movement and enabling them to take action. As the 
first lockdown forced many people indoors, a new Bristol Going for Gold 
campaign – Bristol Food Kind – was launched, with an overarching narrative 
of valuing food and personal and collective wellbeing.

When the long lockdown was lifted, the campaign adapted again. Bristol 
Bites Back Better launched in November 2020. Its central message was to 
inspire positive actions on food to support the recovery from Covid-19. 

Social media graphics produced for  
Bristol Going for Gold Ambassadors

Bristol’s a city that’s 
always been close to 
my heart. Not least 
because of its fantastic 
food culture. It’s one 
of four UK cities that 
have achieved Silver 
Sustainable Food City 
status. And now Bristol’s 
Going for Gold, which 
will be a brilliant way to 
make the city’s vibrant 
food network even more 
sustainable.  

Hugh Fearnley 
Whittingstall

www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk

https://www.facebook.com/bristolfoodnetwork/
https://www.instagram.com/going_for_gold_bristol/
https://twitter.com/Bristolfoodnet/
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Examples of Bristol Food Kind digital engagement

These blogs capture some of the digital response to  
Bristol Food Kind’s themes: 

● Supporting local food 

● Reducing food waste 

● Growing your own 

● Most viewed blog of the BFK campaign:  
‘Bristol Community Food Heroes: Hibo, Luke, Kristjan, Pensri’  
417 views as at 15th March 2021

● Highest reach social media for BFK:

 Twitter: 10,773 impressions as at 15th March 2021

 Facebook: 8.2k impressions, 676 post clicks,  
476 reactions as at 15th March 2021

 Instagram: 721 video views

Bristol Food Kind (BFK), April–November 2020

The launch of BFK by the Bristol Going for Gold coordinators was driven by 
the need for kindness at home and in communities during the first lockdown. 
Still structured around the six themes, the emphasis of BFK was on the 
benefits of good food to self-care and strong communities. Actions were 
focused on the four themes easiest to do at home: growing (Urban Growing), 
making the most of your food (Food Waste), cooking from scratch (Eating 
Better) and supporting local food businesses (Buying Better). 

The campaign invited people to share their own ways of being kind through 
food via social media. A series of Good Food films was created to support 
the four themes and showcase Bristol’s thriving food community. The 
campaign hosted five live-streamed food film nights and four webinars for 
everyone to enjoy. The webinars were carefully crafted to make them relevant 
to people at the very start of their journey into the Good Food Movement.

During this time, individuals and organisations across Bristol swung into 
action to help people struggling to access food, and to support local food 
producers, retailers and hospitality businesses struggling to stay afloat. 

The Bristol Going for Gold coordinating team supported the Food 
Movement’s emergency response via its #BristolFoodKind campaign with 
blogs that highlighted food heroes and used established communications 
and engagement channels to raise awareness of activities and calls for help 
beyond the usual audiences. 

The team curated useful and up-to-date signposting information from a 
wide range of sources for people in need of support, people who wanted 
to support the emerging response, and anyone looking for ways to support 
local food businesses. This information included links to Bristol City Council’s 
(BCC) Covid-19 response pages. 

Bristol Food Network (BFN) established a ‘community switchboard’ mailing 
list where organisations could exchange asks and offers of support, and 
BFN’s social media channels and blog were used to serve the community 
during this uncertain time.

https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/bristolfoodkind-support-local-food-highlights/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/bristolfoodkind-reducing-food-waste/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/bristolfoodkind-grow-your-own-highlights/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/bristol-community-food-heroes-hibo-luke-kristjan-and-pensri/
https://twitter.com/Bristolfoodnet/status/1247820286721916928
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1313060392238593
https://www.instagram.com/p/CDTX-JxjtGU/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/films/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/bristol-food-webinars/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/bristol-community-food-heroes-hibo-luke-kristjan-and-pensri/
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Bristol Bites Back Better, November 2020—ongoing 

After the first lockdown lifted, the Bristol Going for Gold’s campaign reflected 
the ‘new normal’ of living with a pandemic. Bristol Bites Back Better (BBBB) 
was launched in November 2020 and will run up to and beyond submission.  
It frames taking positive action on food as a way for people and organisations 
to play their part in the immediate recovery from Covid-19. 

The campaign invites all Bristol’s citizens to take part in the Good Food 
Movement to create a good food system for Bristol by 2030.

Six webinars (as at 22nd March 2021) explored topics including cooking 
and eating for joy and health, and urban growing. In March 2021, four online 
community feasts encouraged participants to talk about food in ‘breakout 
tables’. 

Community food organisations and food sector organisations shared their 
stories on the website and were invited to carry the Bristol Bites Back Better 
branding to demonstrate their participation in the bid and their commitment 
to a recovery through food. 

Thematic resources (created and funded by the Bristol Going for Gold 
partners, or adapted from national and local partners) are downloadable 
on the Bristol Bites Back Better website. They are designed specifically for 
the changing needs of different audiences during the pandemic (e.g. home-
schooling parents and carers, and home-workers). 171 schools in Bristol 
received resources via the BCC Healthy Schools Newsletter in March 2021.

‘‘ As part of the Festival of Nature programme, which engages 30,000 
participants across Bristol and Bath, we challenge visitors to consider 
what actions they can take for nature. This includes discussions around 
choosing better and more sustainable food options. During the festival 
we host the Bristol Water bar, and ensure that the food caterers are 
small, local businesses that have plant-based options and provide 
compostable and recyclable packaging.’’Natural History Consortium
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https://www.bnhc.org.uk/festival-of-nature/
https://www.bnhc.org.uk/
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Support networks and collaborations to create 
transformative and lasting change 

Creating and supporting opportunities to work together towards shared goals 
or on specific initiatives: between people and organisations, the grassroots 
and the city’s institutions, and across communities.

Bristol’s bid for Gold is built on successful relationships of mutual 
understanding and trust, developed over the last decade, and encouraging 
practical collaborations. It has brought together BFN’s knowledge of and 
access to the existing Food Movement, Bristol Green Capital Partnership’s 
extensive experience in reaching business audiences, BCC’s access to a broad 
range of communications channels and capacity to connect key policies and 
practices to the food agenda, and Resource Futures’ expertise in driving 
engagement on food waste. It has also been made possible thanks to the 
support of the other Going for Gold partners – Feeding Bristol, Incredible 
Edible Bristol, Avon Wildlife Trust and Bristol Food Producers – and their 
strong networks and partnerships. Together, they demonstrate what can be 
achieved when grassroots activists, policy makers, and everyone in between 
come together to make a good food system.

Unstoppable grassroots

Bristol’s renowned and thriving grassroots Food Movement is visible across 
the city, from packed allotments to new food businesses (even in the most 
adverse circumstances), from local schemes to rescue unwanted food to 
neighbourhood efforts to share meals. 

The Bristol Going for Gold campaign gives the movement wider visibility and 
reach and attempts to capture the breadth and diversity of the Movement. 
By inviting people and organisations to take action on the six themes, the 
campaign aims to connect up the city’s diverse grassroots activity and to also 
connect this activity with clear, strategic goals. 

Adaptations to the BBBB website

● A complete overhaul to reflect the new branding and messaging, and 
a new URL (www.bristolbitesbackbetter.co.uk) that reroutes to the 
Bristol Going for Gold site.

● Activity now monitored by page visits and resource downloads 
(rather than registering and logging actions).

● Food organisations encouraged to share their stories on the BBBB 
website, and to apply for a BEBA.

● Non-food businesses can choose to take simple ‘Bristol Bites Back 
Better’ actions. These lead to the more detailed Bristol Going for Gold 
actions when they’re ready to do so. 

http://www.bristolbitesbackbetter.co.uk
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Organisations and initiatives helping to create platforms for Bristol’s Good Food Movement to come together

● Feeding Bristol – Feeding Bristol convenes organisations working to 
combat food poverty; has a Stakeholder Engagement Group and is 
developing the Food Equality Strategy & Action Plan with BCC.  
Held a conference in 2021 to address food equality issues in Bristol.

● Bristol Food Producers – supports local food production and 
represents the interests of over 50 local food growers, producers, 
retailers, restaurants, third sector organisations and businesses.

● Bristol Going for Gold Steering Group – a regular meeting of strategic 
organisations across all themes identified in Bristol’s Good Food Plan, to 
accelerate systemic change in the run-up to the Gold Sustainable Food 
Places bid.

● Food Waste Action Group – a sub-group of Bristol Going for Gold, 
convenes stakeholders to work towards eliminating food waste in the 
city. 

● Grow Wilder (part of Avon Wildlife Trust) – convenes the Land and 
Food Forum, which focuses on access to land, local food production and 
sustainable food systems.

● Poco – a local restaurant that convenes chefs and stakeholders in Bristol 
in support of the Chefs’ Manifesto. 

● Bristol Healthy Schools – information, resources and an awards’ 
programme helping schools improve pupils’ health and wellbeing, 
including food.

● The West of England Sustainable Food Procurement Group convenes 
the local authorities, two universities and health trusts around public 
procurement.

● Bristol City Council ‘Procurement: for a healthy & sustainable food 
environment’ is a network made up of key teams working on food 
procurement within the local authority.

● Food Connections Festival – hosts public events relating to sustainable 
food across the city.

● Get Growing Garden Trail – run by Bristol Food Network, invites the 
public into fruit and vegetable growing space across the city, providing 
opportunities to explore and take part in growing activities.

In December 2020, a workshop ‘Building a Good Food Movement’ was 
held, bringing these organisations and more together to discuss the future 
direction of Bristol’s Good Food Movement.

Some participants in Going for Gold Steering Group meetings

https://www.feedingbristol.org/
https://bristolfoodproducers.uk/
https://www.avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/explore/grow-wilder
https://www.pocotapasbar.com/
https://www.sdg2advocacyhub.org/chefmanifesto
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/web/bristol-healthy-schools/our-awards/essential-award
https://www.bristolfoodconnections.com/
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City governance

As seen on p.12, the city’s institutions – most importantly BCC – are ambitious 
in their drive for a good food system in Bristol. Sustainable Food was chosen 
as one of three city priorities in 2020. The One City Plan and Approach 
contains a number of food targets, as do the One City Climate and Ecological 
Emergency strategies, all revealing that the city’s governance understands 
the importance of food as an issue that cuts across health and wellbeing, 
nature and the economy. 

In early 2021, Bristol held its first Citizens Assembly (CA). Sixty residents, 
randomly selected to reflect Bristol’s population, met online over four 
weekends to discuss three issues: climate change and housing, transport, and 
health inequalities. Their remit was to agree recommendations on how Bristol 
recovers from Covid-19 and creates a better future for all. Three of the health 
inequalities recommendations relate to food.

Following this successful pilot, current elected Mayor, Marvin Rees, 
committed to embed CAs into BCC’s corporate annual planning cycle. 
The second CA will be held in Autumn 2021, and a commitment has been 
made to frame a future CA around food. This is a clear acknowledgement 
by BCC leaders that policy solutions to complex challenges need the active 
participation of citizens. 

Join the Conversation

At the end of February 2021, ‘Join the Conversation’ became the call to action 
for the Bristol Bites Back Better campaign. Its aim is to invite more voices into 
the conversation about Bristol’s food system, with a particular relevance to 
informing a forthcoming One City Bristol Good Food 2030 Action Plan, and 
connecting individuals, communities and the grassroots food Movement with 
strategic local food planning.

Join the Conversation is supported by social media, press coverage, films and 
more. People are invited to share their hopes and ideas for the future of food 
in their communities (via the Join the Conversation page on the website). 
These will be used to inform city food planning and encourage a sense of 
ownership of the city’s Good Food Movement.

Beyond the food community

Bristol’s organisations are well-known for their involvement in green issues. 
Bristol Green Capital Partnership (BGCP) is a unique network of over 1,000 
member organisations with an interest in, and commitment to, taking action 
on the climate and ecological crises. Members range from small community 
groups to large businesses and institutions such as law firms, universities, and 
NHS Trusts. 

BGCP leads on engaging non-food sector organisations in the Bristol Going 
for Gold bid, utilising its existing network, communication channels and 
established relationships. In addition to the website actions for non-food 
sector organisations, BGCP runs engagement activities to support, inspire 
and encourage organisations to take action and share best practice with 
employees, peers, and the public. Organisations logging activity under all six 
themes are ‘Going for Gold Champions’ (18 by March 2021). 

Social media graphics using shared hopes and ideas for the future from  
Join the Conversation participants

https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/jointheconversation/
https://bristolgreencapital.org/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/how-are-we-doing/organisations/
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CASE STUDY

Osborne Clarke 
We first heard about Bristol Going for Gold in 2019, and were inspired to take 
part following a BGCP Business Breakfast on Community Action in July 2019. 
We worked to become a Bristol Going for Gold Champion and hoped to  
inspire other businesses to join the campaign by speaking at a Bristol Going  
for Gold event and writing a blog about how building a better food system is 
good for business. 

Our actions include:

● Working closely with our catering provider (Gather and Gather) to enable  
all staff to have access to healthy, locally sourced food at a minimal cost 
to the environment. Our ‘mindful buying’ policy helped ensure that 67% of 
Osborne Clarke’s weekly consumption came from within 42 miles of the 
office and included seasonal products, Fairtrade items and UK-based meat 
and dairy products. We also worked hard to reduce food waste by carefully 
tracking whether food is left over after meetings and then adjusting how 
much is served in the future.

● Supporting staff to volunteer for community food projects by holding team-
building days at St Werburghs City Farm and with FareShare South West.

● Creating an allotment and wildlife meadow which, pre-Covid, produced 
seasonable vegetables for use in our kitchens. We are also looking at how  
to incorporate green spaces when we move to a new office.

We recognise that everyone needs to play their part in creating a fairer,  
greener and healthier food system. In our Bristol office we have over 600 
employees and a large office space with an internal caterer – our food waste 
alone could have a massive carbon footprint. However, because sustainability  
is so important to us, we are committed to doing things differently and using 
our influence to help our community, colleagues and environment.

William Pullan, Associate at Osborne Clarke

Osborne Clarke’s workplace allotment

https://www.osborneclarke.com/locations/uk/bristol/
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Proactively reach and welcome new audiences

Taking proactive steps to invite diverse voices into the Good Food Movement, 
so it is inclusive and serves the communities that need it most. 

Across the city, from grassroots organisations to its major institutions, there 
has been growing recognition that Bristol’s Good Food Movement must 
welcome more diverse voices if it is to be truly representative. The Bristol 
Going for Gold coordinating partners support those organisations working 
to increase diversity in the Movement, by actively seeking out new audiences 
and opportunities to engage through the campaign, and hosting and 
promoting stories from the Movement on its website and social media.

The Black Lives Matter Movement resonated strongly in Bristol and led 
to the toppling of Edward Colston’s statue, which made world headlines. 
This spotlight on structural racial inequalities reinforced the urgency of 
ensuring the Good Food Movement is accessible to diverse communities, 
and accelerated activities by some organisations to change their working 
practices and be more inclusive.

In 2019, St Werburghs City Farm undertook significant research in eight 
areas of Bristol within a 2-mile radius, to investigate the barriers that diverse 
communities face in accessing urban farms, and develop an action plan to 
overcome them. 

Black & Green Ambassadors programme, delivered by Bristol Green Capital 
Partnership and Ujima Radio, connects, empowers and celebrates diverse 
leadership and community action on environmental issues in Bristol and 
beyond. The latest cohort of ambassadors broadcast a food-themed Black 
& Green radio show on Ujima Radio in January 2021 to talk about food in 
relation to Bristol Going for Gold, hosting discussions about sustainable and 
resilient food choices and celebrating local food and growing projects such 
as 91 Ways to Build a Global City, St Werburghs City Farm, Wild in St Pauls 
and Halston Drive Community Garden. 

The Community Farm examined the immediate steps it needs to take to be 
more anti-racist, including how to address white dominance in agricultural 
jobs and seeking Black Lives Matter champions to join its management 
committee.

Bristol Going for Gold coordinators invited responses to the Black Lives 
Matter protests from Bristol’s Good Food Movement, including from the 
Director of Feeding Bristol, and Cllr Asher Craig, Deputy Mayor and Chair of 
Bristol Going for Gold Steering Group.

Bristol Bites Back Better – seeking out new audiences 

The Bristol Bites Back Better campaign places a greater focus on engaging 
new audiences, particularly individuals who are completely new to Bristol’s 
Good Food Movement, and communities who are often excluded or 
overlooked in conversations about the future of food in Bristol. The campaign 
trialled a range of channels and approaches, aiming to build on learning for 
future engagement.

Launch competition 15,000 postcards to launch the campaign were 
distributed through emergency food aid outlets, community cooking 
organisations, veg box schemes, independent food retailers and door-to-
door in wards that score highest on the indices of deprivation. To win a 
£25 food voucher from Bristol’s independent shops, entrants were asked 
which food activities they would like to be part of in their community, and to 
nominate a local food hero and/or organisation. The competition received 
220 responses, including respondents living in target areas, which led to the 
March online community feasts, and will be used towards the One City Bristol 
Good Food 2030 action plan. 

Poster campaign Forty 60” x 40” bill posters and 120 A3 posters were 
displayed across the city over two separate two-week periods. The posters 
featured Bristol residents who had appeared in the Bristol Good Food films 
and had taken positive action at home and work to build a resilient food 
system. A QR code took people to the films on the website. Locations were 
based on foot traffic and proximity to neighbourhoods whose residents are 
typically excluded from these conversations.

https://www.swcityfarm.co.uk/
https://bristolgreencapital.org/project_cat/blackandgreenambassadors/
https://www.ujimaradio.com/
https://www.thecommunityfarm.co.uk/
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Press the Bristol Going for Gold coordinators contracted local company 
HerStoryPR to support the campaign. This resulted in 13 stories in the local 
media (to date), reaching a city-wide audience and linking food to recovery 
from the pandemic and diversity and community resilience.

Love Your Food, Respect Your Food, Enjoy Your Food community film 
series In Summer 2020, the Black Lives Matter Movement led BFN to reflect 
on how to be proactively anti-racist, and on how existing practices may 
exclude some communities in Bristol from participating in conversations and 
activities around sustainable food. 

A new Community Participation role in the Bristol Going for Gold Steering 
Group was created to explore existing activity and attitudes around 
sustainable food in diverse communities. The aim was to create an 
understanding of the importance of Bristol’s diverse communities to the 
Good Food Movement, and to deepen community engagement with the 
Movement. 

A series of short films featuring individuals from diverse communities was 
produced bilingually, featuring native speakers from some of Bristol’s 91 
spoken languages. The theme of the films is ‘love, respect, enjoy your food’ – 
emphasising people’s relationship with food, rather than their responsibility 
to be sustainable. Using the films as a starting point, work is underway to  
co-create narratives that more people in diverse communities can identify 
and engage with.

‘‘ The translation in Kurdish is brilliant, I felt it was directly talking to me, 
and wanted to get involved.’’ 

‘‘ Watching Tara speak in English but showcase her roots by celebrating 
what many people from my community do is wonderful. This has 
started a discussion on how we as a community can make a difference 
to the whole discussion.’’ 
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Bristol Bites Back Better posters in public places

https://herstorypr.com/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/films/#love-respect-enjoy-food
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Towards  
zero food waste
Towards zero food waste (linked to SFP theme 6 – Food 
for the planet) has been chosen as an area of exceptional 
achievement because Bristol has been breaking new ground 
in food waste reductions for 15 years. In 2006 it became the 
first UK Core City to introduce separate household food waste 
recycling collections and restricted residual waste capacity 
(both key steps in increasing food waste recycling capture). 

Food waste is not an easy issue to tackle at a strategic 
level. Household and commercial waste bring individual 
challenges and many, sometimes competing, players and 
different regulatory and market mechanisms to grapple with. 
However, in striving to be a Gold standard Sustainable Food 
Place it is imperative that the food waste remains a focus. 
Developing and maintaining sound collaborations between 
key stakeholders is essential to achieving success in this area. 
Using Bristol’s strong foundation to drive forwards, the city 
continues to enable regions across the UK to adopt our best 
practice and so leapfrog into successfully reducing food waste.

This section shares our top tips on the journey towards 
zero food waste, looks at Bristol’s approach to city-wide 
collaboration, the food waste reduction ambitions, and 
key successes achieved across household, commercial and 
redistribution sectors, and concludes with future plans. 

As recycling rates plateau across the country, a continued decrease 
of any household recycling stream has been hard to find. With easy 
wins long achieved, Bristol continues to pioneer innovation and 
demonstrate exemplar status in this area: adopting collaborative 
approaches to embed food waste hierarchy principles and implement 
circular economy approaches; developing innovative campaigns 
to tackle the hard wins of reducing avoidable food waste; driving 
city-wide collaboration through our Food Waste Action Group; and 
developing a collaborative redistribution group which will provide a 
best practice exemplar for redistribution nationally. 
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Bristol’s top tips on a journey towards zero food waste 

Commercial

● Get food collections right first: ensure the needs of all businesses are 
serviced – large and small. Collections need to be affordable, easy and 
accessible.

● Take businesses on their food journey: it’s important to get businesses 
recycling, but equally important to link organisations to redistribution 
opportunities to make the best use of food.

● Be bold in messaging strategies: help organisations reduce the food 
they waste and so reduce what they have collected for recycling in 
order to move them up the food waste hierarchy and free up capacity 
to bring new organisations on board.

● Make it personal: a local hypothetical calculation helps non-food 
businesses understand the relevance of food waste to their business 
activities; the top tips and best practice stories generated through the 
food pilot with local business/Chefs Eye pilot.

● Embed food waste action into city processes: e.g. Bristol Eating Better 
Award plays a key role in council procurement, licensing and trader 
agreements. Food collections through the Business Improvement 
District (BID) areas increases accessibility.

General 

● Collaborate and share resources: e.g. Food Waste Action Group 
(FWAG) bringing together key players across the food waste sector, 
and the redistribution group. 

● Use what you have locally: find ways to engage academic researchers, 
consultancies, communities, local influencers and more to build 
momentum.

● Identify critical data sets and sources. 

● Agree a set of realistic indicators that will help to set a baseline and 
monitor progress.

Households

● Get food collections right first: introduce a separate food waste 
collection, not combined with garden waste and make sure residual 
capacity is restricted to drive up engagement.

● Take residents on their food journey: start by seeking to embed good 
recycling habits, then follow this up with additional reduce and reuse 
tips to reduce food waste overall. 

● Be bold in messaging strategies and learn from other successes:  
e.g. the large scale and fun messaging style of Slim My Waste.

● Make it personal: e.g. the Waste FEW-ULL research results to showcase 
Bristol success; the #BristolFoodKind campaign increased relevance of 
standard reduction messages.
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An environmental,  
moral and financial problem 

‘‘ By 2050, 80% of the world’s food will be eaten in cities. Large urban 
populations buy, eat and throw away a colossal amount of food.  
Their money, consumption patterns and waste help determine – to a 
very large extent – climate and nature impact on land and at sea.’’ 
Sustain, 2019

The UN’s Food and Agriculture Organisation calculated that globally, one 
third of all food produced is wasted. If global food waste were a country, 
it would be the third largest emitter of greenhouse gas. To grow this food 
takes an area of land larger than China and 25% of the world’s fresh water. 
Its annual value is $1 trillion. The world’s one billion hungry people could be 
fed on less than 25% of the food wasted in the US, UK and Europe alone. 
Reducing food waste has been deemed the most important solution for 
tackling climate change. 

Closer to home, WRAP estimated that post-farm gate food waste in the UK 
was 9.5 million tonnes in 2018. Seventy percent of it was edible and intended 
to be consumed by people, and 6.6 million tonnes of it is wasted in the home. 
Wasted food in the UK has a value of over £19 billion, and household food 
waste costs the average family with children £60 per month. 

Cities must take systematic action to design out food waste as a top priority. 
Adopting the food waste hierarchy prioritises food waste reduction, then 
provides a hierarchy of options for diverting unavoidable food surplus and 
waste to good purposes and, crucially, avoiding landfill.

PPRREEVVEENNTTIIOONN:: reduce waste of raw materials, ingredients and products
Measured in overall reduction in waste 
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RREECCYYCCLLIINNGG:: waste to anaerobic digestion
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Figure 1: Food waste hierarchy

Bristol has a strong tradition of partnership building to tackle difficult 
problems in the sustainability sector – exemplified by the Bristol Green 
Capital Partnership (BGCP) and the Bristol Food Network (BFN). Bristol’s 
pioneering work to address household food waste capture for recycling led 
to the development of many collaborative approaches to tackling food re-
distribution and food waste prevention across different sectors in the city. 
Critically, a Food Waste Action Group (FWAG) was established in 2018 to 
bring together representatives from all key stakeholder groups (Figure 2). 
The food waste agenda and the FWAG group were coordinated by Resource 
Futures, a leading independent environmental consultancy with a 30-year 
heritage in the waste and resources industry. 

Collaboration and the food waste hierarchy

Bristol’s approach to addressing food waste reduction rests on the food 
waste hierarchy (Figure 1), underpinned by Bristol City Council’s ‘Towards 
a zero waste Bristol’ strategy (2016). Collective work towards food waste 
excellence has focused on how the city can effectively embed and implement 
these principles – towards the ultimate goal of designing out food waste – 
by taking time to understand what is going on and what action will make a 
difference. 

https://www.sustainweb.org/publications/every_mouthful_counts/
http://www.fao.org/food-loss-and-food-waste/flw-data)#:~:text=One%2Dthird%20of%20food%20produced,1.3%20billion%20tonnes%20per%20year.&text=Food%20that%20never%20gets%20eaten,green%20gas%20emissions%20in%20vain.
http://www.fao.org/3/a-bb144e.pdf
https://www.nationalgeographic.com/news/2015/1/150122-food-waste-climate-change-hunger/
https://olioex.com/food-waste/food-waste-facts/
https://www.waste360.com/food-waste/whats-most-important-solution-climate-change-reduce-food-waste
https://wrap.org.uk/sites/files/wrap/Food-surplus-and-waste-in-the-UK-key-facts-Jan-2020.pdf
https://www.resourcefutures.co.uk/
https://www.resourcefutures.co.uk/
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/33395/Towards+a+Zero+Waste+Bristol+-+Waste+and+Resource+Management+Strategy/102e90cb-f503-48c2-9c54-689683df6903
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/33395/Towards+a+Zero+Waste+Bristol+-+Waste+and+Resource+Management+Strategy/102e90cb-f503-48c2-9c54-689683df6903
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Figure 2: Food Waste Action Group members

Role of the Food Waste Action Group (FWAG)

To achieve city-wide food waste reduction is a complex process. FWAG 
has explored ways to i) gather accurate comprehensive data on current 
food waste; and ii) encourage households, businesses and schools to 
collectively take positive action. Paucity of data in the commercial, as 
opposed to household sector, is a significant factor limiting any area’s ability 
to monitor progress on reducing food waste. FWAG partners have worked 
collaboratively to problem solve, increase efficiency and bring organisations 
together to learn from each other. Highlights are showcased in Figure 3 
below. 

FWAG members represent and lead action in their sectors, using 
collaboration to drive momentum and maximise synergies between initiatives 
across a variety of key sectors. The group ensured that work across the 
core issues focused on the food waste hierarchy. It meets quarterly to share 
knowledge and data, develop and manage projects and collaborations and to 
support each other by sharing best practice.

As well as taking practical action, FWAG has helped to motivate businesses 
and organisations by giving them opportunities to learn about successful 
initiatives by organisations in other sectors. 

Collaborative working has been FWAG’s biggest achievement. It has 
unlocked city-wide sector-based knowledge sharing from across the city 
and sectors, including the universities, hospitals and businesses, supporting 
each other and collecting and sharing evidence and best practice. Research 
findings from an international academic consortium collaboration with FWAG 
reinforced the food waste hierarchy approach, showing that preventing 
food waste is sixty times more effective than recycling for reducing carbon 
emissions (WASTE FEW-ULL: Eaton, E and Hunt, A; 2020 unpublished, see 
GfG library.) FWAG was also instrumental in building the #BristolFoodKind 
campaign (see p.32) during the first lockdown. This level of collaboration 
has allowed the group to connect the dots and take targeted action. Terms 
of Reference were agreed to deal with the challenge of commercial data 
confidentiality (see GfG library). Now established, FWAG members have 
committed to meeting long-term to continually drive food waste action 
across the city. 
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Figure 3: A selection of food waste achievements, drawing on household, commercial and redistribution data points.
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https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/resources/bristol-going-for-gold-library/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/resources/bristol-going-for-gold-library/
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HHoouusseehhoolldd
▪ BWC Slim My Waste pilot
CCoommmmeerrcciiaall
▪ BEBA pilot

22001177

HHoouusseehhoolldd
§ BWC Waste Nothing: 50 households
§ Schools pilot
§ Schools food pack
§ Business events 
§ Waste FEW-ULL research
CCoommmmeerrcciiaall
▪ Hospitality / Chefs Eye pilot
▪ GENeco data

22001199

HHoouusseehhoolldd
▪ Food waste collection roll out in flats
▪ Schools resource page 
▪ BWC Waste Nothing schools challenge
▪ Bin’vestigation for schools
▪ Waste FEW-ULL engagement strategy
CCoommmmeerrcciiaall
▪ Business behaviour change workshop
▪ GENeco customer support
▪ GENeco investigates customer support to 

move up hierarchy
▪ Redistribution group formed
▪ UoB Sustainable Food Action Plan
▪ UWE Sustainable Food Plan
▪ BEBA Early Years Award planned

22002211

22001188

OOtthheerr
▪ FWAG formed
HHoouusseehhoolldd
▪ BWC Slim My Waste roll out
CCoommmmeerrcciiaall
▪ BEBA roll out

22002200

CCoommmmeerrcciiaall
▪ Business support
▪ GENeco triples Bio-Bee capacity
▪ BWC small business caddy introduced
▪ BEBA Healthy Schools award launched
HHoouusseehhoolldd
▪ BWC Stop bin-digestion
▪ BWC Happy Kitchen
▪ BWC Waste Nothing: 100 households
▪ Home-school food resource
▪ #BristolFoodKind
▪ Waste FEW-ULL results
OOtthheerr
▪ UWE circular economy plan

KKeeyy
BWC Bristol Waste Company
BEBA Bristol Eating Better Award
FWAG Food Waste Action Group
UoB University of Bristol
UWE University of West of England
FEW-ULL Food, Energy, Waste-Urban Living Lab

Blue text Recycling based activities
Green Reduction and reuse based activities

From Silver to Gold – moving Bristol up the food waste hierarchy

Figure 4: Key activities undertaken by FWAG members in relation to food waste reduction, reuse and recycling
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Bristol’s current approach to  
food waste management

Households: All Bristol’s kerbside properties have a weekly food waste 
collection managed by the city’s waste provider, Bristol Waste Company 
(BWC). Food is sent for anaerobic digestion, processing the food waste 
and Bristol’s sewage into methane-rich biogas to power Bristol’s homes 
and digestate for use on farms. A history of Bristol’s household food waste 
collections is outlined in Figure 5.

Focus on Domestic Food Waste

Context: Household waste is subject to the control of local authorities 
who have the duty to provide collections for residents, usually through a 
contracted waste collector. They can choose how far these services extend  
to tackling food waste.

Since 2016, Bristol’s journey towards zero food waste has been based on 
innovative campaigns designed around the food waste hierarchy, leading  
to increased food waste recycling and capture rates (Figure 1). 

As Bristol’s dedicated waste and recycling service provider, BWC leads 
Bristol’s household food waste reduction ambitions. BWC (see p.54) operates 
as a not-for-profit through its Teckal status: this enables any surplus income 
generated to be ploughed straight back into the city with direct benefit 
to the city residents and workforce. It also means BWC can use innovative 
campaigns to help householders reduce and recycle their food waste. As a 
waste management company delivering services solely in Bristol they are 
not distracted by the demands of private shareholders and other corporate 
priorities. Bristol figures from 2016–19 show step-by-step improvements 
(Figure 6).

Separate 
weekly food 
recycling 
collections, and 
general waste 
collections 
reduced to 
fortnightly

Residual 
(general) waste 
capacity 
reduced from 
240 litre to 180 
litre bins

BWC awarded 
10 year contract 
for Bristol’s 
household 
waste and 
recycling 
collections

Slim My Waste 
food recycling 
campaign rolled 
out across all 
areas of the 
city, following a 
successful pilot

Bin-digestion 
food waste 
reduction 
campaign 
introduced in 
poor 
performing 
areas

Full roll out of 
separate weekly 
food recycling 
collections for 
flatted 
properties 
commences

220022112200220022001188220011662200112222000066

Figure 5: History of Bristol’s household food waste collections

Commercial: The city’s local food waste is processed at the GENeco plant, 
founded in 2008 by Wessex Water. Initially set up to help Wessex Water 
become more sustainable, the plant adopted a ground-breaking and driven 
approach enabling the company to achieve carbon neutrality and zero 
waste to landfill status in just the first three years of operation. In 2020 BWC 
introduced smaller (household-sized) food recycling bins for commercial 
clients, increasing access for smaller organisations.

Redistribution: Bristol has a vibrant and active food redistribution scene. 
Edible surplus food from businesses is redistributed by a wide range 
of organisations across the city, the largest of which being FareShare 
South West (SW) and Neighbourly. Nine of these have contributed data, 
demonstrating significant growth throughout the Bristol Going for Gold 
campaign period and an appetite for working together towards a common 
goal.
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Figure 6: Household residual waste generated, and percentage of all household waste sent 
for reuse, recycling or composting 

(Source: Bristol City Council and WasteDataFlow (WasteDataFlow Waste Management)  
and is for all waste, including but not specifically food waste)

https://bristolwastecompany.co.uk/
https://www.geneco.uk.com/
https://www.wessexwater.co.uk/
https://fareshare.org.uk/fareshare-centres/south-west/
https://fareshare.org.uk/fareshare-centres/south-west/
https://www.neighbourly.com/
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Tackling food waste in a city poses two challenges – firstly, to get people 
to use the food recycling service, and secondly to guide people to start 
reducing the amount they waste in the first place. BWC has taken on these 
issues through a two-phase approach. The innovative Slim My Waste 
campaign drove up food recycling activity. Subsequent campaigns have 
sought to continually address food reuse and reduction – including the Stop 
Bin-digestion campaign in 2020 (Figure 7).

Phase 1: Increase food recycling 

Slim My Waste, Feed My Face is a playful campaign designed to divert food 
waste from residents’ black bins into brown food caddies (to be recycled into 
energy for the city by GENeco). It encourages residents to form new food 
waste habits and gets them onto the first rung of the food waste hierarchy. 
The phased approach and achievements are shown below. 
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Figure 7: Food waste recycling tonnages and capture rates, aligned to key BWC campaigns

Best Recycling Project 
Public Sector
Waste2Zero Awards

Campaign of the Year 
National Recycling 
Awards

Marketing Campaign of 
the Year South West 
Business Leader Awards

Increased food recycling tonnages 
in North Somerset since 
introduction of Bristol’s Slim My 
Waste style campaign

70% 78%

One City Plan food waste 
reduction in residual bin
(compared to 25.7% in 2019)

30%

10% by 2025
Unavoidable 
food waste capture rate 
achieved* 

Avoidable
unpackaged food waste 
capture rate achieved* 

§ 87% food recycling 
increase 

§ 9% participation 
increase

§ 10% general waste 
decrease

§ 16% increase in food recycling in month 
following launch. In following 10 weeks:

§ 405% increase in food waste bin requests
§ 15% decrease in residual waste
§ 290.5 t additional food waste collected
§ 174.3 tonnes CO2e saved

§ January: Collections 
from the first five 
blocks begin

§ Roll out to all 1,000 
blocks over next two 
years

* Based on 2019 waste composition analysis results

22002211  FFllaattss  rroollll  oouutt22001188::  FFuullll  kkeerrbbssiiddee rroollll  oouutt  22001177::  HHaarrttcclliiffffee  ttrriiaall

Figure 8: Slim my Waste campaign – timescale and results

https://bristolwastecompany.co.uk/slim-my-waste-feed-my-face/
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Phase 2: Reduce food waste

Following the success of Slim My Waste, BWC’s next task was to help people 
reduce food waste overall. Whilst retaining the message about getting 
unavoidable waste into the food bin, these new campaigns (targeted at 
various groups using appropriate messages and tactics) move people’s food 
behaviours up the food waste hierarchy.

Stop Bin-digestion

In September 2019, the annual Bristol waste composition analysis reported 
a capture rate of only 45% for avoidable food waste, demonstrating a large 
proportion continued to be disposed of in the residual bin. 

The Stop Bin-digestion campaign was established to tackle this problem, 
encouraging residents to reduce avoidable food waste and recycle what 
remains. Bin stickers and online resources were used to raise awareness of  
the #bindigestion campaign with residents.

Bin-digestion was rolled out during the pandemic in 2020 when waste 
patterns were disturbed. It was adapted to take Covid-19 constraints into 
account, which has made it harder to identify the impact of the campaign 
on food waste levels. Nonetheless, it is clear that 2020 food waste recycling 
tonnages were the highest since 2016 (source BWC). 

Waste Nothing Challenge

Launched by BWC in 2019, the Waste Nothing Challenge supported 50 
households to reduce their waste over a year, providing guidance, resources, 
and a programme of actions. A second phase was rolled out in 2020, with  
100 households taking part. BWC’s website hosts ‘Waste Nothing’ blogs  
with tips and tricks to reduce food waste. 

Figure 9: #WasteNothing 2019 results

How schools can encourage the city to reduce, reuse and 
recycle

Schools across the city were encouraged to take action on food 
waste in line with the campaign. Two blogs evidence the experiences 
of two different schools: Victoria Park Primary (supported by the 
Going for Gold team) and Brunel Field Primary School. Building on 
the experiences of these schools, a detailed toolkit was developed for 
teachers in local schools. This included information and actions across 
all Bristol’s Gold themes and included an assembly on the food waste 
hierarchy. The toolkit was sent to 16 pilot schools, but the country went 
into lockdown before feedback could be collected. Instead, the toolkit 
was adapted to create online home schooling resources. It is now 
available, amongst other dedicated schools resources developed by a 
collaborative working group, on the Going for Gold website. 

https://bristolwastecompany.co.uk/bin-digestion/
https://bristolwastecompany.co.uk/household/waste-nothing-challenge/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/victoria-park-primary-school-placing-pupils-at-the-heart-of-sustainability/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/bishopston-school-takes-action-on-food-waste/
https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/home-schooling/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/bite-back-better-school-resources/
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Focus on Commercial Food Waste

Context: Commercial waste, such as produced by businesses and the 
hospitality sector, is dealt with through market mechanisms. Typically, several 
different waste collection contractors will compete for business in any one 
area; not all may provide separate food waste services or advice to customers 
about food waste prevention, and comprehensive data on arisings of 
different waste streams are not readily available. Further, existing government 
guidance on reducing and recycling commercial waste is not regulated in the 
way that household waste is. 

FWAG members (see Figure 2) have been involved in increasing availability 
and accessibility of commercial food waste collections, supporting and 
guiding businesses to reduce food waste and participating in practical and 
research collaborations developed with the city’s institutions, businesses and 
community organisations. 
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Figure 10: Highlights of commercial food waste results

GENeco

GENeco is a Bristol-based recycling and renewable energy company. 
It operates a circular economy business model and, in its first three 
years of operation, achieved carbon neutrality and zero waste to landfill 
status. Each year the company processes over 700,000 tonnes of waste 
at its food waste and water treatment facility. The ‘waste’ is transformed 
into biofertilisers, and renewably sourced gas and electricity powering 
many thousands of local homes. 

The company practises what it preaches: its green offices are powered 
by the biogas produced on site, and are home to lots of wind turbines, 
trees, a wildlife area and a huge composting pad.

In 2017, GENeco launched the Bio-Bee – the UK’s first vehicle to both 
collect and run on commercial food waste from businesses in and 
around Bristol. The Bee was designed to encourage people to get 
excited about recycling their unwanted food and with a view to making 
the process fun, easy, cost-effective and sustainable. In 2020, GENeco’s 
Bio-Bee capacity tripled with the purchase of two new vehicles.

The food waste collected by the Bio-Bee is treated in GENeco’s own 
Anaerobic Digestion plant. The gas produced from the Anaerobic 
Digestion process is then used to power the Bio-Bee itself, therefore 
making it a totally self-sufficient process – and a UK first. When you 
compare this with conventional waste collection vehicles powered using 
diesel fuel, the Bio-Bee is clearly the way forward for Bristol and the rest 
of the UK.

https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/blog/commercial-food-waste-collections-in-bristol/
https://geneco.uk.com/
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FWAG members undertook work to move both food and non-food 
businesses up the food waste hierarchy. FWAG members spoke at a range 
of business events across the city, and Resource Futures offered business 
support sessions to help organisations reduce food and packaging waste. 
Four businesses were supported before the pandemic forced most food 
businesses to close. This support is now being offered to GENeco customers 
as the first step in helping GENeco move their clients up the food waste 
hierarchy as part of the company’s new sustainability drive. With the plant 
close to full capacity, any tonnage reductions achieved through this support 
will allow for new businesses to be engaged in recycling activities.

Non-food businesses are often unaware of their food waste. To engage these 
businesses in the issue, Resource Futures calculated a hypothetical volume 
of unavoidable food waste produced by Bristol’s businesses to provide an 
estimation of scale. The resulting, likely conservative, estimate of 11.25kg per 
employee per year enables businesses to understand how they contribute to 
food waste in the city. In 2020, BWC introduced 23 litre caddies (equivalent 
to household food waste caddies) for non-food businesses producing low 
volumes of food waste. Resources to help non-food businesses reduce 
avoidable food waste are available on the Bristol Going for Gold website, 
linked to pledges on food waste. 

‘‘ We weigh and document all our food waste on a weekly basis and input 
this into our own system. Each week we assess the bin to see how much 
avoidable waste is in there.’’ 
SustainIt 

Seeking innovative behaviour change strategies 

As home working increased during the pandemic, engagement with non-
food businesses became more challenging. Once working routines stabilised, 
FWAG looked to restart this engagement. Resource Futures facilitated a 
workshop to address business-related food waste in the pandemic and post-
pandemic context. Attended by larger businesses and business network 
representatives, and using the ISM behaviour change tool discussions drew 
out needs, opportunities and barriers to wider food waste engagement. 

Outputs identified potential policy interventions for businesses to adopt 
which could add value when engaging with employees. These include:

● Net zero campaign linking carbon impact of food behaviours, supported 
by educational assets.

● Back to work better campaign using the period of change to encourage 
new behaviours.

● Healthy eating campaign which links food sustainability to physical and 
mental health.

One participating company is engaged to progress these interventions as 
part of the project’s legacy work.

Reducing food waste in hospitality

An estimated £3 billion of food (920,000 tonnes) was wasted in 
the UK’s hospitality sector in 2016. In 2019, Bristol Food Network 
collaborated with Chefs Eye Tech to understand the food waste 
challenges faced by Bristol’s hospitality sector. Bristol University Halls, 
Tin Can Coffee and Thali Café were given Chefs Eye Tech to monitor 
and analyse their veg trimmings, production and plate waste over three 
months. The Chefs Eye team fed back to the businesses trends and 
suggestions for reducing waste. St Monica Trust, BaxterStorey, Poco 
Tapas and Friska also shared examples of how they address and reduce 
food waste through daily activities – including approaches to staff 
training, batch preparation and menu planning.

The research highlighted that monitoring food waste electronically is 
crucial to identifying patterns and tackling problems. It showed that 
talking to customers helped to understand and reduce plate waste. It 
also recommended trialling new ways of reducing fruit and veg trimming 
waste. Results and learnings resulted in a toolkit for businesses, 
providing practical and motivational ways to reduce food waste. Chef’s 
Eye was an invaluable early tool in developing the city’s work around 
commercial food waste, and its learnings have been repeatedly used to 
help motivate and find solutions for other organisations in Bristol.

https://bristolwastecompany.co.uk/business/our-services/business-23l-food-waste-collections/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/organisation-area/food-waste/
https://www.sustainitsolutions.com/
https://www.gov.scot/publications/influencing-behaviours-moving-beyond-individual-user-guide-ism-tool/pages/2/
https://chefseye.tech/
https://tincancoffee.co.uk/
https://www.thethalirestaurant.co.uk/
https://www.stmonicatrust.org.uk/
https://baxterstorey.com/
https://www.pocotapasbar.com/
https://www.pocotapasbar.com/
https://friskafood.com/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Guide-to-food-waste-reduction.pdf
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Influencing others

A key element of the ambition for commercial organisations has been to 
embed best practice on reducing food waste into the city. Policy changes are 
the more robust way to ensure long-term systemic changes are embedded 
across the city and so increase the likelihood of individuals taking action. 
FWAG members have led the way for the city in developing their own 
institutional policies. The Bristol Going for Gold coordinating team have 
developed guidance for making a Good Food Plan, to enable organisations 
to develop a policy focused on positive food-related changes in their 
organisation, of which food waste is a key part. Food waste reduction is also 
included as an aim in Bristol’s One City Plan, Climate Strategy and Ecological 
Emergency Strategy – each of which will continue to drive future progress. 
The Bristol Eating Better Award (BEBA, see p.10) also plays a key role in 
council policy to support commercial food waste reduction activities. 

Focus on research collaborations

Bristol’s internationally renowned waste and resource consultancies, 
Resource Futures, Anthesis, SLR and Eunomia, collaborated to support 
Going for Gold and agreed to share research findings. Additionally:

● Waste FEW-ULL conducted research to minimise linear and wasted 
flows of food, energy and (nutrients) in water. The project is a trans-
disciplinary research group including Wessex Water/GENeco, Centre 
for Sustainable Energy, Bristol Food Network, BWC and Resource 
Futures. 

● Four students from UWE and UoB worked with FWAG members 
on research projects including identifying policy interventions to 
tackle household food waste, and investigating attitudes to a food 
redistribution hub planned for a Household Reuse and Recycling 
Centre in Bristol.

University Hospitals Bristol 
Sustainable Development Strategy 
(2020)

University of Bristol  
Sustainable Food Action Plan (2021)

University of the West of England 
Sustainable Food Plan (2021)

Bristol City Council  
Waste Strategy (2021)

● Zero waste to landfill by 2025

● Food waste reduction ambitions

● Sustainable treatment of food 
waste

● Repurpose unavoidable food 
waste

● Campus-wide food waste 
reduction campaigns including 
‘no-tray days’

● Design menus to fully utilise food 
items

● Daily food ordering to minimise 
waste of raw ingredients

● Portion and plate size reduction

● Student education and awareness 
raising, explicitly linking climate 
change

● Buy ‘wonky veg’ and maintain 
excellent food storage practices

● Monitor food waste electronically 
and establish reduction targets

● Explicitly links food waste and 
carbon neutrality

● Emphasise need for behaviour 
change, prevention, reuse and 
recycling

● Promote responsible 
consumption

Available here Available here Soon available here Nearing publication

Examples of major new policy commitments

https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/organisation-action/create-a-good-food-plan/
https://www.resourcefutures.co.uk/
https://www.anthesisgroup.com/about/united-kingdom/
https://www.slrconsulting.com/
https://www.eunomia.co.uk/
https://wastefewull.weebly.com/bristol-ull.html#project
http://www.uhbristol.nhs.uk/media/3700541/00929_uhb_sustainability_report_web.pdf
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/green/documents/policy/sustainable-food-action-plan.pdf
https://www.uwe.ac.uk/about/values-vision-strategy/sustainability/strategy-leadership-and-plans/policy-and-strategy-documents
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Focus on Food Redistribution

Bristol’s redistribution sector has expanded considerably since 2016. As the 
sector was known to be growing, the key Bristol Going for Gold ambitions 
for this sector were keen to understand the level of growth and to increase 
collaboration between redistribution organisations. 

FareShare SW and Resource Futures collaborated to collect and analyse 
data from across the city. Data is not collected consistently through time 
or between organisations, and as such it was necessary to work closely 
with each organisation to fully understand their data. Food redistributed by 
Bristol-based organisations is shown in the graph below.

Food Redistribution Group

To increase collaboration between food redistribution organisations, FWAG 
set up a Food Redistribution Group. Due to the pandemic, the first meeting 
was delayed as all organisations focused on redistributing food to residents 
in need during lockdowns. The city-wide effort to support the economically 
vulnerable during lockdown provided an opportunity for these organisations 
to test methods of working together.

The group first met in February 2021, once redistribution organisations had 
adjusted to their ‘new normal’, and it was deemed appropriate to move 
forward and capitalise on the learning gained during the pandemic.  
The group plans to build on new collaborative working practices and  
provide a hub for redistribution data in the city. The first meeting provided  
an opportunity for members to understand the scale of work in the city,  
and identify common challenges and ways to overcome these. 

A common issue identified was organisations being approached with an offer 
of food that is not appropriate for their operations, either due to the amount 
or type of food. The group is now seeking to address this through building a 
simple resource to help businesses better understand which redistribution 
organisations to approach with their offers, and to work together to ensure 
Bristol food stays in Bristol.

 

Data source: BWC
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Figure 11: Key results relating to food surplus redistribution
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FareShare South West and the pandemic response

Surplus food redistribution increased considerably due to the pandemic. 
In April 2020, FareShare SW launched an ambient-only food operation 
from Ashton Gate Stadium to meet the increased need for food parcels. 
As well as surplus food redistribution, FareShare SW also distributed 
a further 642 tonnes of food purchased with government funding. In 
total, FareShare SW alone distributed more food in 2020 than all the 
other organisations together in 2019. From 16 March to 31 July 2020, 
food in excess of two million meals was delivered to over 300 South 
West frontline organisations, six times their pre-crisis operation. Without 
Covid-19, FareShare SW would not have been asked by the government 
to distribute purchased food and so would not have increased its 
capacity at the same rate or scale. Now capacity has been increased, 
this can be utilised to continue increasing the amount of surplus 
redistributed long-term.

dramatic increase in recycling. Work on redistribution and prevention also 
increased. The future ambition is to reverse the initial pyramid by preventing 
avoidable food waste.

Gathering data to evidence a city food 
waste reduction journey

There is no easy, single way to quantify progress on food waste reduction, so 
the FWAG brought together various data sets to build up a clearer picture 
of current food waste status. Importantly, progress over time will lead to the 
need for different data.

Figure 12 shows a conceptual model of what Bristol has achieved and aims 
to achieve. The shapes are designed to reflect direction of progress and are 
not based on data points. Separate food waste collections were introduced 
in 2006, so before this point most food waste was disposed of, with less 
material further up the hierarchy. By 2010, food waste collections had been 
in place for four years, so there was likely to be more recycling, but this was 
still not commonplace, and redistribution and prevention had not yet become 
a focus. In 2018, the Slim My Waste campaign was introduced, leading to a 
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Figure 12: Conceptual model of Bristol’s food waste reduction journey – what it has 
achieved and aims to achieve

To document this journey, several key data sets are required (Figure 13). These 
will reflect differing changes over time, as the journey progresses. Collecting 
this data for commercial organisations is much more complicated than for 
households, as commercial waste is collected by more than one provider. 
Redistributed food tonnages are another useful data set, and will ideally show 
food collected, redistributed and wasted. (There is no obvious evidence of 
any significant volumes of food surplus going to animal feed in relation to the 
Bristol context).

SSttrreeaamm DDaattaa SShhoorrtt  tteerrmm LLoonngg  tteerrmm

Waste tonnages No immediate change Will decrease with time

AAvvooiiddaabbllee food
All food will decrease Move towards removal

UUnnaavvooiiddaabbllee food

Avoidable food
Will increase initially Will decrease with time

Unavoidable food

Figure 13: Short- and long-term impact on food waste tonnages driven by improved 
collection efficiencies

https://fareshare.org.uk/fareshare-centres/south-west/
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Moving forwards

Covid-19 has had an impact on tackling food waste reduction in Bristol. 
Household food waste in residual bins has crept up as food consumption 
moved into homes. Some aspects of work – especially those linked to 
food businesses – were disrupted. However, the pandemic led to improved 
collaborations around food redistribution across the city as organisations 
pulled together to respond to the fast-evolving emergency food supply 
situation (see Food Equality p.88). Whilst shortages and lockdowns led some 
groups of people to over-purchase and waste more, other groups are now 
wasting less food and value it more. The FWAG group will continue their work 
across the city to embed food waste best practice across all sectors and draw 
on the shifts observed to continue to develop and increase engagement, 
whilst continuing to compare Bristol’s performance against national data sets 
and other comparable areas such as the Core Cities.

See GfG library for full food waste report.
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GENeco Bio-Bee commercial food waste collection Bristol Waste Company campaigns

‘‘ We have a community fridge where boxed up leftovers 
from lunch time are put along with food donations and they 
redistribute to their lower income families.’’ 
Knowledge Learning Centre

‘‘ We carry out regular waste audits and have introduced food 
recycling bins across the site […] also use our coffee ground 
as compost.’’ 
Business West

‘‘ Preventing food waste is sixty times more effective than 
recycling for reducing carbon emissions.’’WASTE FEW-ULL: Eaton, E and Hunt, A; 2020

https://www.corecities.com/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/resources/bristol-going-for-gold-library/
https://www.knowledge.learnmat.uk/
https://www.businesswest.co.uk/
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CASE STUDY

Bristol Waste Company 
A model for city-focused food waste capture and reduction. We collect Bristol’s food waste and take it to GENeco’s anaerobic digester in 

Avonmouth. It’s turned into methane-rich biogas which is fed into Bristol’s 
local gas distribution network and supplied to the national grid. 

But we’re just not stopping there. We are committed to helping Bristol reduce 
the amount of food that gets thrown away, which we’re delivering through 
our innovative campaigns (see p.47). 

The Bristol One City Plan has set a number of challenging targets with 
regards to waste. Together, we aim to:

● Produce the lowest amount of residual household waste per person of any 
UK Core City, aiming for a target of below 150kg per person by 2025.

● Recycle and prepare for re-use 50% of waste by 2020 and 65% by 2025.

● Reduce the amount of food waste going into residual waste (black bin) 
from 25% to 10% by 2025.

Our ethos and values are squarely aligned with the council’s, and we strive 
to reduce the city’s consumption of valuable resources, minimise waste 
production and encourage repair, reuse and recycling. By working together, 
we believe we can make sure Bristol wastes nothing and achieves its 
ambitions of being a zero-waste city.

Facts

● 25% of what is in the average Bristol wheelie bin is food waste.  
That adds up to 20,000 tonnes each year – the same weight as  
1,000 double-decker buses.

● Three-quarters of that waste could be avoided with planning, prep 
and storage.

● It equates to a staggering £730 of edible food thrown away by the 
average Bristol family every year.

● That means that as a city, every 1.3 seconds we throw away enough 
avoidable food waste to make a meal.

Definition of a Teckal company The common name for a company that 
benefits from contracts for works, services or supply from its controlling 
Contracting Authority (or Authorities) without having to go through a 
competitive tender process.

Bristol Waste Company is the city’s recycling, waste collection and street 
cleansing company, established in 2015 and awarded a 10-year contract in 
2016. We also run Bristol’s two household waste recycling centres and a 
commercial waste service offering local businesses tailored, cost-effective 
recycling and waste solutions. We’re soon to launch a workplace services 
business offering a variety of office services to Bristol businesses.

Bristol Waste is a Teckal company, wholly owned by Bristol City Council.  
Any surplus we generate is ploughed straight back into the city, benefiting 
the residents who live, work and study here. This ensures that we have 
no interest in making a profit for non-Bristol shareholders. It allows us to 
be creative about the way waste services in Bristol operate, giving us the 
opportunity to meet the city’s ambitious environmental, social and economic 
objectives. We’re really proud that we’ve won seven awards and been 
shortlisted for many more for our work over the past five years. 

https://www.corecities.com/
https://bristolwastecompany.co.uk/
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Evidence of significant 
continued action and 
outcomes since Silver
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Buying better
Buying power – personal and institutional – is one of the most 
influential tools a city has in shaping its position in local and 
global food supply chains. This section evidences the work 
around public procurement and creating a local good food 
economy – SFP themes 4 and 5.

Bristol is the tenth largest city in England, with a population of about 
463,400. Our two universities host around 56,000 students (2019) and the 
city is home to many large employers. This means that the city has enormous 
potential to empower citizens, businesses and city institutions to be mindful 
of our own food habits and choices, and those of the businesses that we buy 
our food from. 

Bristol Going for Gold partners are driven by a desire to see food buying 
choices at every level support healthy people, stronger communities, a 
thriving local food economy and a healthy planet. The Going for Gold 
campaign has focused on two elements of buying better. Firstly, supporting 
sustainable catering and procurement practices, with a focus on the public 
sector. The second is growing Bristol’s good food supply by putting good 
food enterprises at the heart of local economic development, and promoting 
healthy, sustainable and independent food businesses to our citizens and 
visitors.

The Bristol Going for Gold coordinating group’s work on buying better since 
2016 is a tale of two halves. Until 2020, it focused on building on previous 
foundations – ramping up the work being done around public procurement 
and continuing to support Bristol’s vibrant local food economy. However, the 
effects of Covid-19 significantly disrupted public-sector catering patterns as 
students and workers stayed away from schools, colleges and offices. Local 
businesses experienced repeated lockdowns and associated loss of custom. 
Buying better activities shifted to emergency support, especially for the local 
economy. 

Nevertheless, the momentum that was building pre-2020 has not gone away. 
Although some institutional commitments to sustainable procurement were 
paused due to the challenges presented by Covid-19, there are signs that they 
will be dusted off and efforts renewed as students and workers return to the 
city. Food businesses rebuilding post-Covid-19 are just as unlikely to have lost 
their ambitions for healthy and sustainable food, but – at least in the short-
term – may need to adapt their business plans to remain financially viable. 

‘‘ All our fish is MSC Certified, and all our eggs are free range.’’University of the West of England
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Good food catering procurement

This section links to SFP theme 5. The Bristol Going for Gold 
partnership has worked with public and private sector food 
catering businesses, local producers and suppliers to improve 
the food environment through local supply and better catering 
and procurement practices, by encouraging increased 
use of existing accreditations. This section details the 
measures employed to transform catering and procurement 
and revitalise local and sustainable food supply chains – 
from putting policies and practices in place to improving 
connections and collaboration across the local supply chain. 

Bristol City Council (BCC)

● BCC adopted a Good Food and Catering Procurement Policy in March 
2018, introducing minimum standards and requiring standardised criteria 
across all the council’s catering and food provision contracts. They are 
based on the Soil Association’s Food for Life Served Here Silver (FfLSH) 
award criteria (where appropriate) but include additional Bristol-specific 
criteria. The policy also requires caterers to be part of the Bristol Eating 
Better Award (BEBA) scheme (see p.10), encouraging them to achieve 
Silver or Gold status. 

● The tender specification for the new schools procurement contract 
(awarded in 2018) specified FfLSH Gold (Primary Schools) and Silver 
(Secondary Schools). This contract covers 59 schools. The current 
contractor (Chartwells) achieved the BEBA in September 2020, which 
gives each school in this contract an individual good food accreditation.  
As of March 2021, 72 schools have a BEBA at Gold level.

● Contracts to supply BCC venues and museums (let to a large company) 
must hold FfLSH Silver as a minimum.

● Lot six of the BCC food supply contract is a Dynamic Purchasing System 
(DPS), which makes supplying to BCC more accessible for SMEs, and has 
resulted in them supplying 12 schools, numerous care homes and the city 
park cafés. Smaller internal provision contracts are let to Bristol-based  
SME providers. BCC has extended the contracts due to be re-let in 2020  
to allow the SME supply market to recover enough from the Covid-19 crisis 
to be able to participate in the procurement process.

● BCC submitted evidence to Parliament’s Environment, Food and Rural 
Affairs committee enquiry on improving public-sector food procurement 
regulations (August 2020).

A Dynamic Purchasing System (DPS) is a type of procurement contract 
which allows suppliers to enter the contract at any time, subject to 
meeting relevant criteria as set by the contracting authority. It is 
particularly useful for SME suppliers who can supply part, but not all,  
of a contract requirement.

Who has the Soil Association FfLSH accreditation in Bristol? 

● Local Authority schools 104 primary schools serving around  
10,000 Gold certified meals daily (during term time)

● Academy schools five academies at Bronze

● Early Years 34 early years settings serving around 2,000 Silver 
certified meals daily (during term time)

● Hospitals two hospitals serving around 2,000 Bronze, Silver and  
Gold certified meals daily

● Restaurants/cafés/visitor attractions/venues three sites at Silver  
and Gold

● Universities one university serving around 1,200 Silver certified meals 
daily (during term time)

● There are two pending FfLSH applications in the education and 
restaurant/café/visitor attractions/venue sectors

https://www.soilassociation.org/our-standards/read-our-organic-standards/food-for-life-served-here-standards/
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University of the West of England (UWE)

UWE’s in-house catering teams feed 37,000 students and 4,000 staff per 
year. Hospitality catering provisions functions, events and meetings. Ten 
outlets on the main Frenchay campus are also catered for in-house (as well  
as one externally catered outlet and six high street brand outlets). 

In the last four years UWE has made substantial steps in improving its 
procurement activity and food offering on campus. More information on 
the measures UWE has taken to improve its procurement activity and food 
offering on campus can be found on p.22). 

University of Bristol

The University of Bristol (UoB) Sustainable Food Action Plan (2021) 
demonstrates the close relationship between the Sustainability team and 
Hospitality Procurement team to buy local where possible. Catering contracts 
are awarded partially on the basis of their sustainability credentials which 
includes supply-chain length. 

● UoB hospitality providers regularly host events where staff involved with 
acquiring food/drinks for events or meetings can meet UoB caterers and 
learn about their sustainability credentials. This educates staff regarding 
UoB commitment to the procurement of sustainable food and drink. 

● The Hungry Caterpillar Food Co-Op is a student-run enterprise and a not-
for-profit Food Cooperative, which provides high-quality, low-cost, ethical, 
and packaging-free food. Running weekly, the membership-based co-op 
provides cupboard staples such as pasta, nuts, dried fruits, grains, pulses, 
teas and more. 

● A packaging-free range is available at one of the Source Café locations 
(UoB’s in-house café brand) which allows students and staff to purchase 
wholesome essential dry foods and single-use plastic free goods. 

● In 2018 a ‘Plate up the Facts’ campaign communicated to students the 
importance of knowing the carbon impact of their food (especially 
protein). Meat Free Mondays were introduced into all catered halls in 
September 2019, linked to the campaign’s environmental messages. 

● In 2020 UoB achieved a 42% increase on the previous year, for plant-based 
food served in catered halls of residence. Cooked breakfast contains 9% 
meat options. 

● UoB supports the upcoming Public Sector Catering Plant Based Week 
2021 in partnership with the Eating Better Alliance. 

● The new ‘Source Marketplace’ food offering at Senate House opens in May 
2021, and has a plant-based menu. 

● Mapping and reducing scope 3 carbon emissions that emerge from 
catering practices. The first steps already taken have been to introduce 
Meat Free Mondays (as outlined above), removing beef from Source Café 
retail outlets and reducing ruminant meat from all menus. 

● The carbon related to all food and drink offerings will be mapped, aiming 
to reduce it by 20%. 

● The UoB Catering department is supporting a research project to 
estimate environmental and health costs associated with the food served 
on campus. The information will be used to investigate how to change 
food consumption patterns to facilitate sustainable and healthy lifestyles 
amongst staff and students.

● UoB was awarded three Silver awards in South West Fair Trade Business 
Awards 2019 (Best Fair Trade University or College, Best Fair Trade Café or 
Restaurant, Best Fair Trade Accommodation or Conference Centre). More 
information can be found here. In Feb 2021 UoB campaigned for Fairtrade 
Fortnight highlighting the increasing challenges that climate change 
brings to farmers and workers in the communities of Fairtrade. 

● The UoB is applying to become Fairtrade accredited by the National Union 
of Students by April 2021 after two years of working towards this goal. 

More information on the UoB’s activities to support and grow the Good Food 
Movement is available in the GfG library. 

http://www.bristol.ac.uk/media-library/sites/green/documents/policy/sustainable-food-action-plan.pdf
https://www.bristolsu.org.uk/groups/the-hungry-caterpillar-food-co-op
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/students/life-in-bristol/campus/cafes/
https://www.publicsectorcatering.co.uk/plant-based-week
https://www.publicsectorcatering.co.uk/plant-based-week
https://www.bristol.ac.uk/cabot/what-we-do/food-emissions/
http://www.bristol.ac.uk/green/doing/our-achievements/university-of-bristol-wins-three-south-west-fair-trade-business-awards/
https://www.fairtrade.org.uk/get-involved/current-campaigns/fairtrade-fortnight/
https://www.fairtrade.org.uk/get-involved/current-campaigns/fairtrade-fortnight/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/resources/bristol-going-for-gold-library/
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Bristol’s Health Trusts

● Procurement for the two Health Trusts in Bristol – North Bristol NHS Trust 
(NBT) and University Hospitals Bristol NHS Foundation Trust (UHBT) – 
is undertaken by a joint procurement function, the Bristol and Weston 
Purchasing Consortium (BWPC).

● NBT’s Southmead Hospital is a modern hospital with production kitchens 
for all patient and staff meals. They hold FfLSH Silver for patient meals and 
Bronze for staff meals.

● Both Trusts have signed the NHS Plastics Pledge to reduce single-use 
plastics and are part of the “Healthcare without Harm” initiative (one of 
eight in Europe) which looks at sustainability issues within healthcare 
settings. This is driving much of the sustainability work across the Trusts. 

‘‘ Ensuring that fresh, local and quality food is the focus of our menus 
is so important in nutritional terms for the well-being and recovery of 
patients while they are with us in hospital. The cost to the Trust of this 
approach has been minimal and, in some cases, we have saved money 
by switching to a local supplier, as well as seeing a reduction in our 
carbon footprint.’’ 
Simon Wood, North Bristol NHS Trust

Sustainable Procurement Networks

● The West of England Sustainable Food Procurement Group was set 
up in 2012 by BCC. It brings together procurement, sustainability and 
public health professionals in Bath & North East Somerset, Bristol, North 
Somerset and South Gloucestershire across a range of public-sector 
organisations including all four universities and the health trusts. Its 
purpose is to share best practice between decision-makers letting or 
influencing food and catering contacts. The group is chaired by a Bristol 
representative and will form the food procurement network to support 
Crown Commercial Service’s Future Food Framework (see box opposite).

● The Catering Procurement Action Group (CPAG) was set up by the Bristol 
Going for Gold coordinating partners in January 2020. Much of the group’s 
focus has been on reducing food-related waste such as single-use plastic 
items.

● Between 2016 and 2018, Bristol was part of an EU project – SPP Regions. 
This project promoted the creation and expansion of European regional 
networks of municipalities working together on sustainable public 
procurement (SPP) and public procurement of innovation (PPI). Bristol 
was one of seven regional networks (the only one from the UK) to examine 
how sustainable public procurement could reduce carbon emissions in 
public buildings, vehicles and food and catering. Bristol’s main focus was 
food and catering. The West of England Sustainable Food Procurement 
Group was key to Bristol’s participation. Bristol’s key deliverables from 
the project were tender models (case studies) and ‘how to’ videos on 
sustainable procurement, ranging from what is sustainable procurement 
through to circular procurement. These videos are still live and widely 
circulated in Europe.

See GfG library for full public sector procurement report.

The Future Food Framework 

Based on the success of a Bath & North East Somerset Council schools 
contract between 2016 and 2018, the Dynamic Food Procurement 
National Advisory Board was established to drive dynamic food 
procurement into a national procurement route. It focuses on fresh 
produce from local and sustainable suppliers, with a view to reducing 
the length and opaqueness of supply chains, ensuring that they are 
flexible, and significantly increase the percentage of small businesses 
who supply the public sector. 

In 2018, Crown Commercial Service (the procurement arm of the UK 
Government) agreed to develop this model, starting with a south west-
wide pilot. It is called the Future Food Framework. This pilot will go live 
in early 2022; engagement with public-sector bodies and suppliers has 
already started. One of the key requirements is for ‘anchor’ institutions 
to signal their commitment to use the Future Food Framework when it 
goes live. Bristol City Council is the first public body to do so.

https://www.nbt.nhs.uk/
http://www.uhbristol.nhs.uk/
https://sppregions.eu/home/
https://sppregions.eu/resources/how-to-videos/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/resources/bristol-going-for-gold-library/
https://bathnes.gov.uk
http://www.dynamicfood.org/
http://www.dynamicfood.org/
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A proud Fairtrade City

In 2020, Bristol celebrated its 15th year as a Fairtrade City. Together 
individuals and organisations have shown that Bristol has the will to demand 
more from trade, and the power to make choices that positively impact small-
scale farmers, their communities and their local environment, world-over. 

Bristol is twinned with Puerto Morazan. Each year during Fairtrade Fortnight, 
thousands of local school children have welcomed female Fairtrade farmers 
from Nicaragua to their schools, learning first-hand how Fairtrade has 
transformed lives. 

Prior to the pandemic, the South West Fair Trade Business Awards 
were hosted annually in Bristol. Hosting such a high-profile award fosters 
continued support of Fair Trade and commitment to Fair Trade purchasing 
from over 50 businesses in the region each year.

Outreach 

● Doing things Differently – 1st February 2017 was organised by the West 
of England Sustainable Food Procurement Group, attended by 100 public 
and private sector delegates who discussed opportunities for healthy, 
sustainable and local food procurement and shared existing best practice. 
The Sugar Smart campaign was showcased.

● Innovation in the Costs of Catering – 15th March 2018 was organised by 
the Partners in Procurement Energy Network and the West of England 
Sustainable Food Procurement Group. It explored the true cost of food if 
environmental and health costs are taken into account. 

● Climate and Biodiversity Crises and the Impact of Procurement –  
14th November 2019 was organised by Bristol Going for Gold partners 
and attended by over 100 delegates. It followed on from the two previous 
conferences (above) with a detailed examination of the climate and 
ecological crisis; how it impacts – or could impact – food procurement; and 
the opportunities to mitigate some of the issues, including around food 
waste. Crown Commercial Service took the opportunity to announce their 
commitment to the Future Food Framework at this conference.

‘‘ As ambassadors for the Sustainable Development Goals, buying and 
promoting Fair Trade is an integral part of our charity as it aligns so 
well with many of the Goals, from Responsible Consumption and 
Production to No Poverty, Decent Work and Reduced Inequalities. 
Here’s to the next 15+ years as a Fairtrade City!’’ 
Jenny Foster, Project Lead, Global Goals Centre
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South West Fair Trade Business Awards

https://www.bristolfairtrade.org.uk/bristol-fairtrade-city
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/museums-parks-sports-culture/puerto-morazan-and-bristol
https://www.bristolfairtrade.org.uk/swftba
https://www.sugarsmartuk.org/
https://sppregions.eu/our-regions/south-west-england-region/#:~:text=Partners%20in%20Procurement%20Energy%20Network,transport%2C%20and%20food%20and%20catering
https://www.globalgoalscentre.org/
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Bristol’s local food economy

The theme of Buying Better also relates to the creation of a 
vibrant, prosperous and diverse sustainable food economy 
(SFP Theme 4). Much of the work – detailed below – has 
happened through local and regional economic policies. 
Equally important has been the promotion of healthy, 
sustainable and independent food businesses through existing 
and new partnerships, much of which has been amplified 
through the Bristol Going for Gold communications channels. 

Bristol’s local food economy is innovative and collaborative, and never more 
so than in the face of the pandemic. Our city’s food businesses include 
growers and producers, processors, wholesalers and distributors, shops, 
cafés, restaurants and caterers. Over the past year, many of the individuals 
and organisations that make up this vibrant and diverse sector have 
supported each other, arguably based on social conscience rather than 
financial gain.

● In 2019, 60% more food businesses opened than in 2015.

● Typically, around 70% of businesses remain open after two years of 
trading (2 years = year of opening plus following year). 

Supporting Bristol’s local food scene

Since 2016, the vibrancy and resilience of Bristol’s local food economy has 
had a positive impact on the city. Bristol has 47 clearly identifiable high 
streets and local centres. Stapleton Road is a ’super-diverse’ high street with 
a plethora of independent food businesses which serves the cultural needs 
of Easton’s community. The businesses buy from each other, keeping money 
in the local economy. Restaurants provide vital community hubs where 
different cultures convene. 

Eat a Pitta, St Nicholas Market

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furldefense.com%2Fv3%2F__https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bristol247.com%2Ffood-and-drink%2Fnews-food-and-drink%2Fcall-to-support-independents-or-risk-losing-diversity-in-bristols-food-scene%2F__%3B!!KUxdu5-bBfnh!oIsT09-BlwmNhxN15fVVY9zgZws7B_A_XwFy43wAzGrK5_Zm3udtTkazMh-IB8zmCgyqo6RWZw%24&data=04%7C01%7C%7C453f747f395b4b891ac808d900153bfb%7C6378a7a50f214482aee0897eb7de331f%7C0%7C0%7C637540913487160291%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=ozoso9Hxe9eZCS2DpRWUphSyJPEVTfi4GPnxvOALPUc%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Furldefense.com%2Fv3%2F__https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bristol247.com%2Ffood-and-drink%2Fnews-food-and-drink%2Fcall-to-support-independents-or-risk-losing-diversity-in-bristols-food-scene%2F__%3B!!KUxdu5-bBfnh!oIsT09-BlwmNhxN15fVVY9zgZws7B_A_XwFy43wAzGrK5_Zm3udtTkazMh-IB8zmCgyqo6RWZw%24&data=04%7C01%7C%7C453f747f395b4b891ac808d900153bfb%7C6378a7a50f214482aee0897eb7de331f%7C0%7C0%7C637540913487160291%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=ozoso9Hxe9eZCS2DpRWUphSyJPEVTfi4GPnxvOALPUc%3D&reserved=0
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Stapleton Road has been identified as one of the initial areas for high-
street recovery from the pandemic. Plans include a promotional campaign 
and dedicated website highlighting the importance of the city’s high streets 
and local shopping centres, with engagement from the relevant local 
businesses and communities. In Stapleton Road’s case, its diversity in terms 
of food outlets and suppliers will almost certainly be identified as a distinct 
characteristic. 

Public and private sector support for local food businesses, already 
available, ramped up when Covid-19’s devastating impact became obvious. 
Organisations like Business West, the West of England Combined Authority, 
YKTO and the Black South West Network have offered marketing help and 
financial advice.

Economic development strategies and policies

Recent public support for the economic development of the city’s food 
businesses builds on policies adopted between 2011 and 2015. These include 
The Bristol Development Framework Core Strategy (2011), the Local 
Development Plan (2014) and Bristol’s Central Area Plan (2015).

The Development Framework Core Strategy supports local access to food 
as part of regeneration programmes. Two regeneration projects are in their 
early stages: East Street Vision Project and the West of England Combined 
Authority (WECA) Love Our High Streets pilot.

Bristol City Council’s (BCC) plans and strategies to support the city’s  
Covid-19-hit food businesses include: 

BCC’s Reopening High Streets Safely Programme (June 2020) supported 
social media upskilling and promoted high streets and local traders through 
a Shop Local Shop Safely campaign. Monthly webinars have been held since 
November 2020, including a session for Bristol-based businesses (April 2021) 
to discuss latest Covid-related issues, restrictions and support. 

BCC’s One City Economic Recovery & Renewal Strategy (October 2020) 
prioritises short-term use of land and properties to support retail, leisure 
and hospitality in the city centre and local high streets, and offers ongoing 
practical support (e.g. through campaigns, information and business support).

Since the second lockdown, BCC has run monthly Bristol@Night panels to 
support Bristol’s tourism and night-time economies. Food business support 
webinars were held in June and September 2020, with around 70 attendees.

Bristol’s refreshed One City Plan (2021) has food-related goals that support 
the role of good food at the heart of a greener economy (including an 
increase in plant-based consumption and shorter supply chains).

The West of England Combined Authority (WECA) Covid Recovery Plan 
identifies the food and drink sector as the worst affected by Covid-19. Its  
£10 million Love Our High Streets Fund is being piloted in Bristol’s Bedminster  
area (in collaboration with Bedminster’s Business Improvement District). 
It offers grants to businesses, start-ups and landlords to regenerate vacant 
shops and eateries.

Tourism support 

Visit Bristol has showcased local food and drink businesses, and marketed  
the city as a good food destination since 2018. In 2019 Bristol won ‘Best 
Culinary Destination’ at the World Food Travel Association Awards. In 2020, 
Bristol was the only UK destination shortlisted in the Food & Travel Magazine 
‘Best Destination’.

Destination Bristol delivered training on working with the travel trade to  
30 businesses, with 20 one-to-one sessions to support businesses engaging 
with the visitor economy. Two food-tourism forums attracted 56 businesses. 
Destination Bristol membership grew from 40 food and drink businesses in 
2016 to more than 150 by December 2019.

Destination Bristol’s Covid response includes an ongoing Food Friday blog 
showcasing food businesses’ recipes, promoting delivery and takeaway 
services, and writing an Eat Out to Help Out blog in Summer 2020 (60,000 
page views).

https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.bristol.gov.uk%2Fnews%2Fbristols-high-streets-handed-gbp-5-million-boost&data=04%7C01%7C%7C453f747f395b4b891ac808d900153bfb%7C6378a7a50f214482aee0897eb7de331f%7C0%7C0%7C637540913487160291%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=w%2FUjj%2FhRG7Zx7dOPYUDbigPzwJy2mZJTMgtpg9FSXEQ%3D&reserved=0
https://eur03.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fnews.bristol.gov.uk%2Fnews%2Fbristols-high-streets-handed-gbp-5-million-boost&data=04%7C01%7C%7C453f747f395b4b891ac808d900153bfb%7C6378a7a50f214482aee0897eb7de331f%7C0%7C0%7C637540913487160291%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C1000&sdata=w%2FUjj%2FhRG7Zx7dOPYUDbigPzwJy2mZJTMgtpg9FSXEQ%3D&reserved=0
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/
https://westofengland.ytko.com/business-support-in-bristol/south-bristol-enterprise-support/
https://www.blacksouthwestnetwork.org/
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34540/Core Strategy WEB PDF (low res with links)_0.pdf/f350d129-d39c-4d48-9451-1f84713a0ed8
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34540/BD5605 Site Allocations_MAIN_text V8_0.pdf/46c75ec0-634e-4f78-a00f-7f6c3cb68398
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34540/BD5605 Site Allocations_MAIN_text V8_0.pdf/46c75ec0-634e-4f78-a00f-7f6c3cb68398
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34540/BCAP Adopted March 2015 - Main Document & Annex - Web PDF.pdf/d05a0c22-ab91-4530-926a-f26160ab72a5
https://eaststreetvision.com/index.php
https://www.bedminster.org.uk/loveourhighstreet
https://www.bristolonecity.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/One-City-Economic-Recovery-Plan.pdf
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Recovery-plan-version-2.pdf
https://www.bedminster.org.uk/
https://visitbristol.co.uk/
https://visitbristol.co.uk/destinationbristol
https://visitbristol.co.uk/blog/food-and-drink
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Business support

Bristol has four Business Improvement Districts (BIDs). In 2019, the City 
Centre BID held a street party with Bristol Food Connections, showcasing 
local food enterprises. In February 2020, the Broadmead BID launched a 
‘Loyalfree’ app to promote local businesses. 

There are wide-ranging support and networking opportunities for Bristol 
food businesses. YTKO supports local businesses (via South Bristol 
Enterprise Support and North & East Bristol Business Support) with 
workshops, 1:1 advice, e-learning and peer support. 

The School for Social Entrepreneurs (launched December 2020), also part 
of South Bristol Enterprise Support, offers existing support to existing social 
enterprises and start-ups.

Business West, WECA’s Growth Hub (with specific support for hospitality) 
provides business and start-up support. 

The Black South West Network (BSWN) is a charity driving the development 
of strong Black, Asian and minority ethnic communities, businesses and 
organisations. It publishes resources, supports collaboration and networking, 
campaigns and represents on behalf of these communities. 

BSWN’s research into the impact of Covid-19 on Black, Asian and minority  
ethnic food businesses emphasises that, as well as major loss of income,  
business owners may lack the knowledge or technology to move their 
business online, and financial investment to do so may be too risky. 
Additionally, some food businesses lacked kitchen access in lockdown, due  
to use of co-working or community-based facilities. Lastly, huge price 
increases and shortage of supplies during lockdown limited some businesses’ 
ability to sell.

The BIDs offer Covid-19 related support. The City Centre BID shared best 
practice and guidance and supported the #BristolTogether campaign (July 
2020) with Destination Bristol, BCC and Business West. In 2020, it ran the 
Hearts in the City campaign in Queens Square to help visitors feel safe when 
they returned to public spaces after the first lockdown was lifted. The hearts 
featured in 127 news channels worldwide and reached over 61 million people. 
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Hearts In The City Campaign, Summer 2020

https://bristolcitycentrebid.co.uk/
https://bristolcitycentrebid.co.uk/
https://broadmeadbristolbid.co.uk/
https://www.sbes.org.uk
https://www.sbes.org.uk
https://westofengland.ytko.com/business-support-in-bristol/north-east-bristol-business-support/
https://www.westofengland-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/West-of-England-Business-Support-Guide.pdf?utm_source=Partner&utm_medium=Digital%20publication&utm_campaign=WECA%20Business%20Support%202021&utm_content=Business%20Support%20Guide
https://www.blacksouthwestnetwork.org
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/594948a7414fb5804d2b4395/t/5ec3ee32a5b5c27385219625/1589898876817/Covid19_Report_v2_compressed.pdf
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/594948a7414fb5804d2b4395/t/5ec3ee32a5b5c27385219625/1589898876817/Covid19_Report_v2_compressed.pdf
https://visitbristol.co.uk/destinationbristol/bristol-together
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The Broadmead BID’s website has information on where to buy and delivery 
options. Its Twitter account highlights WECA and BCC business support.

YTKO’s OutSet Micro-Business COVID-19 Support Programme runs until 
20th August 2021. It supports businesses with fewer than 10 employees.  
Over 25% of businesses supported have been in food, retail with food and 
other food supply-chain businesses. 

Bristol Food Producers is a Community Benefit Society that brings 
together people in and around Bristol involved in local food production and 
distribution. As well as supporting existing businesses, it helps grow the 
number of diverse and viable small new enterprises in the city. See the case 
study on p.80 for more information.

‘‘ Our onsite café, Gather and Gather, aims to buy in-season food,  
ensuring fewer food miles.’’Osborne Clarke LLP

‘‘ We use Gundenham Dairy for our milk, who are based in Somerset.’’Icon Films 

Diversifying the local food retail offering 

In 2016, developer Umberslade decided that units at its new Wapping 
Wharf development would only be available to independent businesses. 
Managing Director, Stuart Hatton, saw an opportunity for the city: “We could 
have pulled in higher rents from the big multiples, but we made a conscious 
decision not to; we knew that with independents you get drive, passion and 
uniqueness that you can’t find elsewhere.” 

The strategy has reaped wider sustainability benefits: waste is dealt 
with collectively and food products are sourced from within the trading 
community. 

Out of 42 businesses at Wapping Wharf, 32 are restaurants, cafés and food 
shops. The shipping container retail units have proved so popular, they were 
expanded in 2017.

Read more here. Watch a short film here. 

Supporting market traders

Since 2016, Bristol’s street markets (with their significant food offering) have 
grown in size and number. Since 2018, to gain a street trading licence, a food 
business must hold a Bristol Eating Better Award (BEBA). 

The long-established St Nicholas Market (in the city centre) supports high-
quality food outlets. Around 60% of traders already hold a BEBA and work 
is ongoing to help the rest get one. St Nicholas Market has been badly hit by 
Covid-19, footfall was 75% lower in 2020 than in 2019.

In 2016, St Nicholas Night Market opened (providing 18 additional pitches), 
and ran three times a year, attracting up to 9,000 visitors each time. Finzels 
Reach Friday lunchtime market also opened, bringing eight new traders.

The Bristol Vegan and Wellness Market ran in 2017 and 2018. 

In 2019, two new community-run markets started in outlying areas of Bristol, 
offering local food.
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Wapping Wharf

https://www.outset.org/bristolcovidresponse/
https://iconfilms.co.uk/
https://www.umberslade.co.uk/
http://wappingwharf.co.uk/
http://wappingwharf.co.uk/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/our-independents-have-shown-that-change-is-possible-now-its-our-turn/
https://twitter.com/WappingWharfBS1/status/1330926359535710208
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/web/st-nicholas-markets
https://www.facebook.com/FinzelsReachMarket/
https://www.facebook.com/FinzelsReachMarket/
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Promoting Bristol’s sustainable  
local food scene

Many new initiatives – public, private and third sector – have emerged since 
2016 to promote Bristol’s local food economy and support the city’s food 
producers.

Promoting and growing independent food businesses 

Bristol’s local food scene has found a home online since 2016, a trend that 
increased rapidly during 2020. 

Good Sixty launched in 2016, aggregating online grocery shopping from  
52 independents across Bristol onto one platform. Deliveries are by cargo 
bike. The business has expanded into Bath, Oxford, Borough Market (London) 
and Stroud Market.

Bristol Association of Restaurants, Bars & Independent Venues (BARBI) 
was set up in 2016 as a group purchasing organisation. It has over 10,000 
members to whom it also offers training, events and recruitment. Since 
Covid-19 first hit, BARBI has lobbied the government, and upscaled online 
business support. 

Essential Trading Cooperative (one of the Bristol Going for Gold 
partners) is a pioneering vegan, vegetarian, organic and ‘free from’ food 
wholesaler. We’re based in Bristol and our members are proud of our 
ethical approach to business operations and sustainability. Trading 
since 1971, Essential is one of the largest worker co-operatives in the UK.

Supporting local manufacturers has always been a priority for Essential, 
and we have strong partnerships with Bristol-based food producers, 
selling their produce wholesale and promoting them in the Essential 
catalogue where possible. We actively promote bulk buying, recognising 
that reducing delivery occurrences and transportation weights benefits 
the environment. 

Essential has a long history of developing and delivering to local Buying 
Groups (community representatives who collaborate and buy in bulk).  
This benefits the group members by eliminating the need for 
supermarket trips and/or multiple deliveries from food courier services. 

In February 2021, BARBI launched its new delivery app, built by Bristol 
hospitality businesses, for Bristol hospitality businesses.

Designed with independent businesses in mind, the app offers a 
reduction on the high commissions charged by major delivery services 
(usually around 30%), and an increase on the low wages paid to delivery 
drivers and riders. 

By charging a fair percentage on commissions (15%) BARBI is helping 
keep venues open and people in jobs and, ultimately, keep Bristol’s 
independent food and drink scene alive. The app has the potential to 
provide work for around 200 delivery staff in Bristol using taxis, bikes 
and mopeds.

With over 5,000 downloads in the first week, the Delivery and Click & 
Collect services are fully up and running, with table ordering and table 
booking services set to be added in the coming weeks. 

‘‘ We already buy organic, local and seasonal food but next year we’ll 
create a sourcing policy and guidelines for suppliers.’’Team Love 

https://www.goodsixty.co.uk
https://www.barbiebristol.com/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/essential-trading-serving-up-sustainability/
https://www.barbiapp.com/
https://teamlove.org/
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Bristol Food Union

Bristol Food Union (BFU) started as an informal collective of restaurants, 
food businesses, and community organisations that came together across 
sectors to support independent food and hospitality, and help feed the 
city of Bristol during the Covid-19 crisis. It’s a unique collaboration that 
has brought together some of the city’s best independent restaurants 
with local farmers, food retailers and community food projects, to support 
BCC’s emergency food provision during lockdown. 

We helped organise Bristol’s restaurant community to get food to those 
who needed it most. We created secure production kitchens in closed 
restaurants around the city, and delivered a nutritious ready-meals service, 
which saw 12,000 meals supplied to frontline workers and vulnerable 
communities. 

We delivered weekly food provision boxes to 100 vulnerable adults who 
had recently left the foster-care system, and helped to fund food-hubs in 
St Werburghs, Stokes Croft, and Easton. By the end of the first lockdown 
BFU had delivered food parcels to refugee families, young people, recently 
unemployed people and those shielding or disabled. 

We are supporting the industry with an online directory for food 
businesses, with over 200 on the website, and through campaigns like 
‘No More No Shows,’ with 700 billboards across Bristol in Summer 2020 
urging the public to stop the damaging practice of failing to honour 
their reservations. In August 2020, BFU ran a campaign to encourage 
people to use the Government’s Eat Out to Help Out scheme with local 
independents, distributing window stickers to independent food outlets 
across the city. 

We’ve raised £43k through crowdfunding, and £106k from Robert del 
Naja (Massive Attack). We have received small grants from BCC, Feeding 
Bristol, and the National Benevolent Charity. Around £63,000 in income 
has been distributed to 10 of the city’s restaurants, cafés and caterers. 

BFU is a community interest company, with a board of non-executive 
directors to help further develop an organisation with a clear vision of how 
to build the good food economy Bristol needs in the future.

BFU online shop Emergency food response, Coexist Community kitchen Emergency food boxes

https://bristolfoodunion.org
https://bristolfoodunion.org/2020/05/07/massive-attacks-robert-del-naja-launches-one-off-artwork-fire-sale-in-support-of-bristol-food-union/
https://bristolfoodunion.org/2020/05/07/massive-attacks-robert-del-naja-launches-one-off-artwork-fire-sale-in-support-of-bristol-food-union/
https://natben.org.uk/
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In response to Covid-19, five key players in Bristol’s hospitality and events 
scene developed Breaking Bread (Summer 2020), a pop-up outdoor dining 
experience on The Downs. It provided employment and income for hospitality 
businesses and a safe space for citizens to socialise. It supported social 
cohesion and good mental health, and developed a sustainable financial 
model during the pandemic, maximising local, seasonal and organic produce. 
It also supported Bristol’s emergency food provision during 2020. Breaking 
Bread’s impact report has more details. Breaking Bread plans to incorporate 
more One City Bristol Good Food 2030 targets into its 2021 vision.

The Bristol Lockdown Economy was set up during the first lockdown. 
It’s a free online directory that lists local businesses, with food and drink 
enterprises making up almost 50% of the listings. 

The Bristol Pantry, also set up during the first lockdown, is an online one-stop 
shop for hospitality venues that diversified into selling food and drink, and 
local producers who had lost sales through hospitality closures. Customers 
can order high-quality food and drink, with free collection or local delivery.

WeAreBS3 is an online shopping portal for Bedminster businesses developed 
in response to Covid-19. Thirteen of the 26 are food, drink and hospitality 
businesses. It was so successful that it has rolled out in Nailsea and North 
Somerset, with plans for other areas of the UK.

At least five other online maps and directories have sprung up since the 
pandemic.

Bristol Food Network consumer trends survey, June 2020:  
Covid’s impact on supply and demand for local food

● 83% of survey respondents used independents.

● Over 40% loved the range of goods via local providers.

● 20% of online customers and over 40% of independent store visitors 
enjoyed the customer experience and the feeling of being part of the 
community. 

● Around 80% of participants said they’d support local businesses by 
using them in the future.

Events, campaigns and award schemes

As of December 2020, 190 food businesses and providers have a Bristol 
Eating Better Award (see p.10), demonstrating their commitment to offering 
healthier food, sourced, prepared and served sustainably. 

Over 10 independent venues in Bristol have a Sustainable Restaurant 
Association (SRA) Food Made Good award.

In early 2020, Bristol Food Network introduced a Supplier Pledge for the 
Bristol Going for Gold initiative. Businesses could signal their commitment to 
become a more sustainable eatery, by taking up to five steps:

● Conducting a local sourcing audit (mandatory)

● Putting a local sourcing plan into place and gain a related certification  
such as BEBA (mandatory)

● Tackling food waste (mandatory)

● Promoting sustainability actions to stakeholders (mandatory)

● Becoming an ambassador for sustainability (optional) 

BCC’s 20,000-strong @ShoplocalBristol Twitter account promotes 
independent businesses and shares business information.

Breaking Bread outdoor dining

https://www.breakingbreadbristol.co.uk
https://www.breakingbreadbristol.co.uk/impactreport
https://www.breakingbreadbristol.co.uk/impactreport
https://www.thelockdowneconomy.com/
https://bristolpantry.com/
https://wearebs3.co.uk/#/
https://www.foodmadegood.org/
https://twitter.com/shoplocalbris
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Heart of BS13

Active for many years as Hartcliffe Health Environment Action Group, 
Heart of BS13 launched in January 2020. It operates in Hartcliffe, one of 
Bristol’s most deprived wards. According to the Quality-of-Life Survey 
2019/20 this ward had the lowest number of respondents who said that 
they were in good health.

Heart of BS13 runs two initiatives to make local, sustainable food 
accessible in Hartcliffe, reflecting community efforts to increase healthy 
eating and connectivity.

● The Kitchen Garden Enterprise sells produce and addresses local 
food insecurity through doorstep deliveries. 

● The Real Meal Store (launched early 2021) provides affordable, 
nutritious ready meals from the Kitchen Garden Enterprise. For every 
meal bought its Pay it Forward scheme provides a free meal for four 
people locally.

St Marks Road 

The local businesses in the St Marks Road area reflect the diversity of 
cultures, with food playing a big part. The street won Best Street in the 
UK at the 2020 Urbanism Awards. A Grand Iftar celebration was held 
on St Marks Road in 2019. Invited by the local Muslim community to join 
the Iftar, over 6,000 guests attended the alfresco meal to celebrate the 
breaking of Ramadan fasting.

The Bristol Going for Gold campaign has produced a huge amount of content 
to promote the local food economy, including 37 Buy Local blogs generating 
almost 7,000 page views. 

Bristol Food Connections (established 2014) introduced a fringe festival and 
food trail in 2016. In 2018 it became community-focused across 100 events 
(rather than held at a central location). In 2018 and 2019, business boot 
camps were offered, covering investment, marketing, sustainable food and 
tourism and networking. The 2019 festival included talks and workshops on 
food waste, palm oil, soil health, vegetarianism and fermenting.

Bristol Pay (formerly the Bristol Pound, or £B) grew to be the UK’s largest 
local currency scheme, with around £B1m circulating in 2019. Although £B 
usage declined from 2017, local food businesses had the highest uptake. 
Bristol Pay aims to relaunch as an inclusive contactless pay option that 
rewards users for contributing to their community and invests back into city 
projects. 

Independent retailer and café Better Food’s Bee Better loyalty scheme 
(September 2020) encourages refill shopping by awarding stamps when 
customers bring in containers. 

See GfG library for full local food economy snapshot report.

https://heartofbs13.org.uk/
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/436737/Hartcliffe+and+Withywood.pdf/49d31847-00da-471c-95c8-82630662e073
https://heartofbs13.org.uk/shop/kitchen-garden-enterprise/
https://heartofbs13.org.uk/shop/real-meal-store/
https://www.bristol247.com/news-and-features/news/st-marks-road-named-as-the-best-street-in-the-uk/
https://www.bristol247.com/news-and-features/news/st-marks-road-named-as-the-best-street-in-the-uk/
https://www.theguardian.com/world/gallery/2019/may/31/grand-bristol-iftar-in-pictures
https://bristolpay.org.uk/
https://betterfood.co.uk/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/resources/bristol-going-for-gold-library/
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Urban growing
This section relates to SFP theme 6 (tackling the climate  
and nature emergency through sustainable food & farming).  
It also links to SFP themes 1 (food governance and strategy) 
and 3 (healthy food for all). In 2016, various organisations were 
working with Bristol City Council (BCC) to increase growing 
spaces for individuals, communities and commercial growers. 
Since then, this work has continued led by organisations 
representing different urban growing constituencies to ensure 
a scaling-up of local food production in a way that supports 
nature and biodiversity.

As seen below, a wealth of measures are being taken to 
address land use and access challenges and embed protection 
of best-value agricultural land, smallholdings, allotments 
and gardens in policy. Networks and partnerships have 
been established and strengthened to increase commercial 
vegetable production and distribution, and to give individuals 
and community groups new skills in growing food based on 
ecological principles. 

Bristol is home to an exciting, thriving and vibrant growing community.  
Since becoming a Silver Sustainable Food City, urban growing schemes have 
increased and prospered, sometimes against the odds. Food growing takes 
place in allotments, gardens, community orchards, city farms, school grounds, 
hospitals, window boxes and troughs in public spaces.

In 2010, the Who Feeds Bristol report highlighted the need to safeguard 
and put aside land for urban growing. Since then work has gone on to 
identify and use land for that purpose, and give people the skills, knowledge 
and opportunity to grow their own food. The patchwork of urban growing 
across Bristol supports the city’s biodiversity and is good for the health and 
wellbeing of Bristol’s citizens. 

A 2019 study by the University of Bristol showed that urban food-growing 
sites had the most pollinators across all urban and rural areas in England. 
When Bristol declared an ecological emergency in February 2020, the 
importance of the city’s work around increasing opportunities for nature-
friendly urban growing became even more apparent.

‘‘ We host a weekly fruit and veg stall from The Community Farm for staff, 
patients and the local community to access.’’ 
North Bristol NHS Trust 

‘‘ We use the Ecohome garden to grow fruit and vegetables. The tenants 
at Create are encouraged to pick and use the products grown and Café 
Create also use the products in their cooking.’’ 
The Create Centre

https://bristolfoodpolicycouncil.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/10/Who-Feeds-Bristol-report.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41559-018-0769-y
https://www.createbristol.org/
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How Bristol is working to increase urban growing in the city

● Identifying and securing land. 

● Increasing awareness of food-growing projects and opportunities; of seeds 
and plants; and of our local food supply (including encouraging productive 
use of gardens, where people have them).

● Providing opportunities to learn about and gain skills in food growing and 
agroecology.

● Developing clear land and food policy guidelines for Bristol. 

Bristol Food Producers (BFP) leads on a commercial scale, Incredible 
Edible Bristol (IEB) on a community scale and BCC through its forthcoming 
Allotments Strategy review.

Land

The community food sector, city farms, BFP, Bristol Food Network (BFN) and 
others have been working to adopt nature-friendly food-growing principles 
to help safeguard and support access to food-growing land, and ensure that 
more land in the city is protected or allocated for food production. 

Making land available for growing food

In 2020 BCC commissioned Avon Wildlife Trust to produce a report to 
identify the barriers and pathways to increase and upscale food growing in  
all 34 wards in Bristol. Part of the process was to bring together and capture 
the voice of the strategic food-growing network. One key recommendation 
was to listen to the needs of urban growers. The views and insight of 19 
local growers were included in the report, due to be published in 2021. It will 
propose a food-growing vision with specific targets, identify key enabling 
priorities around land, skills, finance, markets and support, and recommend 
high-level objectives and actions. 

Grow Wilder (Avon Wildlife Trust’s 12-acre site in Bristol) updated its vision 
to increase and upscale nature-friendly food growing in Bristol. The vision is 
aligned to support the city’s climate and ecological emergencies. 

Members of Bristol’s food-growing community successfully lobbied to ensure 
food-growing land will be protected in the forthcoming Local Plan review.  
A proposal will be included for a new designation for the best and most 
versatile agricultural land in the city. Local people would be able to submit 
notes to a particular patch of land, saying what it is that they specially value 
about that land. When any future planning issue arises that relates to that  
land, the information about why the green space is valued in the community 
should be taken into consideration.

The Land and Food Forum was established in 2016 as a city-wide networking 
event for urban growers. The 2020 event brought together grassroots growers 
from across Bristol to discuss upscaling. The 2021 event (October) will focus 
on working collaboratively to accelerate the upscaling of urban growing.

Edible Futures market garden

https://bristolfoodproducers.uk/
https://ediblebristol.org.uk/
https://ediblebristol.org.uk/
https://www.avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/
https://www.growwilder.co.uk/our-vision
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Bristol Food Producers’ (BFP) rolling survey is for people looking for local 
land to grow on. The data will help identify the types of support new entrants 
to urban growing need. BFP will lobby landowners with a clear demand, 
and try to match growers with suitable land. So far, BFP have matched two 
producers on BCC-owned land and one on private land.

A new city farm is being created in Hartcliffe, one of the city’s most deprived 
areas. Hartcliffe City Farm will be sited on a semi-derelict farm. The aim is to 
turn it into a 25-acre market garden and local asset. In March 2021, Heart of 
BS13 and Windmill Hill City Farm were confirmed as the preferred partner  
of BCC to take the development forward. 

A corridor of land (following the M32 into the city) connects St Werburghs 
City Farm at one end to the Grow Wilder site at the other, through a network 
of market gardens. A recent addition in the corridor is Bridge Farm, which 
after many decades of dereliction has been reinvigorated under community 
ownership, and has reintroduced livestock into the area, with cows and goats 
being used for conservation grazing. 

The Fringe Farming project is a collaboration with Bristol Food Producers, 
Sustain, the Landworkers Alliance and other partners across the UK to 
understand barriers, identify land opportunities and local actions, and 
develop national policy to enable agroecological farming at the edge of 
cities as part of a green economic recovery. An event in 2021 will engage with 
landowners and decision-makers about the potential of scaling up urban 
food production.

‘‘ We have created a community garden and allotment on an abandoned 
site at the Clifton Campus.’’University of Bristol

‘‘ Companion Planting is an allotment project run for local families in  
East Bristol. It’s one of the ways that East Bristol Children’s Centre 
brings families together to share food, culture, stories and support.’’ 
Luci Gorell Barnes, Founder, Companion Planting

Supply

Urban growing – commercially, on allotments and in gardens – supports high 
levels of biodiversity. Increasing the supply of seeds, plants and locally grown 
vegetables supports urban growing. In Bristol this is happening through 
supporting the establishment and development of growers and distribution 
networks. Equally important is helping Bristol’s residents and workforce 
to find out where to buy local produce, how to get involved in community 
growing, and to develop the skills to grow at home – in a garden, window box 
or on a balcony. 

Commercial growing

Since we compiled our Silver evidence, new social enterprises and 
commercial growers have set up in Bristol, supplying fresh fruit and veg 
across the city. Here are some of them:

● Purple Patch (2014)

● Street Goat (2015)

● Upcycled Mushrooms (2015)

● Hedgerow Apothecary (2017) 

● Bridge Farm (2018)

● 5 Acre Farm (2018)

● Unusual Edibles (2019) 

● Wilding Orchard & market garden (2019)

● Edible Futures (2020) 

https://bristolfoodproducers.uk/our-work/access-to-land/
https://www.windmillhillcityfarm.org.uk/about-us/projects/hartcliffe-city-farm/
https://heartofbs13.org.uk/
https://heartofbs13.org.uk/
https://www.windmillhillcityfarm.org.uk/
https://www.swcityfarm.co.uk/
https://www.swcityfarm.co.uk/
https://www.avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/explore/grow-wilder
https://bridgefarmbristol.co.uk/the-site/
https://www.sustainweb.org/foodandfarmingpolicy/fringe-farming-peri-urban-food-growing/
https://www.sustainuk.org/
https://landworkersalliance.org.uk/
https://www.purplepatchbristol.com/about
https://www.streetgoat.co.uk/
https://upcycledmushrooms.co.uk/
https://bit.ly/39U7IX4
https://bridgefarmbristol.co.uk/
https://fiveacre.farm/
https://unusualedibles.co.uk/?fbclid=IwAR0-NMOctOBb02TybalR98eyJ44BLzCZXFrBbnviHaYgJHI7NN8UMuKG1kY
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/farming-on-a-human-scale-how-small-and-localised-supply-chains-can-adapt-in-a-crisis/
https://www.ediblefutures.com/
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Diana Powell, Unusual Edibles

Grow Wilder’s Grow Leader course provided me with an excellent broad 
introduction to sustainable land management, from food growing to 
wildlife conservation and community engagement. The placement gave 
me lots of opportunities and resources to further research my interest 
in perennial food plants. After the course finished, I started Unusual 
Edibles – growing speciality ingredients for local restaurants. I also 
gained valuable teaching experience leading a team of volunteers who 
care for and develop the site’s forest garden. Grow Wilder is a fantastic 
hub for sustainable food growing in the city, and a great place for 
networking. As a result I’m now collaborating with two other growers to 
set up Three Hares Farm, a growers cooperative that will produce local 
organic crops and facilitate access to agricultural land for other growers. 
At the new site I’m expanding the scope of Unusual Edibles to explore 
sustainable commercial fruit and nut production. 

The Community Farm (which supplies Bristol’s shops, hospitality and 
individuals) saw demand for organic veg boxes more than double in the 
first month of the first lockdown. To keep up with demand, it started nine 
new rounds, with a new donated van. To support the city’s emergency 
food response, The Community Farm lets customers sponsor a veg box for 
Bristol’s FOOD Clubs.

5 Acre Farm was established to grow produce for the Tobacco Factory 
enterprises (Tobacco Factory Bar/Café, Bristol Beer Factory, Grain Barge) 
and to sell at the Tobacco Factory Market. Without a market when the 
pandemic hit, it set up a farm shop in the Tobacco Factory and offered online 
ordering and home delivery during the first lockdown. The farm shop has 
since expanded.

All food grown on Incredible Edible Bristol (IEB) sites in 2020 went into 
food aid. Vegetables from the Avonmouth garden were distributed from 
Avonmouth Community Centre, while those grown at the Learning Zone 
went to Aid Box Community, 91 Ways and Coexist Community Kitchen and 
Bristol Food Union, to support refugees, asylum seekers and care leavers.

Before the pandemic, Grow Bristol supplied hydroponically grown 
microgreens primarily to the restaurant sector, with a small quantity going 
into general retail. Overnight, its market vanished so the team took the 
opportunity to grow and market grow-your-own microgreen kits.  
(Grow Bristol has become Pirate Farms, with a new management team). 

A number of initiatives have sprung up to help people find out where to buy 
locally grown vegetables (see pp.61–67). Bristol Food Union’s Direct from 
Farmers is just one example set up during the pandemic to support local 
growers whose supply to hospitality had been disrupted.

Responses to Covid-19: supporting food aid and diversifying supply

In Spring 2020, the impacts of the pandemic on food supply saw a huge 
effort from food growers to meet a dramatic change in demand, many 
diversifying from supplying the hospitality industry to providing vegetables 
to individuals. Some got involved in the city’s efforts to provide affordable or 
free food for the most vulnerable residents. 

Edible Futures sells a weekly salad bag to customers (Salad Drop). As a 
response to rising food insecurity associated with the Covid-19 lockdown, the 
business offered customers the option to buy a solidarity veg box that was 
distributed to destitute asylum seekers. 

The Kitchen Garden Enterprise at Heart of BS13 market garden supplies 
fresh produce to their community kitchen. When the pandemic forced 
cookery classes to stop, the Kitchen Garden Enterprise launched the Real 
Meal Store (November 2020) to provide affordable, healthy ready meals for 
residents of BS13. Meals are low cost or free, with a ‘pay it forward’ range to 
the wider city. 

Https://Unusualedibles.co.uk/
https://www.thecommunityfarm.co.uk/
https://fiveacre.farm/
https://tobaccofactory.com/
https://www.avonmouthcca.org.uk/
https://www.aidboxcommunity.co.uk/
https://91ways.org/
https://www.coexistcommunitykitchen.org/
https://bristolfoodunion.org/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/grow-bristol-versus-covid-19/
https://piratefarms.com/
https://bristolfoodunion.org/shop-bristol-food/direct-from-farmers/
https://bristolfoodunion.org/shop-bristol-food/direct-from-farmers/
https://www.ediblefutures.com/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/the-kitchen-garden-enterprise-at-heart-of-bs13/
https://heartofbs13.org.uk/what-we-do/the-real-meal-store/
https://heartofbs13.org.uk/what-we-do/the-real-meal-store/
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Community growing

Incredible Edible Bristol (IEB) supports communities to grow food with 
nature, by helping to break down the common barriers to accessing land. 
It facilitates skill-sharing through its volunteer network and offers good 
horticultural support. Since 2014 IEB has supported more than 50 gardens 
to get started, working with more than 50 communities, ranging from 
schools, local organisations, groups of neighbours and businesses, to bring 
food growing to the streets, railway platforms, and the centre of Bristol. 
Some continue to be managed by IEB, alongside a core team of community 
gardeners learning skills to grow a community space. IEB’s focus is to ensure 
long-term community ownership of these gardens.

IEB has recently updated existing maps of all the city’s active food-growing 
sites. The map shows community gardens, orchards and market gardens,  
and is freely available online. 

There are 23 IEB supported plots in the city, and over 40 edible gardens 
in parks, street corners and station platforms built and planted with IEB 
volunteers and partners. The produce is free for anyone to take and eat. 

IEB offers support to new community growing groups to break down barriers 
to food growing. IEB has recruited a new community engagement lead to 
work with Black, Asian and minority ethnic communities to understand those 
barriers.

IEB works with The Children’s Kitchen (see p.86) and FOOD Clubs (see p.95) 
to take food growing into hard-to-reach areas and early years centres.

Since the pandemic, IEB continues to support individuals and organisations 
across Bristol on their food-growing journeys, including a new online 
course (with free places available for those unable to pay), and – in 2021 – 
distributing free seeds. 

Just some of Bristol’s community growing projects established  
since 2016:

● The Old Library, Eastville (2016)

● The Malago Greenway Berry Maze (2017)

● Propagation Place (2017)

● Raking & Baking, St Werburghs Community Centre (2017)

● Redcatch Community Garden (2017)

● Sea Mills Community Garden (2017)

● Blakeney Road Community Allotment (2018)

● Lockleaze Community Orchard (2018)

● RISE at Talbot Road Allotments, The Matthew Tree Project (2018)

● Strawberry Lane Community Garden (2018)

● Joy Hill Community Garden, Carrick House, Hotwells (2020)

● Alive Lawrence Weston Community Gardening Group 

● Alive Dementia-friendly community allotment, Charlton Road 
Allotments, Brentry (2021)
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Faruk and Shilpi Choudhury started an edible garden in the grounds of 
their flat in Hotwells during the first national lockdown: ‘Joy Hill’

https://ediblebristol.org.uk/
http://theoldlibrary.org.uk/community-gardening-club/
https://www.facebook.com/TheBerryMaze2017/?__xts__%5b0%5d=68.ARBrrtdLG5mF9S11yJjhCEYuySYI2HkUQaD_tWJ-XqLu2-xhQFCLC3P9dQiN_IHtYYKajNTvfRQitbx_aUQVjDBee6Qb4rZW_cmSXWd8X212WU7bddor9_k0WMSyw-StLnrPrcg9CbACj68tmjdY6bhN0Q8a4cvE9KS3Ra7kS9bc47YqhJP14kXkI39AQa10CL6t29SyWSIuQchixx7lP2uCh1S0YiQlm8X5HvI0h3p4Nw
https://propagationplace.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/RakingBaking/
https://www.facebook.com/redcatchcommunitygarden/
https://www.smci.org.uk/community-garden
https://southernbrooks.org.uk/event/blakeney-road-community-allotment/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/lockleazecommunityorchard
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/rise-social-enterprise-working-towards-a-fairer-food-system-for-all/
https://www.facebook.com/StrawberryLaneBS5communitygarden/?__xts__%5b0%5d=68.ARCp9FFnLF0ry0JC_IgJ9WddSc5WNHjH6-MCXn_2Cs9TOCD7gw26BBFMzHXnTsKgSc4Hs9C0Gi-rtu3YzgmROQ2jmRMI8lfr49BmDlLhiiw24zGMxTAz7b1ISWhOydpjwrD6GBPKXtUOZDwebHKNP7sOp-8J1JKnpHPT2Q-nwAiEKxrOdVX4LeFSDtG0I1Q5oVZl4C2-R69JI4I1Gj9jNaj0V938BGjdanM8YNztuAvneL5juNgI-mXQFHpeY5RzVheXiUqmGkuKSikxv9JDSUC0vCx45cmQXPZ79mwqFtGIwuv6LRQTdA
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/when-i-look-at-our-community-garden-i-feel-so-relieved-so-happy-and-stress-free-and-anyone-can-do-that/
https://aliveactivities.org/what-we-do/services/community-gardening/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/bristols-first-dementia-friendly-allotment-coming-soon/
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Responses to Covid-19 – keeping the city supplied with seeds, 
seedlings and compost

Interest in growing food shot up during the pandemic, creating 
unprecedented demand for seeds, compost and plants. With garden centres 
closed and some seed suppliers suspending online ordering due to high 
demand, growers came to the rescue.

St Werburghs City Farm distributed ‘Windowsill Warrior’ kits to keep 
vulnerable volunteers in touch with the farm. 

In August 2020, The Children’s Kitchen and IEB gave out 1,700 growing kits  
to children at risk of food poverty.

Grow Wilder launched an online shop for wildflower and veg plants from 
their nursery. The service was incredibly popular in 2020, with sales of  
12,000 vegetable plants and 20,000 wildflowers.

By the beginning of June 2020, Sustainable Westbury-on-Trym had sold 
1,250 plants and 135 packets of seeds to 130 customers, significantly more 
than usual. The sales model changed too; instead of selling directly, the group 
had to reach out to customers individually. This is how they did it. 

In 2020, BCC’s Blaise Nursery was unable to use the vegetable plants grown 
for public planting in parks. Instead, surplus plants were distributed to 
community projects that were growing for food aid. This was so successful 
(around 5,000 plants were donated) that BCC decided to expand the 
donation to provide 10,000 plants grown peat-free in 2021. 

Bristol Waste Company began to offer accredited (BSI PAS 100 standard) 
soil-improving compost for households across Bristol and the surrounding 
areas. 

Vegetable plants grown peat-free at Blaise Nursery

https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/grow-wilder-launches-as-a-response-to-the-pandemic/
https://www.suswot.org.uk/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/pandemic-cant-stop-suswot-growing/
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/web/blaise-plant-nursery
https://bristolwastecompany.co.uk/business/compost/
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Learning

In Bristol there are many opportunities for learning and being a part of a 
growing community. Many rely on being able to afford a course or to have 
time to volunteer. Bristol’s grassroots organisations are looking at how to 
break down these barriers to growing.

Grow Wilder courses (see p.78) are for all levels of experience in commercial 
growing from beginners onwards. 

In 2021, Bristol Food Producers was awarded funding to provide City and 
Guilds training (see p.80). 

Before the pandemic, IEB ran many courses for small-scale urban growing, 
focused on agroecological principles. It moved online in 2020, with a ‘how to’ 
section on the website.

IEB’s online ‘How to grow’ online six-week course involves two-hourly 
sessions per week, plus written modules. Even during the third lockdown 
restrictions the course is running and open for registration. 

IEB ran a #BristolFoodKind webinar in June 2020 for people interested in 
growing at home with limited space.

IEB hosts a Learning Zone at Speedwell Allotments, which – as soon as it is 
safe to do so – will reopen for workshops and courses.

IEB supports a group of core community gardeners to work in its city-centre 
gardens and teaches them as they go, in a hands-on process. Volunteers 
commit to six months of work parties and IEB commits to providing the 
knowledge to set up a community garden. The pandemic disrupted this 
initiative, but IEB is aiming for it to restart as soon as possible this year.

Horfield Organic Community Orchard runs an Orchard Learning Programme.

Royate Hill Community Orchard holds regular pruning & grafting workshops.

Shift Bristol run a renowned Practical Sustainability Course.

Children enjoying  
St Werburghs City Farm’s  

‘Windowsill Warrior kit’  
during lockdown
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https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/watch-back-growing-food-at-home-webinar/
https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/blog/orchard-learning-programme-at-horfield-organic-community-orchard/
https://www.facebook.com/royatehill
https://www.shiftbristol.org.uk/
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Some of the key policies to support urban food growing 

The One City Climate Strategy for a carbon-neutral, climate-resilient Bristol 
by 2030 includes two food production objectives: 

● Urban food production potential is maximised for sustainable and resilient 
food production and is used as a mechanism for active community 
participation and education in food sustainability.

● Our citizens will have a more plant-based diet, minimise food waste and 
support an increase in the market for sustainable and carbon-neutral food.

The One City Ecological Emergency Strategy maps action required for an 
ecologically resilient, wildlife-rich Bristol by 2030. Goals include:

● Reduce the use of pesticides in Bristol by at least 50% by 2030.

● At least 30% of land in Bristol to be managed for the benefit of wildlife by 
2030. 

● People and businesses to reduce consumption of products that undermine 
the health of wildlife and ecosystems around the world. 

The Natural History Consortium in Bristol will coordinate the One City 
Ecological Emergency Implementation Action Plan with city partners and 
undertake city-wide communications on the Ecological Emergency.

BCC is updating its Bristol Parks and Green Spaces Strategy (due 2022) to 
nurture excellent quality, nature-rich, attractive and enjoyable parks and 
green spaces in every part of Bristol. It aims to ensure parks and green spaces 
play a full role in supporting the city’s sustainability goals by aligning with the 
One City Ecological Emergency Action Plan, Climate Emergency Action Plan, 
Historic Environment Framework and Bristol Going for Gold aspiration of a 
healthy and sustainable food system. 

The Urban Living Supplementary Planning Document was adopted in 
November 2018 to support food growing in new housing schemes.  
It recommends a minimum of 5sq m of private outdoor space for 1–2 person 
dwellings and an extra 1sq m for each additional occupant. This can be  
private balconies or gardens, or as communal gardens and roof terraces 
which can be used for food growing.

Bristol Food Producers’ activities include farm learning visits and 
masterclasses on subjects ranging from Seed Saving to Social Media. It sends 
out a Monthly Opportunities Update newsletter to 100 members, and is 
currently (March 2021) recruiting an Accredited Horticulture Trainer to deliver 
City & Guilds Horticulture Training in Bristol.

In October 2020 St Werburghs City Farm published a study into how to 
increase diversity into food-growing projects. 

There are a number of annual growing events in Bristol. Many were cancelled 
or moved online in 2020, but plans for 2021 are in place. 

● Get Growing Garden Trail: Community gardens opened to the public

● Land and Food Forum (150 people attend on average)

● Bristol Seed Swap (went Postal in 2021 with online talks) 

● Pollinator Festival at Bristol University Botanic Gardens

● Festival of Nature 

● Grow Wilder holds four events p/a (500 people/event), 12 farmers market 
activity days (150 people/event).

BFN’s monthly newsletter goes out to around 1,700 subscribers, and 
regularly lists urban food-growing events and courses run by a wide range 
of other organisations across the city. BFN’s Get Growing map of where to 
find peaceful city sanctuaries and social garden spaces is also available to the 
public.

Avon Organic Group continued to host its monthly talks by experts 
throughout lockdown via Zoom.

Policy

BCC, its partners and stakeholders are working to put in place clear land 
and food policy guidelines that increase food growing across the city, and 
support the climate and ecological emergency declarations. Key to this is 
ensuring that land set aside for food growing is appropriate and the definition 
of ‘appropriate’ is made clear in planning policy. BCC is developing high-level 
policies and targets to support this aspiration and build evidence to steer  
and implement action. 

https://www.bnhc.org.uk/
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/documents/20182/34520/Urban+Living+SPD+Making+successful+places+at+higher+densities.pdf
https://www.swcityfarm.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/SWCF-Equity-Report-October-2020.pdf
https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/blog/get-growing-garden-trail-2021/
https://www.bristolseedswap.com/
https://www.bnhc.org.uk/festival-of-nature/
https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/blog/category/newsletter/
https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/get-growing-map
https://www.groworganicbristol.org/
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Bristol’s Updated Local Plan was drafted in 2019, and is aiming to be 
ready for adoption in Autumn 2023. It will include new Local Green Spaces 
and Reserved Open Spaces designations (draft policy GI1 and GI2) as a 
mechanism to protect community spaces of public value for uses such as 
food growing. It will retain undeveloped land with defined open-space roles 
which may include food growing.

BCC is updating its Allotments, Smallholdings & Food Growing Strategy for 
food-growing and grazing land managed by BCC Parks Service. Evidence of 
BCC parks’ land assets will be gathered, assessed and mapped, to understand 
the potential supply by size, location and suitability. Tenancy arrangements 
will be reviewed, to optimise land assets for growing. A consultation on 
allotments will take views from existing allotment holders and the public to 
help determine and clarify emerging strategy objectives. 

The strategy’s aims are: 

● Feed the city – increase sustainable locally grown food by optimisation  
of land assets by reviewing tenancy arrangements.

● Citizen participation – increase food growing, health, wellbeing and 
inclusion.

● Bring allotment management in line with environmental management 
standards and BCC’s Ecological and Climate Emergency Action Plans, 
encouraging tenants towards more ecological cultivation methods.

Mobilising support

Bristol’s urban growing spaces are treasured by its citizens, from commercial 
ventures like Grow Wilder to Incredible Edible’s tiniest growing spaces. It can 
be seen in the popularity of Bristol’s well-established annual events (see p.76) 
and in the way projects mobilise public support when they need it most.

Crowdfunders Over the past five years there have been a number of 
successful Crowdfunders, funding won by public vote, and joint funding bids 
made by growing groups/organisations. These would not have been possible 
without a strong food-growing community that enjoys widespread support 
throughout Bristol’s communities. 

Mobilising public support when it counts Bristol’s food community comes 
together to support local projects when their needs are greatest, proving 
their strong community foundation: 

● 2018 – Sims Hill came under threat from West of England plans to tarmac 
over their site with a park & ride car park. The food community mobilised 
strong opposition and the Mayor, Marvin Rees, said the site would not be 
built on. 

● 2019 – Leigh Court Farm was set to lose its National Trust (NT) tenancy 
after a change of NT policy and poor consultation with tenants. The food 
community mobilised letters of support/objection, and the NT changed 
its policy. 

● 2020 – After a public search for land, Lilliput Farm near Wick made a field 
available to Edible Futures for veg growing. 

BCC aims to meet the needs of community food growers who provide social 
benefits as well as producing food by identifying land from its estate suitable 
for growing and offering affordable long-term leases. This then guarantees 
the security of their tenancy and makes projects viable. One example is the 
Matthew Tree Project, whose urban food-growing garden (using organic 
principles) is on BCC land.

See GfG library for report on upscaling urban growing.

Sims Hill Shared Harvest

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/planning-and-building-regulations/local-plan-review
https://simshill.co.uk/
https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/blog/save-sims-hill-from-the-tarmac/
https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/blog/save-sims-hill-from-the-tarmac/
https://leighcourtfarm.org.uk/
https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/blog/help-support-leigh-court-farm/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/bristol-market-garden-breaks-new-ground-to-feed-the-local-community-during-the-pandemic/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/bristol-market-garden-breaks-new-ground-to-feed-the-local-community-during-the-pandemic/
https://the-matthew-tree-project.org/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/resources/bristol-going-for-gold-library/
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CASE STUDY

Grow Wilder
An inspirational education centre and growing site that empowers people, communities and businesses 
to bring about positive change through sustainable food growing and wildlife-friendly practices.

Grow Wilder plant distribution
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Grow Wilder is Avon Wildlife Trust’s 12-acre site in Stapleton, Bristol (4 miles 
from the city centre).

In 2012, Grow Wilder (formerly Feed Bristol) was set up by Avon Wildlife Trust 
as a response to the negative environmental, ecological and social impacts 
of modern food-growing systems. As activities have expanded, the site has 
become a deeply valued urban wildlife site, community hub and education 
centre demonstrating food-growing methods that are good for nature.

Intensive agriculture is a leading contributor to the ecological emergency. 
However, food can be grown in a nature-friendly way that improves wildlife 
habitats, which in turn supports resilient systems that produce healthy, 
affordable food.

Grow Wilder aims to inspire more people to grow and source food more 
sustainably. One way of doing that is by training people to adopt sustainable 
food growing and giving them the skills, work experience and confidence to 
set up their own projects/businesses.

In 2021 we are investing in a new Engagement Hub, to inspire more people  
to take urgent action for the restoration of wildlife in their communities. It will  
help people new to our movement understand the tangible benefits of 
growing our food locally and sustainably, and support a number of the small, 
independent businesses with which we work.

As we expand, our focus is to integrate more diverse groups of people on 
the site, increase training and demonstration and improve access to markets 
for a range of food businesses. Our newly signed 35-year lease with Bristol 
City Council for another six acres next to Grow Wilder is a sign of the local 
authority’s support for the food movement. It is often difficult to negotiate 
long leases for land, and this was a milestone for Grow Wilder in breaking 
away from short-term leases.

Grow Wilder is influencing the regeneration of neglected smallholdings and 
land management in this area of the city. Community food-growing projects 
are springing up along the M32 corridor including conservation grazing 
across the landscape.

Grow Wilder and some of our land partners are members of Bristol Food 
Producers (BFP) (see p.80). We are an incubator hub, hosting food-growing 
businesses on our site: Sims Hill, Edible Futures, Black Hen Market Garden, 
Unusual Edibles, Street Goat and Grow Wilder market garden all support 
people experiencing food insecurity. We also host Hedgerow Apothecary and 
Tree to Trean.

Our Grow Leader course, developed with input and funding from BFP, 
teaches basic growing techniques and holistic landscape management that 
participants can use on an allotment, community garden or a small market 
garden. The Grow Leader Placement programme is key to the success of 
Grow Wilder. By embedding volunteers in businesses they feel empowered 
and motivated, which creates a deeper learning experience. Critically, we 
ensure that both volunteers and businesses gain from each other – and from 
us – in skills, training, progression, employment or opportunities to set up a 
business on the land. 

Grow Leader courses run twice a year, with 20 participants per course.  
Six places are reserved for our Grow Leader Placements, who also complete 
a six-month internship. The course is designed to give people the skills and 
confidence to set up their own projects and businesses. Diana Powell of 
Unusual Edibles is one success story (see p.72).

A social return on investment (SROI) calculation carried out in 2014 
suggested that our engagement with 8,600 people per year created  
£2.2 million SROI per year. Our engagements have steadily increased up to 
12,000 per year by the start of 2020. Using this same methodology we have 
worked out that by March 2020 we were creating £4.6 million per year.

https://www.avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/explore/grow-wilder
https://www.avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/grow-wilder-engagement-hub
https://www.facebook.com/blackhenbristol/
https://www.avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/grow-leader-course#
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CASE STUDY

Bristol Food Producers
An independent network of farmers, growers, food 
redistributors and retailers providing support and advice for 
current and aspiring food producers in and around the city

Bristol Food Producers (BFP) is a Community Benefit Society. We are  
a cooperative, producer-led umbrella organisation that brings together  
a dynamic network of landworkers in Bristol and beyond. We represent  
each other’s mutual interests, devise ways of overcoming obstacles, create 
and seize new opportunities for everyone involved in growing, selling,  
processing and distributing local food. We have a part-time coordinator  
and a representative board that includes restauranteurs, producers, 
community and food aid sectors. 

BFP aims to support and increase local food production. This allows us to put 
local food back into the heart of the city and make it more resilient. Increasing 
food production means increasing the number of diverse and viable small 
enterprises as well as helping existing business to grow sustainably and 
efficiently.

We have around 100 members, and almost 30% are local producers. Our 
membership fees range between £20 and £50 per year. We are focused on 
four areas: 

● Access to Land our 2016 Landseekers’ Survey identified grower needs, 
provided evidence of demand to lobby landowners and matched growers 
with suitable land. 

● Access to Skills we run, and provide funding for, courses to support 
horticultural growing and business skills. 

● Access to Markets we offer support and advice for producers on selling 
produce to markets, restaurants, direct to farmers and other routes. 

● Network and Solidarity we hold events connecting producers with buyers, 
and represent our members at key events and forums. 

During the first lockdown, we developed an online directory listing where 
to buy food locally. In collaboration with Bristol Food Union (see p.66), this 
evolved into the database for Bristol Food Union’s online retail directory.

In Autumn 2021, BFP will begin a horticulture education programme in Bristol, 
delivering accredited City and Guilds Level 1 and 2 training courses to those 
interested in pursuing a career in food growing. Funding for this has been 
obtained through the Quartet Community Foundation and the Landworkers’ 
Alliance, and the work placements will take place on market gardens within 
the city. This will help to deliver the One City Plan target of 100% of all 
suitable council-owned land used for local food production. 

By working with Bristol City Council (BCC) Community Learning, it is hoped 
that this training will be available to people currently under-represented 
in horticulture and food growing, and enable a diverse mix of students to 
participate. 

BFP continues to develop its FarmStart model, and hopes to be able to 
support students to progress onto their own plots of land after completing 
the Level 2 training, where they will continue to receive training and 
mentoring support. A plan is in place in collaboration with BCC that sets 
a path for new entrants to horticulture and food growing to move from 
FarmStart onto suitable BCC land.

FarmStart will give new entrants a space to trial their food-growing business 
idea while gaining skills, experience and confidence. Because we can provide 
routes to market for their produce, it reduces the risk of setting up a new 
business. 

https://bristolfoodproducers.uk/
https://landworkersalliance.org.uk/farm-start-network/
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Eating better
This section relates to SFP theme 3 (Tackling food poverty 
and diet-related ill-health and increasing access to affordable 
healthy food – promote healthy eating). It also links to SFP 
themes 1 (food governance and strategy) and 2 (good food 
movement).

Since 2016, Bristol City Council (BCC) has worked to 
understand the barriers to healthy eating in areas of 
deprivation, and transform the food culture in the home and 
out-of-home eating environments. This section details the 
whole systems approach to healthy weight (including cross-
sector and cross-local authority collaborations). It shows how 
BCC has used the Bristol Eating Better Award to improve 
food offers in public places and schools, and how it has been 
leading a regional collaboration to determine best approaches 
to encourage healthier diets and cooking in priority 
communities. 

Ensuring everyone eats well

A key goal in Bristol’s One City Plan is that everyone in Bristol will have 
access to healthy, ethical and sustainably produced food. This is a challenge 
for the city, as an average of 1 in 20 of Bristol’s households (approximately 
10,000) experience severe or moderate food insecurity. Of those 10,000 
affected households, more than 3,000 suffer from severe food insecurity  
(see p.90). In areas of economic deprivation, 1 in 8 households (12%) 
experience severe or moderate food insecurity. The economic impacts of 
Covid-19 have pushed even more people into food insecurity in our city.

There is a clear link between poverty and poor health. Diabetes and 
overweight are as much a result of food inequality as underweight and 
malnutrition. BCC Communities and Public Health Division has, since 2016, 
worked closely with colleagues and partners to tackle the root causes of 
inequality, because the city will only truly be equal when everyone has access 
to nutritious and affordable food. The food equality agenda (see p.88) 
focuses on ensuring people have access to food and reducing structural 
inequalities.

‘‘ We organise monthly wellbeing lunches to raise money for local 
charities.’’ 
Turley

‘‘ We grow a variety of produce on our allotment and completed the 
Bristol Healthy Schools Food and Nutrition Award.’’ 
Horfield CE Primary School

https://www.turley.co.uk/office/bristol
https://www.horfieldceprimaryschool.org/
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Bristol’s healthy weight statistics

● Over half the adult Bristol population (54.8%) are overweight or 
obese (Active Lives Survey, 2018/19) and a third of children (33.7%)  
in year 6 (2019/20 NCMP data).

● The 2020/21 (self-reported) Bristol Quality of Life survey provides 
a lower estimate of 49% adults with excess weight (adults tend to 
underestimate their weight when self-reporting). 

● 64% of adults living in the 10% most deprived areas have excess 
weight, significantly above the city average (49%). This compares to 
40% of adults living in the 10% least-deprived areas.

● 38% of White minority ethnic adults had excess weight compared 
to 77% of Black adults, both of which differ significantly to the city 
average (49%).

● Quality of Life data (2019/20) also shows that the lowest levels of 
fruit and vegetable consumption, and highest levels of excess sugar 
consumption, are associated with areas of the highest deprivation.

Covid-19 impacted on BCC’s ability to deliver some of the public health 
priorities it had planned for 2020, not least because schools and colleges 
were closed, and it became difficult to deliver community-based activities. 
However, the collaborations and partnerships that have emerged between 
BCC and community organisations in responding to the Covid-19 food 
emergency have laid very strong foundations for future work. 

A whole systems approach to healthy weight 

BCC is leading on work to engage with and transform the out-of-home food 
environment in all settings where the council has some control or influence, 
such as museums, libraries, parks, leisure centres, schools, children’s centres, 
care sector, markets and events. As well as running the Healthy Schools 
Programme and producing resources, it is also leading on a region-wide 
action plan to support this whole systems approach through the Shaping 
Places for Healthier Lives programme. 

The Bristol Healthy Schools Programme relaunched in December 2019, and 
now requires schools to hold a Bristol Eating Better Schools award. Despite 
being launched just before the pandemic hit and schools closing, two schools 
already hold the new Essential Healthy Schools award and 22 are working 
towards it. 

In 2019 BCC provided £2,500 of funding to support the Veg Power and ITV 
Eat Them to Defeat Them campaign. Delivered through the Bristol Healthy 
Schools Programme, it invited certain primary schools with identified health 
needs to take part in the campaign, before opening it out to all Bristol’s 
primary schools. Forty-two schools took part in 2019 (reaching 12,636 pupils). 
The campaign was cancelled in 2020 due to Covid-19 but plans for 2021 are 
apace, with funding secured for 20 Bristol schools to take part from June.

In 2020, the BCC Communities and Public Health team commissioned and 
developed a training resource for teachers and school staff to support the 
healthy-eating element of the National Curriculum. In January 2021 the team 
disseminated a Healthy Eating Toolkit for Carers of Older People to health 
and social care service staff. 

This section examines what BCC is doing to put the health and wellbeing of 
Bristol’s citizens at the forefront of the public health agenda. Key to this work 
has been understanding the barriers to healthy eating in areas of deprivation, 
and transforming the food culture in the home and out-of-home eating 
environments, particularly through the Bristol Eating Better Award (see p.10).

As seen below, delivering community education on nutrition, improving 
facilities to cook and prepare food, and supporting changes in the food 
environment so that retail and cafés can provide better food choices are 
all important aspects of Eating Better. Adult and childhood overweight, 
obesity and other diet-related ill-health are also addressed through public 
procurement (providing healthy, sustainable meals in schools, colleges, 
museums and public-sector workplaces) – so the Bristol Going for Gold 
theme of Buying Better (see pp.56–68) also supports Eating Better. 

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/statistics-census-information/the-quality-of-life-in-bristol
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/web/bristol-healthy-schools/awards-programme/our-awards
https://eatthemtodefeatthem.com/
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Shaping Places for Healthier Lives 

Shaping Places for Healthier Lives is a national three-phase grant 
programme with the Local Government Association for councils to work 
with partners from their local area to improve health and address health 
inequalities. 

In 2020, Bristol, North Somerset and South Gloucestershire (BNSSG) were 
successful in their expression of interest in this programme and awarded  
a grant of £20K to help support the discovery phase, in which the aim was 
to establish the issues that lead to food insecurity.

The three main objectives for the discovery phase are to:

● Build a comprehensive network of stakeholders in each area so they 
can contribute to the discovery phase.

● Map current services and closely look at the determinants of food 
insecurity.

● Undertake an analysis and matrix of options at the system level for  
each area.

The joint approach across the three local authorities offers the advantage 
of strategic oversight alongside local knowledge of food insecurity and a 
coordinated system-wide action approach.

If the discovery phase (to be submitted in May 2021) is successful, it 
will lead to a comprehensive action plan for phase 3 of the programme. 
Subject to a successful bid, phase 3 will see £300,000 awarded over three 
years to address food insecurity across BNSSG.

Bristol is the lead local authority for this work, and a project support 
worker has been recruited.

In Bristol work is being undertaken with stakeholders and community 
groups in Knowle West, Lawrence Weston and Lawrence Hill to discover 
what the action plan should look like for local people.

This work informs and feeds into The One City Plan, One City Bristol  
Good Food Plan 2030 and the Bristol Food Equality Strategy.

Improving food offers in public places and schools

Since its launch in 2018, BCC’s main tool to improve the eating-out food 
environment across the city is the Bristol Eating Better Award (BEBA)  
(see p.10). An innovative, free award scheme, it gives food businesses and 
other food providers an opportunity to show their commitment to offering 
healthier food that is sourced, prepared and served in a healthy and  
sustainable way. 

BCC requires much of the catering organised by the council to hold a BEBA 
(including market traders and park cafés, museums and Local Authority 
schools). Through BEBA, BCC is directly ensuring children and adults have 
healthier choices when eating out, as well as supporting the local food 
economy and the environment. 

Bristol’s Somali Kitchen: Empowering women through cooking –  
BBC News

From 44 takeaways in Easton to Clifton’s seven – How Bristol mums 
are exposing city’s health inequalities – Bristol Live

Somali Kitchen: The mums taking on the takeaways – BBC News

‘‘ We organised company potlucks and created and shared a recipe book 
made from the recipes gathered at the potlucks. More than half of the 
meals prepared were vegan/vegetarian.’’ 
Bristol Waste Company

‘‘ We created Food for Thought – a cooking workshop that teaches 
people to cook from scratch using seasonal produce.’’ 
The Circle Project 

https://www.health.org.uk/funding-and-partnerships/programmes/shaping-places-for-healthier-lives
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-england-43674091
https://www.bristolpost.co.uk/news/bristol-news/44-takeaways-easton-cliftons-seven-2602027
https://www.bristolpost.co.uk/news/bristol-news/44-takeaways-easton-cliftons-seven-2602027
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/av/uk-47429032
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/food-for-thought/
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Encouraging healthier diets and cooking

Pre-2020, BCC’s Communities and Public Health team were working on 
a number of plans to encourage healthier diets and cooking, including 
improving access to fresh fruit and vegetables by giving away free fruit and 
vegetables in leisure centres. Work was also underway to develop a series of 
pop-up fruit & vegetable markets in schools (and veg boxes). Although some 
of those on-the-ground plans were put on hold during the pandemic, they will 
be restarted just as soon as it is safe to do so.

Between January 2017 and December 2018, BCC ran a Sugar Smart 
campaign. The aims of this campaign included raising awareness of 
sugar consumption and hidden sugars, helping people reduce their sugar 
consumption and changing the food environment to make healthier food 
more accessible than unhealthy food. 

Social media was used to reach out to Bristol’s citizens (garnering 400,000 
likes/tweets and videos viewed 70,000 times). The team partnered with 

other public and private sector organisations across Bristol, including the two 
NHS trusts, GP surgeries, the Zoo and aquarium, WeTheCurious and Leisure 
Services.

Building on the success of this and other work on sugar reduction, including 
partnerships with the Bristol Sport Foundation and Bristol Water to improve 
public access to healthier food and drink, a further phase focused on reaching 
younger audiences through social media channels. One of the campaign’s 
outcomes is an animated video called Thirsty Eyes, which captures the power 
that sugary cravings have over people of all ages, but especially teenagers. 

The BCC Communities and Public Health team co-ordinated a Food 
Environment Map to support the work of improving availability of healthy 
and sustainable food across the city. Launched in 2019, it is a free, online 
interactive map that shows people what food is available across the city, 
from shops and restaurants to community cafés, foodbanks and community 
growing sites. 

Teaching the city to cook

Many community organisations are working on the ground in community 
centres, schools and church halls to help give adults and children the skills to 
cook healthy food. More details about some of these initiatives can be found 
in the section on Food Equality, pp.88–96.

Teaching a City to Cook (from 2018) followed on from Sugar Smart, inspiring 
citizens to cook from scratch and grow their own food. A Young Chef 
competition was held for children and young people to demonstrate cooking 
skills. 

BCC’s Community Development team has been actively supporting cooking 
initiatives. In 2019, Lawrence Weston community farm hosted a cooking club, 
started by residents with support from BCC Community Development Team. 
Between five and 12 parents attended weekly for nine months (until their 
children started school). Ingredients were donated by FareShare South West. 
Some parents went on to volunteer at holiday cooking sessions.
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Fizzy drinks off the menu
Lloyds Banking Group’s restaurant 
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drinks as part of their health week.
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Bristol Water showcase Sugar Smart 
on the front cover of their newsletter 

reaching 500,000 households.
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YOUTH COUNCIL DEBATE: 

Health, Education,  Social Care, Business, Communities and Voluntary sectors came together to debate weight and obesity. 
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SUGAR SMARTSURVEY
Yes Yes!

Hydration for the nation with  
Hydro Harry – Bristol Water’s  

award-winning Water Bar poured  
over 6,000 litres of drinking water  

for people at the Balloon Fiesta,  
saving 10,000 plastic water bottles  

in the process.

Sport vs. 
Sugar

6,800 of you got  

involved with our  

Varsity Sport events 

including a colour run, 

boat race, basketball  

and rugby.

10,000  
Tweets

2,185 

Tweets

4,112 

Tweets

2,710 Tweets

https://www.sugarsmartuk.org/
https://bristolzoo.org.uk/
https://www.bristolaquarium.co.uk/
https://www.wethecurious.org/
https://www.bristol-sport.co.uk/news/mayor-praises-sugar-smart-for-uniting-organisations-and-raising-awareness/
https://www.wessexwater.co.uk/community/events-and-campaigns/hydrate-feel-great
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e6SAsvMs9gg
https://bcc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=3b2d87e963624c92b5b75ec57c3e18b1
https://bcc.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=3b2d87e963624c92b5b75ec57c3e18b1
https://vimeo.com/338896490
https://vimeo.com/338896490
http://lwfarm.org.uk/
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A healthy eating and diabetes prevention project engaging with a South 
Asian community in Bristol is being piloted in Spring 2021. The project links 
to the National Diabetes Prevention Programme and aims to empower 
participants to make better lifestyle choices in the context of South Asian 
food and culture. It’s being delivered by a specialist dietician who has worked 
with South Asian communities. One outcome will be to develop, adapt and 
pilot a South Asian Eatwell Guide for Public Health England.

Adopting policies and strategies to support 
improved nutrition 

In February 2020, Bristol adopted and launched the Local Authority 
Declaration on Healthy Weight. With partner pledges from the local  
NHS Trusts and Bristol, North Somerset and South Gloucestershire CCG 
(Clinical Commissioning Group) it commits BCC to working with food outlets, 
colleagues in parks, markets, schools, communities, sports organisations 
and others to create environments that support citizens to eat well and be 
healthy.

In November 2020, BCC’s Community Development team joined with Public 
Health to form the BCC Communities and Public Health team, which embeds 
practical community work in public health objectives, aligning policy and 
practice. 

In March 2021, BCC introduced a new policy to restrict advertising of food 
that is high in fat, salt and sugar (HFSS), making it the first local authority 
outside of London to do so. The policy will affect any advertising generated 
by the council itself and advertising and sponsorship by third parties on 
council-owned spaces, assets and events.

91Ways to Build a Global City is a Community Interest Company that 
runs community events and supper clubs to bring together people  
from diverse backgrounds. It works across deprived neighbourhoods  
in Bristol and since its formation in 2015 has connected more than  
16,500 people, speaking 61 languages, at over 300 events. 
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Negat Hussein, 91 Ways Ambassador and Community Cook, who 
hosted the ‘Simple ways to cook good food’ #BristolFoodKind webinar

https://www.england.nhs.uk/diabetes/diabetes-prevention/
https://foodactive.org.uk/bristol-city-council-adopts-the-healthy-weight-declaration-with-partner-pledges-signed-by-five-local-nhs-organisations/
https://foodactive.org.uk/bristol-city-council-adopts-the-healthy-weight-declaration-with-partner-pledges-signed-by-five-local-nhs-organisations/
https://www.sustainweb.org/news/mar21-bristol-launch-healthier-food-advertising-policy/
https://91ways.org/
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CASE STUDY

The Children’s Kitchen 
An example of a creative educational project for young children living in areas with high food insecurity, 
that encourages healthy-eating habits through play and familiarisation with fresh, nutritious ingredients.
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In 2019 I launched The Children’s Kitchen (TCK) – a city-wide project in 
partnership with Feeding Bristol – which works in nursery schools with 
children and families in the areas of the city where people are most at risk 
of food insecurity. The project builds children’s familiarity with fresh, healthy 
food through multi-sensory exploration. Sessions involve play, enquiry, 
experimentation, and child-led learning, rather than following recipes.  
They are never based on cooking cake, biscuits, or other sweet treats.

Initially, the project worked with children aged 2–4 in nursery schools across 
Bristol. We visited every week and helped establish regular growing and 
food sessions with the children. This is all about enabling practitioners and 
volunteers to do this themselves long-term by offering support and expertise 
around cooking and growing, and access to fresh produce, seeds and plants. 
Each Children’s Kitchen is working towards the Soil Association’s Food for 
Life Early Years Award, with support and mentoring from the Food for Life 
team. We are hoping this will restart after lockdown.

The settings I work in are in or near FOOD Club venues (see p.95). It’s a 
perfect partnership: children can explore the fresh produce their parents take 
home from the FOOD Club. A child is much more likely to eat a vegetable if 
they have already poked, sniffed, chopped, and cooked it at nursery. They will 
often show their parents how to cook it too. 

This approach to collaboration has been key to the success of TCK. We 
partner with several leading food organisations in Bristol, such as Incredible 
Edible Bristol, to develop edible growing spaces in the nurseries so children 
can plant, nurture and harvest fresh produce. FareShare South West provides 
additional food to what we grow ourselves. 91 Ways have helped us create 
inclusive recipes and cooking videos for children. Pre-lockdown, we delivered 
demonstrations at FOOD Clubs to show ways of cooking with the produce 
available, talking to the members every week about the food they cook and 
sharing ideas. 

Demand for FOOD Clubs has increased dramatically due to the impacts of 
the pandemic. We went from five clubs to sixteen in just a few months, each 
providing food for up to 40 families. With nurseries restricted, TCK’s hands-
on work with children had to pause, and I worked full-time with the FOOD 
Clubs, setting up new clubs wherever there was the greatest need.

Successive lockdowns mean families are often coping with changes in 
employment and income. Helping to relieve the pressure by making food 
accessible and affordable really helps. We have had families trying new foods 
for the first time and cooking with ingredients they normally walk past in the 
shops, expanding the range of ingredients in their daily meals, and learning 
to cook more creatively. When we haven’t been able to do demos and run 
courses, we’ve given children recipes, ingredients and skills to explore food at 
home. 

The pandemic has forced us to diversify and expand what we do. We now 
develop online resources and sessions for education settings, and work 
closely with Bristol Sport Foundation on their ‘Active, Healthy, Happy’ App 
and activity days. We host Family Food Sessions during the school holidays, 
inviting whole families to prepare a healthy lunch together in an outdoor, 
Covid-safe environment. We are focusing much more on cooking and 
growing outdoors; all our nursery food sessions are held outside and we are 
planting more crops so the children can see their food growing. 

By engaging children, we influence the food cooked and eaten by the 
wider family. Where you live shouldn’t be an obstacle to having access to 
good food, or the skills to cook it. The Children’s Kitchen aims to improve 
knowledge and familiarity with fresh, seasonal produce, starting with the 
youngest members of our community.

Watch this video to find out what children and their families think about  
The Children’s Kitchen.

Jo Ingleby, Director of The Children’s Kitchen

https://www.feedingbristol.org/thechildrenskitchen
https://vimeo.com/493529003/049a28c362
https://vimeo.com/493529003/049a28c362
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Food equality
This section focuses on the work undertaken by Bristol’s  
Good Food Movement and by the city’s institutions to improve 
community-level food security and resilience in the most 
vulnerable wards. It relates to SFP theme 3 (Tackling food 
poverty and diet-related ill-health and increasing access to 
affordable healthy food) and links to themes 1 and 2 in its 
strategic and collaborative approach to tackling the issue.  
The evidence in this section explains the measures taken to 
tackle food poverty, promoting healthy eating and increasing 
access to affordable healthy food. Much of this work has been 
significantly developed since 2016.

2019

● 17,300 individuals accessed emergency three-day food aid provision 
across the Trussell Trust foodbanks in Bristol in 2017/2018 (up by 
6.7% from 2016/2017).

● 36% of low-income families say they cannot afford balanced meals.

Healthy Holidays statistics 2019

● 96% of the 27,500kg of food distributed by Healthy Holidays in 2019 
throughout the holiday period was at no or low cost.

● 5,000+ children benefited.

● 53,000 meals were supported across the city, either directly through 
packed lunches or provision of raw ingredients.

● 68 charitable and community organisations engaged in the project.

● 170 clubs and programmes supported.

● 551 volunteers from the corporate and not-for-profit sectors..

‘‘ We work with families who live in poverty in tower blocks across the 
city, running after-school clubs and monthly ‘big dinnertimes’ where  
we cook and eat a nutritious, tasty, cheap meal together.’’Jumpstart Food and Fitness

https://www.trusselltrust.org/
https://www.facebook.com/jumpstartfoodandfitness/
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The numbers of people experiencing food insecurity in the UK have increased 
over the past five years. A report by the UN Special Rapporteur on extreme 
poverty and human rights in November 2018 identified that 14 million people 
(a fifth of the UK’s population) lived in poverty, four million of them living 
more than 50% below the poverty line. One and a half million are destitute, 
unable to afford basic essentials.

These figures are matched by the exponential increase in the numbers 
of people driven to use foodbanks in the same period. The Trussell Trust 
reported a 74% increase in food parcels provided between 2015 and early 
2020.

In 2016, when Bristol became a Silver Sustainable Food City, the Trussell 
Trust provided food to 500 people per month – 47% of whom were children. 
FareShare South West (SW) was redistributing food to over 100 charities 
in and around Bristol each week. For more information on the efforts to 
redistribute food across Bristol, see pp.51–52. 

The pandemic pushed even more people across the country into poverty, 
and saw a surge in demand for emergency food in the UK. In March 2021, nine 
out of 10 Local Authorities reported a rise in foodbank use. There was an 
81% increase in food parcels delivered between April–June 2020, reflecting 
the rapid rise in unemployment and financial insecurity caused by Covid-19 
restrictions.

‘‘ We run play sessions for children and young people, and use part of 
our Fareshare order to do cooking sessions… [so]children have access 
to healthier food, or definitely have a meal if they’re unable to at 
home.’’Southmead Development Trust 

‘‘ We work with the school community to support the families who are 
struggling to afford to feed their families. Throughout the year we 
collect donations and distribute when needed.’’Broomhill Junior School

‘‘ We organise a collection of supplies every Christmas for the Matthew 
Tree Project food bank.’’The Centre for Sustainable Energy 

FareShare South West’s Covid response distribution  
centre at Ashton Gate Stadium

https://www.ohchr.org/EN/Issues/Poverty/Pages/CallforinputUK.aspx
https://fareshare.org.uk/fareshare-centres/south-west/
https://www.theguardian.com/society/2021/mar/21/nine-in-10-councils-in-england-see-rise-in-people-using-food-banks
http://southmeadcommunityplan.co.uk/southmead-development-trust/
https://www.broomhill-jun.bristol.sch.uk/
https://www.cse.org.uk/
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Food security exists when all people, at all times, have physical, social 
and economic access to sufficient, safe and nutritious food which meets 
their dietary needs and food preferences for an active and healthy 
life. Household food security is when this definition of food security is 
applied at the household level. (Food and Agriculture Organization of 
the United Nations)

Food equality exists when all people, at all times, have access to 
nutritious, affordable and appropriate food according to their social, 
cultural and dietary needs. They are equipped with resources, skills 
and knowledge to use and benefit from food, which is sourced from a 
resilient, fair and environmentally sustainable food system. 

Progress on food equality since 2016

Bristol’s strong community response to achieving food equality is testament 
to the city’s networks and relationships that span growing, redistributing, 
cooking and buying good food. Since 2016, policy makers and organisations 
across the city have been working together to address the causes of food 
insecurity, which is estimated to affect around 43,000 people in Bristol alone.

Feeding Bristol, new since 2016, leads the Bristol Going for Gold work on 
food equality. It is an organisation that exists to collaborate across Bristol to 
create a fairer, more equitable and just city-wide food system. It is governed 
by a Board with representatives from local businesses, food charities, 
local food growers and Bristol City Council (BCC). Feeding Bristol aims to 
inspire innovative initiatives and projects that have their roots embedded in 
communities, with the goal of increasing food security for all in the city. 

Feeding Bristol’s main (but not only) focus in 2018–2020 was on child hunger, 
spearheading the Healthy Holiday programme (see pp.92–93). Since those 
early days, as partnerships and relationships with other organisations grew 
and developed, its remit has expanded to include working across many 
communities of interests and neighbourhoods, providing strategic support 
and encouraging cross-sector collaboration. 

The aims of Feeding Bristol are to: improve appropriate provision for those 
with immediate need, increase the local community’s food skills, increase the 
supply and access of good quality produce, and to work for policy change 
that will help see food justice in Bristol.

There is a wealth of activity across Bristol to ensure nobody goes hungry, 
from redistributing surplus edible food to growing food in community plots 
that is either used to provide meals or fresh produce for people who need it. 

The Matthew Tree Project created the unique ‘Rebuilding Lives Programme’ 
to provide a range of fully joined-up wrap-around crisis support services 
which includes a city-wide home delivery foodservice to some of Bristol’s 
most vulnerable households. The foodservice is providing the food equivalent 
of over 9,000 meals weekly, 50% of which is industry surplus food that would 
otherwise go to waste. The charity also has an urban food-growing site and 
a commercial grade production kitchen that will be used to provide cookery 
skills training and pathways to employment. 90% of households say they 
developed better eating habits and diet.

Response to Covid-19 

There was a phenomenal response to the emergency food needs of Bristol’s 
vulnerable inhabitants. Collaboration happened across Bristol on a scale 
never seen before. Key stakeholders came together, including BCC, Feeding 
Bristol, FareShare SW, Bristol Food Network (BFN), the city’s foodbank 
network and a range of community groups, to develop and implement  
(at great speed) a holistic emergency food response and strategy. 

Watch a film about Bristol’s collaboration and community response to 
feeding the city’s most vulnerable citizens here. 

Food redistribution organisations stepped up efforts to get food to 
foodbanks (see p.51), which continued to give out food parcels during 
Covid-19, largely switching to a delivery mode.

https://www.feedingbristol.org/
https://the-matthew-tree-project.org
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1zLGtAYdB3jJlfjMGV7zvt7UX_yZgldX-/view
https://www.wearebristol.co.uk/bristol-one-city-food/
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Many community organisations began making food parcels for delivery 
or collection. Those with kitchens made pre-prepared meals. Those with 
community growing spaces distributed fruit and veg (e.g. Heart of BS13 and 
Incredible Edible Bristol). Caring in Bristol teamed up with top Bristol chefs 
and FareShare SW. Together they created Cheers Drive to deliver food to 
people experiencing homelessness at the time, who were housed in hotels 
during the first lockdown. 

Consortia of community organisations formed and collaborated with Bristol 
Food Union, the National Food Service and other city-wide organisations, 
creating a network of referrals, chefs and delivery volunteers. 

Organisations working at the intersection of emergency food responses and 
Black Lives Matter realised that a culturally appropriate response to food 
insecurity in Bristol was urgently needed. Humanitarian Bristol cooked and 
distributed meals to vulnerable Bristolians, sharing and delivering necessities 
with the cultural needs of communities in mind. 

Refugee Women of Bristol switched from face-to-face contact at the drop-
in centre to phone calls and online help, including translating government 
advice and organising emergency food supplies to those who needed it. 

Supported by Black South West Network, the Food Hub Consortium Project 
(April 2020) (Bristol Somali Resource Centre, Bristol Horn Youth Concern, 
Talo, Bristol Black Carers, Bristol Somali Kitchen, Barton Hill Activity Club 
and Malcolm X Community Centre) was established to respond to the need 
for culturally appropriate food service and delivery during the pandemic, in 
the city’s Black and Asian communities.

The city’s Covid emergency food response focused on:

● Feeding the economically vulnerable

● Providing accessible and healthy options for people in need

● Linking up offers of support (e.g. kitchen space, chefs, drivers) with 
requests (from charities, council departments, community groups)

● Assessing the long-term impact of Covid-19 on the city, and how 
Bristol can continue to support our economically vulnerable citizens
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https://caringinbristol.co.uk/project/cheers-drive/
https://nationalfoodservicebristol.uk/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/groups/558149905126249/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/it-brought-back-memories-of-when-they-fled-their-countries-war-started-and-everyone-was-panicking/
https://www.blacksouthwestnetwork.org/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/the-food-hub-consortium-project-place-an-individual-within-a-community-all-working-together-for-the-same-cause-and-they-can-move-mountains/
https://www.somalicentre.org.uk/
https://en-gb.facebook.com/Bristolhyc/
https://www.facebook.com/talo.community/
https://www.bristolblackcarers.org.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/SomaliKitchen/
https://twitter.com/samirabhac?lang=en
https://mxcc.wordpress.com/about/
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BCC set up the We Are Bristol phone line so that any citizen struggling 
to access food could be connected with appropriate support. During the 
2020/21 financial year BCC’s Local Crisis and Prevention Fund quadrupled its 
funding and distributed approximately £800k in emergency payments, which 
assisted 5,945 households experiencing food and fuel poverty. BCC also 
coordinated two new food-related grant schemes: the DEFRA Emergency 
Assistance Grant and the Department for Work & Pensions Winter Grant 
Scheme which together distributed a total of £2.8 million and assisted  
31,786 vulnerable households.

BCC produced a map that detailed all known emergency food provision 
available across the city, including new services or adaptations of ones that 
existed pre-Covid-19. The map’s data can be filtered to show specific types of 
offer (e.g. prepared meals, FOOD Clubs); services available city-wide; services 
available for specific citizen target groups and outlets providing for faith-led 
or cultural diets. The map is used by organisations working on the Covid-19 
emergency response to direct people to the relevant help.

Local chefs and restaurants used furloughed staff and premises to make  
pre-prepared meals for delivery, largely co-ordinated by Bristol Food Union 
(see p.66). 

Local Authority schools and academy trusts coordinated Free School Meal 
provision amidst uncertainties about funding.

Regular weekly or fortnightly video calls were held between key partner 
organisations to create and strengthen strategic links, identifying demand 
and streamlining supply across the city.

Since the first lockdown, many groups and partnerships forged in the 
Covid-19 emergency continue to work together, as the focus shifts to 
transitioning to a long-term, sustainable approach to food justice. 

When the first lockdown was lifted, Feeding Bristol turned its attention 
to developing a Food Equality Strategy and Action Plan with BCC’s 
Communities and Public Health team. This work will stand alongside the  
One City Plan and the Bristol Good Food Plan 2030 action plan in reducing, 
and ultimately eradicating food injustice in the city.

Tackling child hunger

Healthy Holidays programme

The Healthy Holidays programme was set up in 2018 by Feeding Bristol 
to tackle summer holiday hunger experienced by children in Bristol who 
are eligible for Free School Meal vouchers. In 2018, this equated to 20% of 
children in the city (or 15,000 kids), and by the end of 2020 stood at 22%. 

The Healthy Holidays programme reflects the combined efforts of all sectors 
of the city coming together to support vulnerable children and families. In 
2019, 53,000 meals were supported across the city, either directly through 
packed lunches or through the provision of raw ingredients. A total of 68 
charitable and community organisations engaged in the project and 170 clubs 
and programmes were supported.

‘‘ [Healthy Holidays] has helped loads. As a low-income parent, it is a 
relief to know I will be able to get good food for my kids. The service  
is absolutely amazing.’’ 
Parent

Healthy Holidays is designed to reduce the stigma attached to food insecurity 
by making the programme available to everyone. To make sure that those 
most in need benefit, Feeding Bristol works with BCC and schools in the 
wards with the highest need.

In 2019, 551 volunteers came from the private and not-for-profit sectors. 

In 2020, with even more of Bristol’s children experiencing hunger (22%, or 
14,250 children), Healthy Holidays was needed more than ever. Covid-19 
proved a challenge to the model, as lockdowns and social distancing made 
it hard to provide face-to-face activities. Instead, the team expanded the 
range and scale of activities and resources made available to grassroots 
organisations, who could then support a greater number of children. Seventy-
two organisations were involved with Healthy Holidays in 2020, 43 of which 
were local clubs, community or delivery organisations.

https://www.wearebristol.co.uk/
https://www.feedingbristol.org/healthy-holidays
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FOOD Clubs

Four Food on our Doorstep (FOOD) Clubs were set up in Bristol in 2018. 
There are now 16 Clubs across the city. The food is predominantly provided 
by FareShare SW and supplemented through local allotments and growing 
projects. 

Read more about FOOD Clubs on p.95. 

Healthy Holidays 2020

Six core activities:

● A leaflet helping households to make the best use of the £15 holiday 
food voucher – sent to every family whose child is eligible for Free 
School Meals.

● Family food sessions in outdoor settings, with community cooks 
leading cooking workshops.

● Weekly activity packs to the city’s most vulnerable children, giving 
them activities to do at home.

● Craft kits sent to 200 young carers.

● Funding for play and youth facilities to increase numbers of children 
who could attend.

● Recipes and cooking videos from 10 community cooks, translated  
into 17 languages.

● Between 2018 and 2020 Feeding Bristol raised circa £300k of funds 
for its activities through public fundraising, funding bodies and 
corporate sponsorship.

‘‘ After a long period of isolation for many children we wanted to  
be able to provide a creative connection point that would engage 
the wider community and work safely during Covid-19.’’ 
Southmead Development Trust

Breakfast clubs

In 2018 an affordable Breakfast Club programme for schools was developed 
by Feeding Bristol, FareShare SW and BCC. Fifteen schools with the highest 
number of children eligible for pupil premium were included in phase one. 
Phase two was impacted by Covid-related school closures, but the offer will 
be expanded during 2021.
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FOOD Club boxes

https://www.family-action.org.uk/what-we-do/children-families/food-club/
https://faresharesouthwest.org.uk/1557-2/
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CASE STUDY

Evergreen Primary Academy’s 

Breakfast Club
Evergreen Primary Academy in Easton, Bristol, receives food each week 
from FareShare SW. They put it to good use at their Breakfast Club, where 
kids and their parents come to get a good start to their day. Evergreen use 
the food to support children and their families with free breakfasts, after-
school snacks, food parcels and even packed lunch for kids that need 
it. FareShare SW provides the school with everything from fresh fruit to 
wholemeal bread, and from baked beans to yoghurts and cheeses.

“I always have the beans, every day I have them to make me super smart!” 
Andy, eight and a half, said.

Julie Vincent is the Breakfast Club coordinator at Evergreen: “When 
we started the Breakfast Club three years ago, we had juice, bread and 
jam – and that was it. With FareShare SW, we can give our children a full 
breakfast and a proper start to the day. The good food we receive means 
that the Breakfast Club is very popular – about half the school comes, 
which has had a big impact on our attendance levels at school. Three 
years ago we had 100 pupils on our persistent absence list. Now, we only 
have about 14 pupils on that list.”

The free breakfast is about more than meals. Many families in the area 
struggle to afford a balanced diet, and some parents have breakfast at the 
club too. Julie says she always tells parents to “just get them dressed and 
get them here, we’ll take care of the rest”.

Arifa Akhter, mother of Arisha (eight) and Ayaan (seven), said: “In here 
they’re all having a good breakfast and it makes my life easier. We’ve been 
coming two years. Before I struggled with them, now we just get up at 
8am and come. We can’t provide them with a balanced diet at home, but 
here we can.” 

Working together to tackle food inequality

Bristol has a long history of working in partnership across multiple 
organisations that vary in size, locality and sector. The city’s work on food 
equality is a key example, especially during the response to Covid-19. 
Partnership working during the pandemic also revealed the importance of a 
joined-up and strategic response to ensure the biggest impacts. City-wide 
groups were set up and continue to meet regularly now to monitor issues and 
impacts.

The Food Strategy Group (for organisations working in food provision) 
meet fortnightly to discuss strategic responses to the food crisis. It identifies 
upcoming issues and deals with immediate problems. Key organisations 
include BCC, Caring in Bristol, Feeding Bristol, FOOD Clubs, foodbanks, 
FareShare SW and Bristol Food Union.

There is also a Community Resilience Group which focuses on the 13 wards 
with the highest indices of deprivation. Its weekly sessions examine and 
update mapping of each ward and availability of food provision. It consists 
of Feeding Bristol, BFN and the BCC Community Development Team (whose 
asset-based community development approach in Bristol has reaped many 
benefits). 

A Community Working Group also meets, taking a holistic approach to food 
equality across multiple vulnerable groups, including representation from the 
areas of children and families, refugees and asylum seekers, those who are 
experiencing homelessness, older people and disabled people. 

Feeding Bristol and BCC’s Communities and Public Health team are currently 
working together on a One City Food Equality Strategy and Action Plan. 
It will aim to be representative of all the communities and voices in Bristol, 
working towards empowering groups to work with each other to create 
and deliver the plan. Two stakeholder group meetings have been convened 
(December 2020 and January 2021) with over 60 organisations and 
community groups throughout Bristol, and two subsequent surveys. Current 
work focuses on identifying key themes, issues, barriers and actions to help 
Bristol work towards achieving food equality.

See GfG library for other related documents on Food Equality.

https://evergreenprimaryacademy.clf.uk/
https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/resources/bristol-going-for-gold-library/
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CASE STUDY

FOOD Clubs 
(Food On Our Doorstep)

An innovative, dignified and scalable food provision model 
that provides low-cost food and social support for its 
members.

FOOD Clubs first came to Bristol in 2019, following an inspiring visit to 
Manchester to see how this financially self-sustaining initiative from Family 
Action was helping its members to access affordable, healthy groceries 
without feeling stigmatised.

Here in Bristol, the programme is run as a partnership between FareShare 
South West, Feeding Bristol and Early Years and Children’s Centres 
services. The partners were quick to see the potential to help families in 
Bristol and, as coordinator, I’m now responsible for the smooth running 
of 16 FOOD Clubs here in the city. Eleven of these have opened since the 
pandemic began, in response to increased difficulty for some families in 
accessing affordable and healthy food. 

https://www.family-action.org.uk/what-we-do/children-families/food-club/
https://www.family-action.org.uk/what-we-do/children-families/food-club/
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/schools-learning-early-years/childrens-centre
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/schools-learning-early-years/childrens-centre
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How it works

Most FOOD Clubs are in wards that score highest on the indices of 
deprivation within the city. They tend to be based at community sites that 
already have a trusted relationship with the community, such as Children 
Centres and Adventure Playgrounds. 

The model is simple: families pay a £1 annual membership fee, plus £3.50 a 
week for which they receive up to £15 worth of food. Members book a time 
slot to collect their grocery top-up, guaranteeing them easy access within 
a comfortable and non-stigmatised environment. The food is selected and 
supplied by FareShare South West. Local allotments and food businesses are 
providing surplus food donations too. 

I manage the Clubs full time, but the day-to-day running is carried out by 
FOOD Club Support Workers alongside Family Support Practitioners and a 
team of dedicated volunteers. Until now, we’ve focused primarily on families 
and children, though we plan to investigate how we can better serve other 
vulnerable groups in the future.

‘‘ Joining the FOOD Club was a good opportunity especially during this 
time. They are lovely people who greet with a smile and provide a great 
service every time. Good choices, clear instructions – amazing.’’‘‘ FOOD Club has been a lifesaver, especially in lockdown. Sometimes 
FOOD Club was the only place I would see and chat to other 
people.’’‘‘ FOOD Club has helped so much, it makes all the difference, before I was 
relying on my kids and parents to help me get food every week.’’

A radical and disruptive food programme

The Clubs are providing quality, affordable food to families in need, as well as 
reducing edible food waste. But it’s the partnership and culture that has built 
up around this concept that really makes FOOD Clubs stand out as a resilient 
and – dare I say – radical and disruptive food programme.

As a strategic partner, Feeding Bristol has been instrumental in supporting 
growth and providing expertise. FareShare SW provides the majority of the 
produce and has the experience required to shift four tonnes of surplus food 
to our clubs every week. The Children’s Centre staff have the insight into the 
needs of local families, ensuring the food reaches the people who need it 
most. It is these partnerships that have enabled the FOOD Clubs to blossom.

Beyond the coordinating partners, partner organisations around the city are 
transforming the culture of the Clubs. The Children’s Kitchen (see p.86)  
Food Sessions support FOOD Club families through family cooking lessons, 
food sampling and recipe and ingredients ideas. Incredible Edible Bristol 
bring their growing expertise to encourage local participation and the 
freshest possible ingredients to family meals. These additional activities 
are aimed at empowering families to develop confidence and skills, 
independence and community. The University of Bristol is helping us to 
assess the impact of the programme – a vital part of making sure that the 
Clubs continue to thrive and improve.

And, of course, there are our FOOD Club members who contribute so much, 
sharing ideas, good humour and support for others. There is no one person 
or organisation that makes FOOD Clubs so special; they need those many 
and varied partnerships and friendships to help build an effective local food 
community, and create spaces where people can make connections, friends 
and progress.

Watch a video about FOOD Clubs, produced by Feeding Bristol in 2020.

Simon Green, FOOD Club Coordinator for Bristol and the South West

https://www.goingforgoldbristol.co.uk/university-of-bristol-becoming-a-going-for-gold-champion/
https://youtu.be/UrYIYI7GrSM
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Concluding reflections

Legacy

Being a Gold Sustainable Food City means integrating the Sustainable Food 
Places themes into the city’s identity and future policies. The gold standard 
criteria will be maintained where it exists, and continuously applied to 
Bristol’s approach in addressing new areas of work on food.

Bristol’s Going for Gold partnership and campaign has laid the groundwork 
for a One City Good Food action plan that will map out steps the city intends 
to take over the next decade towards a sustainable food system.

The creation of the Bristol Going for Gold partnership, and the experiences 
the partners shared, have established new ways for communities to be 
involved, share stories and become more visible within the Good Food 
Movement. The partnership has established new pathways for joined-up 
working (e.g. through the Food Waste Action Group), and left an inspiring 
suite of communication resources including films, blogs and tailored food 
action guidance for different audiences hosted on the website. 

A flexible approach

The impacts of the pandemic on people’s ability to access nutritious, 
affordable and culturally appropriate food have been huge. Bristol’s 
emergency food response to the crisis has dominated daily activity across 
the city for the past 12 months. However, out of this extraordinary pressure, 
new collaborations, organisations and programmes have been forged, from 
community-led innovation to wide stakeholder engagement on a new Food 
Equality policy.

The response required was complex and necessitated co-ordinated action at 
unprecedented pace; an achievement that has been possible thanks to the 
strong relationships that already existed in Bristol’s food sector. Alongside 
dealing with crises, new work on how to deal with longer-term sustainability 
and move beyond a foodbank provision model has effectively been fast-
tracked (see FOOD Clubs, p.95 and the Children’s Kitchen, p.86).

This submission details the wealth of activity that has happened since Bristol 
was proud to receive a Silver award in 2016. There are many more activities on 
pause that were planned or in the pipeline when Covid-19 hit. The pandemic 
meant the Bristol Going for Gold partners had to change tack mid-campaign, 
adapt targets and find ways to communicate with and reach new audiences 
online rather than in-person. This has had its limitations. 

Most significantly, the campaign was not able to proceed with original plans 
to include catering and procurement as an area of excellence because of the 
economic impact on food businesses and catering contracts. Important work 
on reducing use of single-use plastics has also been interrupted. 

These areas remain priorities and will be addressed. Bristol City Council 
(BCC) has extended food-related contracts due to be re-let in 2020 to allow 
the SME supply market to recover enough from the Covid-19 crisis to be able 
to participate in the procurement process. BCC is also the first public body to 
commit to using the government’s new Future Food Framework to procure 
fresh produce from local and sustainable suppliers when it goes live in 2021 
(see p.56). 
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Next steps

Being recognised as a Gold Sustainable Food City is an important first step 
in a decade where action on food is more urgent than ever – for people, 
places and the planet. The partnership will continue to ‘learn by doing’ on 
how to build on successes and address challenges in relation to strategic 
collaboration, food governance, developing policy, growing the Good Food 
Movement, diversity and inclusion, and continuing to monitor progress 
against clear targets.

A newly agreed strategic partnership working group has been set up, which 
will be developing proposals on legacy, identifying needs and resource 
options to enable the collaborative partnership work to continue.

To build on the aspirational food goals of the One City Plan (March 2021), 
concrete delivery plans are needed by all stakeholders in the city. The 
intention is for Bristol’s citizens, community groups, SMEs, businesses and 
other organisations to feed into a city-wide food conversation so that future 
plans are truly collaborative. As food has different meanings for different 
communities, an inclusive approach will be essential. 

A key output of the coming year will be the production of a One City Bristol 
Good Food 2030 action plan which has been sought jointly by the City’s 
Health & Wellbeing Board and Environment Board. It will integrate food 
issues alongside other key commitments and city priorities. The Going for 
Gold social media channels – including the website with its wide range of 
informative resources – will continue to be used. 

Bristol will celebrate being a Gold Sustainable Food City, but will not forget 
the serious challenges in ensuring access to healthy and sustainable food 
across the city, addressing food-related health issues and ensuring that food 
choices do not contribute to climate change.

Despite the challenges of 2020, the Bristol Going for Gold partners are 
immensely proud of what has been achieved and how the food partnership 
and Bristol’s Good Food Movement have adapted to deal with crisis and 
unexpected sudden change. This is important evidence of resilience capacity. 

In essence, the Bristol Going for Gold campaign has been about making 
it easier for people living in Bristol to get involved, whether by creating 
impactful mechanisms like the Bristol Eating Better Award, signposting to 
available land for food growing, providing opportunities to learn new food-
related skills or simply sharing inspiring practical examples of what can be 
achieved. All this must continue to happen as a key component of Bristol’s 
commitment to ‘a decade of transformation’ and for the joy of food.
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Huge thanks and respect to…
The numerous individuals, organisations and businesses that make up Bristol’s impressive  
Good Food Movement, without which our collective achievements would not happen.

The Going for Gold partnership organisations,  
sponsors and supporters
Bristol Food Network  

https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/
Bristol Green Capital Partnership  

https://bristolgreencapital.org/
Bristol City Council  

https://www.bristol.gov.uk/
Resource Futures  

https://www.resourcefutures.co.uk/
Feeding Bristol  

https://www.feedingbristol.org/
Avon Wildlife Trust/Grow Wilder  

https://www.avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/explore/grow-wilder
Incredible Edible Bristol  

https://ediblebristol.org.uk/
Bristol Food Producers  

https://bristolfoodproducers.uk/
City Office  

https://www.bristolonecity.com/
North Bristol NHS Trust  

https://www.nbt.nhs.uk/
Essential Trading  

https://www.essential-trading.co.uk/
GENeco  

https://www.geneco.uk.com/
Lovely Drinks  

https://www.lovelydrinks.co.uk/
Fresh Range  

https://www.fresh-range.com/close/index.html
Smith & Williamson  

https://smithandwilliamson.com/en/our-offices/bristol/
Wogan Coffee  

https://wogancoffee.com/
Ashfords  

https://www.ashfords.co.uk/
Greenhouse PR  

https://www.greenhousepr.co.uk/
Windmill Hill City Farm  

https://www.windmillhillcityfarm.org.uk/
Triodos Bank  

https://www.triodos.co.uk/
Mott MacDonald  

https://www.mottmac.com/
Out of Hand  

https://outofhand.co.uk
Covid-19 Student Response Network  

https://csrn.org.uk/
Burges Salmon 

https://www.burges-salmon.com
WASTE FEW-ULL and the Bristol FEW-ULL group  

https://wastefewull.weebly.com/

Bristol Food Network 
Joy Carey
Jane Stevenson
Danni Rochman
Sarah Davies
Sid Sharma
Kristin Sponsler
Chrissie Storry
Ramona Andrews
Florence Pardoe
Aisling Brady
Anira Khokhar
Kate Burgess
Alice Jones
Lucy Gatward
Heloise Balme
Isobel Cox
Traci Lewis
Jacqui Reeves

Bristol Green Capital 
Partnership
Claire Jacob
Ceilidh Jackson-Baker 

Current Bristol City Council 
members of the Steering 
Group
Cllr Asher Craig
Sally Hogg
Grace Davies
Kathy Derrick
Hannah Bush
Marius Jennings
Sophie Turner
Elizabeth Le Breton
Allan Macleod
Kathleen Manson
Rachel Sanderson

With the support of Mayor 
Marvin Rees, Cllr Kye Dudd, 
Mike Jackson, Christina Gray, 
Zoe Willcox and  
Alex Minshull.

With special thanks to BCC 
colleagues past and present 
from the following teams, 
services and divisions:
● Communities and Public 

Health
● Sustainable City and 

Climate Change
● The Mayor’s Office
● The City Office
● The Executive Office
● International Affairs 
● Procurement 
● Trading with Schools
● Markets & Estates
● Regulatory Services 
● Economic Development
● Internal Communications
● External Communication 

and Consultation 
● Conferencing & Events 
● Parks
● City Design
● Development Management
● Strategic City Planning
● Housing and Landlord 

Services
● Libraries
● Early Years 
● Adult Social Care
● Facilities Management
● GIS Support 

plus many others!

Resource Futures
Katie Powell
Sarah Hargreaves
Jane Stephenson
Bethan Jones

Feeding Bristol
Maurice Di Rosso
Ped Asgarian 
Lucy Jackman
Andy Street

Grow Wilder/AWT
Matt Cracknell 

Incredible Edible Bristol
Sara Venn

Bristol Food Producers
Steph Wetherell 

Essential Trading 
Lila Teasdale
Ava Osbiston
Victor Ramirez
Jimmy Nelson 

GENeco
Jenny Harrison
Charlotte Stamper
Kirsten Ehrlick

Bristol Waste Company
Gwen Frost

University of the  
West of England
Paul Roberts

University of Bristol 
Rose Rooney
Caroline Wynn

FareShare South West
Lucy Bearn
Julian Mines

Jacobs
Ed Hambrey
Adam Mills
Asmaar Ali
Marianna Founta
Yusuf Allali

Cooking Consortium
Barny Haughton,  

Square Food Foundation
Eloise Morton,  

Square Food Foundation
Emmy Oldenbourg,  

National Centre for 
Integrative Medicine

Adrian Kirikmaa,  
St Monica Trust

Josh Eggleton,  
The Pony and Trap

Rhian Loughlin,  
Wellspring Healthy Living 
Centre

Jo Ingleby,  
The Children’s Kitchen

Sarah Francis,  
Travelling Kitchen

Clare McLoughlin,  
Travelling Kitchen

Kalpna Woolf,  
91 Ways

Steve Ashworth,  
PFK Francis Clark

Ari Cantwell,  
Coexist Community 
Kitchen

Kirstin Rees 
Fi Argent
Helen Jackson-Brown

Other significant supporters
Damien Doherty,  

Doc & Tee website design 
Georgina Gray, 

Communications
Helen Sharpe,  

HerStoryPR
Livvy Drake,  

Sustainable Sidekicks
Judith Taylor,  

Vivid Regeneration
Angela Raffle,  

Bristol Food Policy Council
Simon Wood,  

Bristol Food Policy Council
Heather Mack, Feedback
Jason Taylor, Filmmaker
Sam Cole, Filmmaker
Liz Barling, Writer
Pip Morgan, Proofreader

Bristol Food Network would 
like to thank their funders:
Bristol City Council
RH Southern Trust
Sustainable Food Places

https://www.bristolfoodnetwork.org/
https://bristolgreencapital.org/
https://www.bristol.gov.uk/
https://www.resourcefutures.co.uk/
https://www.feedingbristol.org/
https://www.avonwildlifetrust.org.uk/explore/grow-wilder
https://ediblebristol.org.uk/
https://bristolfoodproducers.uk/
https://www.bristolonecity.com/
https://www.nbt.nhs.uk/
https://www.essential-trading.co.uk/
https://www.geneco.uk.com/
https://www.lovelydrinks.co.uk/
https://www.fresh-range.com/close/index.html
https://smithandwilliamson.com/en/our-offices/bristol/
https://wogancoffee.com/
https://www.ashfords.co.uk/
https://www.greenhousepr.co.uk/
https://www.windmillhillcityfarm.org.uk/
https://www.triodos.co.uk/
https://www.mottmac.com/
https://outofhand.co.uk
https://csrn.org.uk/
https://www.burges-salmon.com
https://wastefewull.weebly.com/
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